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Abstract

The dynamics of macroscopic objects connected to each other by joints is of
fundamental importance in physics, engineering and everyday life. Such systems
are commonly referred to as multibody systems and are well known to be non-
linear systems. Multibody systems consisting of particles and rigid bodies are
considered in this thesis. Understanding their dynamics is essential for design,
optimization, and control of current and new technology involving these types
of systems.

For a long time, investigators were constrained by the lack of computational
power. With the invention of the digital computer this changed abruptly. Today
software for modeling and investigating properties of multibody systems are
common engineering tools.

The main purpose of this study is to enhance the present methods and tools
used in the area. Both the derivation of equations of motion and the analysis
of given equations are investigated. Symbolic and numeric computations are
utilized where appropriate. Efficient algorithms for vector algebra and calculus
using software for symbolic computations are proposed. Use of these methods
significantly reduce the efforts needed for practical analysis of some common
types of mechanisms. Numerical analysis of dynamical systems often involve
simulation, computing stability of fixed points and periodic motion. Analytical
stability calculations depend on the Jacobian and the variational equations of
the dynamical system. This work presents a unified environment for the actual
generation of efficient code for computing such properties in combination with the
differential equations of the base system. Discontinuous systems can be analyzed
if suitable integration methods are used. Several versions of the equations of
motion may be necessary due to different behaviour before and after impacts.

On the theoretical side, kinematic transformations are examined for possible
ways of reducing the computational effort necessary to evaluate the equations
of motion. A power equation for systems with and without nonholonomic con-
straints is derived. The derivation includes a short and illustrative argument
for the relationship between Kane’s equations and various forms of the virtual
power formulations.

Descriptors: multibody systems, nonlinear dynamics, power equations, vari-
ational equations, code-generation, kinematic transformations, diagonalization,
bicycle, symbolic computations.
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Preface

This monograph concerns modeling and analyzing of multibody systems, i.e.
mechanical systems consisting of bodies connected with joints. It consists of
seven chapters, of which the the first two serves as introduction and background
material. The following five chapters deal with different aspects of the modeling
and analysis process. In chapter three velocity transformations are examined for
possible findings of efficient methods and theoretical gains. A power equation is
derived in chapter four together with compact expressions for the terms in this
equation. Chapter five deals with complexity issues of algorithms for describing
geometry and motion of multibody systems. Efficient tools for numerical investi-
gations is the subject of chapter six. In the last chapter, two systems are studied
as application examples of the methods discussed in the previous chapters. Some
investigation of their dynamics is performed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The large number of human activities where mechanical devices are used indicate
the importance of understanding the dynamic properties of such systems. In fact,
the dynamics of complex mechanisms is an everyday experience for most people,
be it in the form of walking, riding a horse or an artificial vehicle, or perhaps
operating a robot in a manufacturing plant. Natural selection has provided us
with the capability to solve the control problems of human motion nearly without
conscious thought. Embedded in this ability is an intuitive knowledge about the
dynamics of our own bodies. In contrast, the establishment of qualitative and
quantitative measures of the dynamics of general mechanical systems requires
considerable labor. This thesis presents efficient methods for some of the tasks
involved in such modeling and analysis, including tools for interactive analysis
of dynamics.

The framework for quantitative investigations of dynamics was created by
Isaac Newton and others in the 17th century. Over the centuries, many methods
based on Newton’s principles have been developed for modeling and analysis of
mechanisms. In parallel with, and perhaps forced by, the increased availability of
computational power, developments of theory and formulations have been made.
Traditionally, Newton-Euler formulations and the Lagrange equations are widely
used but other methods, such as Kane’s equations, and for some applications,
recursive formulations, are gaining increasing popularity. The language used in
this area include some special terms. Multibody system is a device that consists
of solid bodies, or links, that are connected to each other by joints which restrict
their relative motion. The study of multibody dynamics is the analysis of how
such systems move under the influence of forces. Also the inverse problem is
studied, i.e. what forces are necessary to make the system move in a specified
manner. This is particularly important in some branches of robotics where pre-
cise motion control is required. While methods for analysis of elastic bodies are
beginning to emerge, the rigid body is at the heart of most methods and appli-
cations. A rigid body is assumed not to deform when exposed to varying force
fields. Of course this is a simplification, no materials exist that can withstand
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

load changes without deforming. But for a large number of cases, considerable
insight can be gained by modeling systems of rigid bodies.

Today, large efforts are spent on modeling and analyzing all kinds of mechan-
ical systems that the present technology level has made possible. This includes
both kinematic functionality and detailed analysis of the system’s dynamics. In
engineering mechanics, the ultimate goal of such examination is often to guide
in a design process or to optimize a system’s behaviour under some criteria.
The very same models can also serve as input to designers of control systems.
Biomechanics is another area of application, where similar modeling techniques
are used to analyze the mechanics of biological systems.

The modeling and analysis process

Typical tasks of modeling and analysis of multibody dynamics are displayed in
figure 1.1. We divide the complete process into two domains, the symbolic and
the numeric. Modeling the system and formulating equations of motion based on
physical principles is the main task in the symbolic domain. When the equations
are available, the work may proceed with analytical methods or preparation of
code for numerical evaluations of various kinds. Analytical methods also end
up in the numeric domain when expressions are to be evaluated. Code based
on the equations of motion may be used for several distinct applications. A
standard method of investigation, and probably the single most used application,
is simulation, or integration, of the differential equations. Although simulation
can answer many questions, there are important cases where it is necessary
to compute additional information during the simulation in order to answer
questions about stability for example. Thus, the modification and extension of
code for simulation to include computation of entities useful in analysis of the
dynamic system is another area of application. Chapter 6 in this thesis discusses
methods for transforming code for both types of applications. Generated code
can also be included in programs for control systems of different kinds, both for
forward and inverse dynamics.

The most important feedback loops in a real process are included in the
figure, but all stages may result in a necessary modification of previous stages.
If the analysis proceeds smoothly, a typical reason for modifying the model is a
numerical result that differs significantly from measured data or other knowledge
about the system. The first method of examining the dynamics of multibody
systems were experiments, from which theory was formed. Today, an important
argument for doing simulations is the expense which often comes with real world
experiments. This often has to do with workshop time for building models and
apparatus, or safety precautions that have to be taken. Nevertheless, correctly
designed experiments will reveal important facts for a more complete modeling
and understanding of the system in question.

Graphical visualization is the standard method of result presentation. Both
traditional graphs and animations are included in this term, graphs give quanti-
tative information and animations provide an opportunity to get different views
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Principles of mechanics

?
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?Other
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- Equations -
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Analytical
methods

Generating code
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Code
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- Other use
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Results
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Interpreting results
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Figure 1.1. Steps involved in analysis of mechanical systems, classified into
symbolic and numeric domains. Actions taken by the analyst are written in
italics, input and output data to actions are written in upright style.

on the system. The presentation of results may cause new knowledge to be dis-
covered, but more often it will provide feedback into the modeling and analysis
stages of the process. A typical goal is the establishment of a certain level of
performance, in other cases, the results could be intended for manuals or sales
information.

Software

Digital computers have been used for computations involved in the area of multi-
body dynamics since they were invented and much software is available today
for modeling and analysis of multibody system. Commercial software is often
integrated with CAD/CAM systems for rapid prototyping and simulations at
the design stage. Some examples in this category are ADAMS [54], DADS [18],
I-DEAS [71], and Mechanica [66]. From the users viewpoint, most of these are
closed systems when it comes to mathematical modeling and simulation. This
rids the user of many decisions that must be made before and during simula-
tions, but also reduces the versatility of the software for advanced use. Other
commercial software is more specialized. Autolev [63] is such a program, while
it provides graphical feedback, the method of modeling is open and actually per-
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formed by the user. Software developed at universities may be freely available,
but is quite often commercial. One implementation is NEWEUL [60], which is
one of the first to utilize a symbolic manipulator for processing of equations.
Sophia1 is a more recent package for formulating models of mechanical devices
and deriving equations of motion. It is an open environment and can be ex-
tended by the user. The implementation is made in general computer algebra
software, the most developed version is made in Maple [51], but functioning
versions have been implemented in Mathematica [78] and Macsyma [49]. The
first development of Sophia was begun by Lesser, and the system is described
in his book [46]. Sophia has the ingredients to be considered as a ‘language of
mechanics’, there are functions, constructors, and operators acting on the types
of object encountered in multibody dynamics. As such, it may be considered the
top layer of a Problem Solving Environment, or PSE, of mechanics with the bot-
tom layers being Maple and MATLAB. PSEs are well integrated environments
for formulating and solving a target class of problems [29].

At present, the use of Sophia often require each part of a system to be scruti-
nized and decisions taken about how to include its detailed properties in a model
of the system. Often, such a process is performed based on the experience of
the investigator. Development of a modular approach for assemblies of machine
elements have taken place [73]. Dynamic properties, such as equations of mo-
tion, for individual parts or subsystems, are stored and used automatically to
set up models of an assembly. This may be useful in a more automated analysis
system. A more formal approach to such an environment is given in [20] where
a general method for the successive application of physical constraints to bodies
and systems is presented.

As mentioned, there are packages with built in symbolic manipulators, devel-
oped because high performance general purpose computer algebra systems often
were, at first, not capable of carrying out the needed steps efficiently. Present
technology has eliminated such needs, there are instead many advantages to use
a symbolic manipulator developed by experts in the field. Tools for many kinds
of investigations are immediately available. Another important fact is software
quality, a large group of users is good for discovering bugs and provides the
infrastructure to correct the flaws.

Research objective

The main objective of this monograph is to optimize the procedures of equation
development with a view to producing efficient numerical algorithms. In the last
analysis the emphasis is on the practical rather than the theoretical aspects of
the task. The environment in which optimization is considered, is the process
cycle illustrated in figure 1.1 which interacts with users and developments in
computer hardware and software. The goal of optimization is to achieve opti-
mal solutions, but it may be difficult to determine global optimality for a process

1The different parts of Sophia are available from the Sophia home page located at
http://www.mech.kth.se/sophia/.
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that is part of a dynamic environment. In such cases, optimization if often linked
with increasing efficiency by some local measure. One useful measure is the time
constant involved in the different parts of the process cycle. i.e. time spent de-
veloping the model and performing simulations etc. With time as a measure,
the obvious method towards optimization is decreasing the times spent in the
different tasks of the complete process, both for the analyst and the response
time for computer based computations. A more physically constrained resource
is computer memory, and another measure on efficiency is how much memory
is used during the process to hold algebraic expressions etc. The amount of
memory used correlates with the time needed to complete operations on the ex-
pressions. Time and memory requirements were selected as the main goals for
optimization of the process, and some additional restrictions were made. The
methods considered are based on minimal sets of coordinates, or possibly a small
number of redundant coordinates. Further, work was focused on a few parts of
the process, formulating equations, generating code, and practical tools for nu-
merical investigations of the complete system. The software methods developed
within the scope of this work have been implemented as part of the package
Sophia described earlier, and has led to a newer more powerful version.

Theoretical analysis was done on the method of formulating equations of
motion. The process of rewriting second order differential equations to first
order introduces new variables. Special choices of such variables are the topics
in chapter 3, where the impact of velocity transformations on the efficiency of
minimal order formulations is studied. How nonholonomic constraints affect the
work done by forces have been a matter of concern in recent research papers.
This topic is discussed in chapter 4 where also useful expressions for the power
developed by explicitly time dependent constraints are given.

Vector algebra and calculus are basic tools in multibody dynamics. The
complexity of expressions for vector components can grow very rapidly with the
size of the system being investigated. To counteract some of this complexity
growth, an efficient method of storing and manipulating geometric information
in mechanical systems is introduced in chapter 5. The implementation uses data
types present in Sophia, but the concepts can be readily used in other software
where symbolic vector algebra is used, if appropriate modifications are made.

Efficient methods for numerical investigations is discussed in chapter 6. This
includes the basic instruments for simulation as well as support for computation
of entities useful in analysis of dynamical systems, such as stability of static or
quasi-static equilibrium, periodic motion, and bifurcations.

Finally, in chapter 7 two examples are worked out to exemplify how the meth-
ods described in other chapters are used in practice. In addition, some techniques
for utilizing algebraic expressions already at the formulation stage are discussed.
The goal is to reduce the amount of symbolic processing necessary in the for-
mulation and derivation stage of the analysis, and a working implementation for
Sophia is introduced.
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Future developments

While many of the methods described in the thesis are used in the examples as
interactive tools, they may be used in more automated processes. An efficient
interactive environment for multibody dynamics benefits from some integrated
environment for visualization of results, and work on this has started at the
department. General methods for modeling of multibody systems introduce
redundant coordinates. Thus, future work requires development of methods for
analysis of dynamic properties to achieve interactive methods that are intuitive
and efficient Code generation for use in control systems where it interacts with
other code has the potential to decrease the turnaround time for developing such
programs.



Chapter 2

Methods of multibody
dynamics

Two of the main problems in multibody dynamics is the analysis of how mecha-
nisms move under the influence of forces, and how to make a mechanical system
move in a predetermined manner. The former is called the forward dynamics
problem, while the latter is the inverse dynamics problem. A family of concep-
tual and mathematical tools are useful for such tasks. Here we review some of
these instruments and prepare for the coming chapters. We start by present-
ing the classical problems of multibody dynamics, configuration, motion, and
dynamics. Then, a number of common formulations of mechanics, and their
relations to each other are described, as well as computer implementations and
other tools. Some useful analysis methods for dynamical systems are discussed,
with a touch of differential geometry. Numerical integration is necessary to study
the temporal evolution of dynamical systems by computer and we take a look at
some techniques to accomplish this.

2.1 Mechanism configuration and kinematics

An accurate method to describe a system’s configuration is essential when mod-
eling the kinematics and dynamics of a mechanical system. However, accuracy is
not enough, an interactive method must allow a user to describe the kinematics
in an intuitive way that reduces the risk of mistakes. Most frequent is a number
of coordinates, say qi, and some rules that determine configuration from a given
set of coordinate values.

Configuration itself raises a number of questions about how to describe the
world around us. Mainly, we think of the world at a given instant of time, as set
of points in three dimensions, i.e. three coordinates are necessary to identify a
particular spatial point. The space is affine which means that no point is natural
as a reference point. More mathematically, the space is invariant to translations.

7
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a1

a2

a3 b1

b2

b3

Figure 2.1. The unit vectors of two standard triads A and B, along which
components of vectors can be measured. Each of the three vectors ai is orthogonal
to the two other as indicated by the symbols of right angles. The orthogonality
is also valid for the three vectors bi although not illustrated.

The sum of two points is not defined, but vectors acts as parallel displacements
and the sum of a point and a vector is another point. Thus we can think of the
difference between points as vectors. An Euclidean structure on the space gives
the well known distance function between points.

2.1.1 Reference frames

The description of motion requires some concept of time and an observer. The
combination of time and the Euclidean space mentioned earlier, is in essence the
Galilean structure on a universe in which classical mechanics takes place. An
exhaustive paragraph on reference frames may include the concepts body, triad,
and reference point. We call the combination of a reference point and a triad,
three non co-planar vectors and a body, a reference frame. Position, orientation
and motion can be observed relative to a reference frame. Once a reference point
is given, the motion of a moving point is equivalent to that of the vector which
is the difference between the point in question and the reference point.

The inertial reference frame is a fundamental concept in classical mechanics.
Such frames are needed for the equations of Newtonian motion. Determining
suitable reference frames for the case at hand is a task for the analyst. Often, a
frame fixed relative to the earth is adequate for the purposes of engineering.

A standard representation of a reference triad in Euclidean space is three
orthogonal and normalized vectors. Two standard triads of orthonormal unit
vectors is illustrated in figure 2.1. The relation between components of a vector
relative to different reference frames, is given by the direction cosine matrix. If
the components of a vector v relative to B are held in the column vector bv, and
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similarly components relative to A are held in av, then the relation between the
two is

av = Rab
bv, (2.1)

where the direction cosine matrix Rab is defined by

Rab =

 a1 · b1 a1 · b2 a1 · b3
a2 · b1 a2 · b2 a2 · b3
a3 · b1 a3 · b2 a3 · b3

 . (2.2)

One of the strengths of Sophia, is the automatic transformation of vector
components when necessary for proper evaluation of vector algebra operations.
Of course this requires that the relative orientations are defined.

For dealing with rigid bodies we need a concept of orientation, and some
measure for it. A common method is to think of a reference frame as attached
to a body. Then the direction cosine matrix between the moving frame and a
reference frame determines the orientation. Three parameters fully determine
the relative orientation. Thus there are only three independent components of
the direction cosine matrix. A simple rotation defines the relative orientation
between two triads where one of the base vectors is identical between the triads.
With three simple rotations any orientation can be achieved as SO(3) is a three
parameter group. Such a set of consecutive rotations is often called Euler angles.
Another method of specifying orientation is Euler parameters, the main feature
of these is avoidance of singularities by the addition of one redundant coordinate.

2.1.2 Coordinates

The choice of coordinates may influence the analysis work heavily. How to choose
coordinates is and will continue to be an important question. Some aspects of
this issue involve studies of the system’s topology, an area where graph theory
is useful.

In multibody mechanics the are two main types of coordinates, independent
and dependent (or redundant). An independent set of coordinates is a minimal
set that fully determines the configuration. If more variables than necessary
are used, they are dependent on each other. There are several methods that
use dependent coordinates. Relative coordinates measure the relative position or
orientation between bodies in the mechanism. If the system has no closed loops,
the method results in independent coordinates, in contrast to systems with closed
loops where the number exceeds the minimum and they are dependent.

Other sets of coordinates are absolute coordinates, reference point coordinates,
and natural coordinates [30]. A particle’s absolute coordinates are the compo-
nents of the particle’s position vector in some standard reference frame that is
fixed in inertial space. In order to extend the method to rigid bodies, some
means to define a rigid body’s orientation relative to an observer is necessary in
addition to a position vector to the body’s mass center. If the position vector to
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the mass center is replaced by a vector to any point fixed in the body, a more
general setting is achieved. This method is called reference point coordinates.
Natural coordinates can be explained as an evolution of reference point coordi-
nates. The method uses the position of joints relative to an inertial reference
frame as coordinates. In spatial systems these are expanded with the Cartesian
coordinates of strategically placed unit vectors.

Relative coordinates are convenient for analysis of joint actuators. Therefore
redundant coordinates of the type mentioned above can be supplemented with
relative coordinates to form mixed coordinates.

2.1.3 Constraints

A very much used concept in mechanics is that of constraint. Physical con-
straints restrict the motion of particles and bodies. Mathematical constraints
are equations that must be fulfilled when redundant, or dependent, coordinates
are used to describe the configuration of a system. These equations take the
form

gi(q, p) = 0 (2.3)

where q are coordinates and p parameters.
Joints are typical constraints as they restrict the relative motion of connected

bodies. In fact, the rigid body itself can be thought of as a constraint on the
matter it consists of, each mass element is forced to move along with the other
elements. Physical constraints are considered to be upheld by forces, hence the
term constraint force.

There is a simple relation between the number of constraints and the number
of degrees of freedom for a system. A free particle has three degrees of freedom
and a system of N particles on which m constraints are put, have n = 3N −m
degrees of freedom. For N bodies the corresponding relation is n = 6N−m. The
number of degrees of freedom sets a limit on the minimum number of coordinates
necessary to completely define the configuration of the system.

Constraints can depend explicitly on time. In realizations of such constraints,
additional systems are introduced to actuate the forcing. Thus, explicit time de-
pendence is really a consequence of assuming that one of two interacting systems
is independent of the other system. For example, a person walking in the aisle
of a passenger aircraft or train, can probably be neglected when it comes to the
dynamics of the vehicle. The dynamics of walking is likely influenced by the
motion of the vehicle. Another example is an experimental shaker that is not
very influenced by the object it is shaking. In contrast with the vehicle, the
shaker motion is a known function of time. Control systems may be required in
order to reduce the interaction between systems below some given level.

Geometrical constraints induce constraints on the velocities of a system’s
constituents. Such velocity constraints are integrable, being the total derivatives
of geometric constraints. In the later part of the nineteenth century Hertz dis-
covered that not all velocity constraints correspond to configuration constraints.
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He coined the term nonholonomic for such constraints. Typical examples from
multibody dynamics are encountered in systems with rolling contact.

2.1.4 Kinematics

Change of configuration is treated in the science of kinematics, where motion
without regard to the cause of the motion is studied. Many functional require-
ments on mechanical systems are kinematic and it is of importance to study kine-
matics in itself. One exhaustive reference on this subject is [15], but most books
about multibody dynamics contain sections on kinematics, [19] [34] [40] [46] are
a few.

There are two basic types of motion, translation, and rotation. A finite
displacement for which all points of a body have the same displacement is a
translation. An ongoing motion where all the points of a body have equal velocity
also is a translation. A body is rotating around a point if the velocity of any
point can be written as the cross product ω ×r, where ω is the angular velocity
of the reference frame and r is the vector from the point around which it rotates
to a point in the body.

Inverse kinematics

The problem of finding joint variables that represent a certain configuration of
a mechanism is the inverse kinematics problem. A complication is the nonlinear
structure of the mapping from joint variables to positions in Euclidean space.

2.2 Dynamics

As we have mentioned, the two main problems of multibody dynamics are for-
ward and inverse dynamics. The second is studied for control of robots etc.
and the first for simulation of a mechanism’s behaviour. The determination of
constraint forces is another computation useful for some purposes. Some of the
formulations used currently are briefly discussed here. All formulations result in
differential equations governing the dynamics of the system in question.

2.2.1 Equations of motion

Application of Newton’s laws leads to differential equations of second order which
govern the motion of the mechanical systems. If a minimal set of coordinates
and velocities is used to define the state of a system, the second order system
can, in principle, be rewritten to a system of ordinary differential equations of
first order, typically of the form

dx

dt
= f. (2.4)
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ODE is an abbreviation for ordinary differential equation. When redundant
coordinates or velocities are used to give the state of a system the result is a
set of differential equations and a number of algebraic equations that must be
fulfilled at each instant. Such a system is called a differential algebraic system,
DAE for short.

2.2.2 Formulations

Based on the principles set forth by Newton, a variety of formulations for stud-
ies of multibody dynamics exist. They are all equivalent, but there are wide
differences in how they can be adapted to large multibody systems. What is
commonly called the Newton-Euler method includes the constraint forces act-
ing on all bodies of the system under analysis. This results in more equations
than unknowns and inefficient equations [34]. In other formulations, such as La-
grange equations, Gibbs-Appell, and Kane’s equations, the constraint forces are
eliminated by use of d’Alembert’s principle. It is the assumption that permits
the projection of forces onto certain directions in order to reduce the number of
equations. For most engineering applications Hamilton’s equations are not very
useful and not discussed here.

Lagrange’s equations provided an early minimum order formulation which
is still widely used. Poincaré [64] modified it already in 1901 to include non-
coordinate bases for the tangent manifold. A recent summary from the viewpoint
of more modern notation is found in [23]. A formulation for analysis of holonomic
and nonholonomic problems was introduced by Gibbs and Appell [8] [31], a more
easily located source may be Huston [34]. They used a function, the acceleration
function or acceleration energy, which completely characterizes the dynamics of
a system. The equations are derived in [58] and [34]. For different reasons,
the Boltzman-Hamel formulation and others are seldomly used, and we will not
touch upon them here.

A more recent formulation is the method by Kane and Levinson [40]. It is
well adapted to study nonholonomic systems. One reason is that Kane’s use
of kinematic differential equations for velocity transformations, are equivalent
to basis transformations. Thus the analyst has the freedom to choose both
configuration and ‘speed’ parameters, which leads to sets of first order equations.
Another reason is the ease by which non-holonomic constraints are included.

Lagrange

The Euler-Lagrange operator is defined as

Li =
d

dt

(
∂

∂q̇i

)
− ∂

∂qi
. (2.5)

For non-dissipative systems, the equations of motion are derived by applying the
operator on the difference of kinetic and potential energy L = T − V ,

Li (L) = 0. (2.6)
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The connection to geometrical interpretations can be established as follows.
We consider the vector r = r(qi, t) which is a position relative to a reference
point. The velocity is

v =
∂r

∂qi
q̇i +

∂r

∂t
, (2.7)

and in this equation we note the theorem on cancellation of dots

∂v

∂q̇i
=
∂r

∂qi
, (2.8)

is evident since v must be a linear function of q̇i. The acceleration is a, and
from its expansion in derivatives

a =
∂2r

∂qi∂qj
q̇iq̇j + 2

∂2r

∂qj∂t
q̇j +

∂r

∂qj
q̈j +

∂2r

∂t2
, (2.9)

we find that the cancellation of dots hold one further step.
By studying the action of the Euler-Lagrange operator on half the square of

the velocity we find

Li
(

1

2
v · v

)
= a · ∂r

∂qi
. (2.10)

Thus the Euler-Lagrange operator acting on kinetic energy produces the pro-
jection of what is commonly called inertia forces, onto the tangent directions
∂r/∂qi. This may be called generalized inertia force. As potential energy is not
a function of q̇i, the action of Li on V reduces to the gradient, i.e. the force com-
ponents projected onto the same directions. Dissipative forces can be introduced
and computed separately as generalized forces Fi. If inertia forces are computed
on L = T , the equations for such systems have the form

Li(T ) = Fi. (2.11)

Formation and partial differentiation of kinetic energy is a trivial problem for
small to moderately sized systems, but for larger systems the task is very tedious.
In addition, the complications of applying the method on nonholonomic systems,
indicates that it is not an option for general applications.

Gibbs-Appell

The basis for the Gibbs-Appell method of deriving equations of motion for a
particle, is forming a function G, called the Gibbs function, which is the square
of the acceleration multiplied by half the mass. For a particle system, G is the
sum of each particle’s Gibbs function. The equations of motion are generated
by partial differentiation

∂G

∂q̈i
= Fi, (2.12)
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where Fi is the generalized force associated with coordinate qi. If we study the
kinematic information in the function G we find

∂

∂q̈i

(
1

2
a · a

)
= a · ∂a

∂q̈i
. (2.13)

It is clear from equation (2.9) that

∂a

∂q̈i
=
∂r

∂qi
, (2.14)

and once again we recognize the projection of acceleration on the tangent di-
rection associated with coordinate qr. Thus the equivalence of the methods is
established.

When the proper integrals have been carried out over a rigid body k, see [34]
or [58], the Gibbs function is

Gk =
1

2
mka

2
k +

1

2
αk · Ik ·αk +

1

2
ω2
k (ωk · Ik · ωk)

+αk · ωk × (Ik · ωk) . (2.15)

The quantities are mass mk, mass center acceleration ak angular velocity ωk,
angular acceleration αk, all relative to an inertial reference frame, and inertia
tensor Ik. The third term is independent of second derivatives of coordinates
and may be disregarded for the formation of a useful expression.

In contrast with Lagrange’s formulation, nonholonomic systems with linear
velocity constraints can be directly analyzed with this method. An example of a
system with identical kinetic energies but different Gibbs functions is available
in [58]. The equations of motion formed with equation 2.12 correctly reflect the
dynamics of the nonholonomically constrained system.

Kane

In the 1960’s, Thomas Kane further developed the ideas of Gibbs, Appell, and
others, and introduced concepts such as partial velocities, partial angular ve-
locities, generalized active forces, and generalized inertia forces. The partial
velocities are central to the method. They are used to identify the directions
onto which the operators of Lagrange and Gibbs-Appell project inertia forces.
A standard reference on the method is Dynamics: Theory and Application by
Kane and Levinson [40], another one is Spacecraft Dynamics [41]. Today, the
method devised by him is often referred to simply as Kane’s equations, but some
authors have called it the principle of virtual power or other names.

The main feature of the formulation is that it is well adapted for both sys-
tems of several bodies as well as systems with nonholonomic constraints. The
reformulation of second order differential equations to first order equations is
an integrated part of the method and gives the user many choices on how to
distribute the complexity throughout the final equations.
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Lesser

The notation used throughout most of this monograph is based on the inter-
pretation of Kane’s method by Lesser [45]. It uses objects that exhibits the
geometric meaning of the derived formulas. A stringent difference between ge-
ometric objects and the components representing the object is built in. Matrix
manipulation techniques are used to suppress the index notation for summation.
As first example of this, consider a vector v in three dimensional Euclidean
space. It can be thought of as a sum of components along some basis vectors,

v = a1a1 + a2a2 + a3a3. (2.16)

With the use of a matrix with basis vectors as components, this sum can be
written as

v =
[
a1 a2 a3

] a1

a2

a3

 , (2.17)

or the transpose of the matrix multiplication.
To represent vectorial information about each body of a mechanical system, a

common method is to use large matrices of Cartesian components, related to all
components of the absolute coordinates. In the spirit of the previous example,
we gather the vectors into a matrix structure which we call a system vector. As
an example we take the velocities and angular velocities of the K bodies in a
mechanical system as elements of a system vector v<,

v< =


v<1

ω<1

...
v<K

ω<K

 . (2.18)

The corresponding forces and torques are held in a similar construct,

F< =


F<1

T<1

...

F<K

T<K

 . (2.19)

The sum of two system vectors is a system vector where the entries are the
sum of the corresponding vectors. Summing the result of normal scalar products
between the corresponding vectors components of two system vectors is indicated
by the fat dot, •. This operation is a bilinear form, which is commutative and the
result is a scalar. Care must be taken so that the result is physically significant,
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the operation F< •F< for example, is not meaningful. It may however by useful
to perform the operation for other reasons.

Collections of system vectors are also useful as we shall see. We represent a
set of system vectors a<i by a matrix a,

a =

a
<
1
...
a<k

 =



a
<1
1
...

a<n1


...a
<1
k
...

a<nk




. (2.20)

One advantage with this convention is that linear combinations of system
vectors can be written as

v< = aTb = bTa, (2.21)

where b is a column matrix of coefficients,

b =
[
b1 · · · bk

]T
. (2.22)

Kane developed the use of partial velocities as a means to determine a basis for
the tangent manifold. The system vector of velocities is linear in the generalized
velocities q̇i, the number of which equals the number of degrees of freedom for
the system. Thus it can be written as

v< = τTq̇ + τ<t . (2.23)

Here, τ is a matrix with system vectors in the form of equation (2.20), with the
partial velocities, or tangent vectors [46], as elements. The last term indicates ex-
plicitly time dependent constraints. A velocity transformation from generalized
velocities q̇ to generalized speeds uβ is a linear combination

uβ = W βτ q̇ + fβ . (2.24)

We consider only homogeneous transformations and set fβ = 0. The non-
homogeneous case is described in [46]. Use of the inverse transformation,

q̇ = W τβuβ , (2.25)

in the expanded velocity expression (2.23) gives

v< = τTW τβuβ + τ<t = βTuβ + β<t . (2.26)

In this equation we can identify the basis transformation law

βT = τTW τβ , (2.27)
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with the inverse

τT = βTW βτ . (2.28)

With this notation, Newton’s second law, the fundamental equation of me-
chanics, is

ṗ< = F<a + F<c . (2.29)

The terms are, respectively, time derivative of momentums, applied forces, and
constraint forces. To develop the minimal order formulation equations of motion,
we first consider the systems momentum

p< =M · v<, (2.30)

where M is an operator representing the systems inertia properties. For calcu-
lations it may be thought of as a matrix with dyad entries. On the diagonal
there is one unit dyad times mass and one inertia dyad for each body and the
off diagonal dyads are all zero,

M =



m1U 0 0 · · ·
0 I1 0 · · ·

0 0
. . .

...
... mKU 0

0 IK

 . (2.31)

Once the system momentum is calculated, it is differentiated with respect to
time in an inertial frame of reference to get ṗ<. Elimination of constraint forces
is based on the fact that they by definition have a zero result when operating on
the tangent vectors β<i ,

β<i • F
<
c = 0. (2.32)

The matrix β of equation (2.27) is a collection of all the tangent system vectors
β<i . When the fat dot operator acts on β, it is meant that it acts on the individual
system vectors in β. Hence, we find the equations of motion by operating on
Newton’s force equation (2.29) with a collection of (independent) tangent vectors,

β • ṗ< = β • F<a . (2.33)

As expected, the system of differential equations is linear in the unknown accel-
erations u̇β . Therefore, the mass matrix is found by taking coefficients of u̇β ,
and the generalized forces of the right hand side are rest terms. The system of
differential equations governing the dynamics of a particular system is finally

Mβ u̇β = Fβ , (2.34)

W βτ q̇ = uβ . (2.35)
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Both holonomic and simple nonholonomic systems have a local tangent space
which is only dependent on the position in configuration space and possibly
time. Simple nonholonomic systems have linear constraints on the differentials,
dqi, or generalized velocities q̇i. While the dimension of the tangent space for a
holonomic system is the same as the number of degrees of freedom, for a non-
holonomic system it is reduced with the number of nonholonomic constraints.
Geometrically this is reflected by some of the τ<i being dependent. An indepen-
dent set of tangent vectors corresponds to a set of independent velocities q̇ or
speeds u. Elimination of constraint forces is done by projecting all forces onto a
set of independent tangent vectors following the assumption of ideal constraints.

Recursive algorithms

Some authors have worked on recursive algorithms for simulation and control of
multibody systems. Featherstone [24] is one, and his book [25] contains some
further references. Two others are Bae and Haug [11] [12]. The methods are
based on formulations in which the equations of motion of the system as a whole
are expressed implicitly in terms of recurrence relations between the dynamical
quantities of the system.

There are basically two recursive methods, composite inertia and articulated
inertia. The computational work involved with the first one is proportional to the
cube of the number of bodies, while the latter is linearly dependent on the number
of bodies. But the constants in these dependencies influence the computations
so that composite inertia is considered more efficient than articulated inertia if
less than 10 bodies are involved. General minimal order formulations result in a
linear equation system and are thus computationally of order 3 in the degrees of
freedom. Thus composite inertia and minimal order formulations have the same
potential of efficiency.

The main idea behind the composite inertia method is to solve the inverse
dynamics problem and use the solution to compute the accelerations. During the
solution of the inverse dynamics, the links are traversed two times to compute
equilibrium forces and torques. The method of articulated inertia traverses the
bodies three times. Configuration and velocity of all joint or absolute variables
are used to compute Cartesian position and velocity of all links. A system of
equations are then generated by computing the coefficients recursively while
backwards traversing the links. Finally the accelerations are solved for each
body in order, by a forward recursion. These methods are often used in purely
numerical computations where the equations of motion are not explicitly derived
but are in a sense defined by the algorithm that solves their forward or inverse
dynamics.
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2.3 Analysis tools

This section reviews analytical and software tools for analysis of mechanisms.
Our viewpoint to the subject is slightly abstract compared with many engineer’s
views. We believe that a high abstraction level is important for an efficient
implementation and user interaction with a system. Not only is knowledge of
these tools helpful for the engineers efficiency, it also makes the job more fun.

The subject of differential geometry sets up the playground for smooth dy-
namical systems of the kind we often encounter in mechanics. Methods and
ideas for analysis of general dynamical system are useful in the understanding
of mechanical systems. The stability of fixed points is a well known example.
Some other, perhaps more intricate, methods are discussed to get an idea of the
sort of things a system for analysis of multibody systems ought to be capable of.

Numerical methods are the foundation for using computers to solve linear and
nonlinear equations, as well as differential equations. Software for numerical and
symbolical processing is a vital tool for the analysis of even the most intuitive
systems.

2.3.1 Differential geometry

Common to most physical problems is the idea of some sort of a continuous
space. Mechanics in particular is a good example of this, particles and bodies
are thought to move in just such a space, the Euclidean three-dimensional space.
More complicated examples are embedded surfaces on which constrained systems
evolve, and spaces of variables, such as phase space. These spaces seldom have
the Euclidean structure we are accustomed to but nevertheless they all share
many properties. Therefore, knowledge of the geometric properties of differen-
tiable spaces are very useful when analyzing multibody systems. This section
presents some basic concepts of differential geometry from a modern viewpoint
which emphasizes the geometric concepts rather than the algebra of the mathe-
matical description. One reason for our interest in this subject is to discuss the
metric which we will use in chapter 3, but other important objects and ideas are
also included. A second reason is to review the formulation of stability calcu-
lations which influence the design of the code generating program described in
chapter 6.

Manifold

The manifold is the arena of differential geometry. It’s main property is that it is
locally ‘like’ Rn. This means that Rn itself is a typical manifold. In more precise
terms, a manifold M is a set where an open neighborhood of each member has
a continuous bijective map onto an open set of Rn. Also, each member must
be in at least one such neighborhood. In this manner no restriction is set on
the manifolds global topology. The dimension of the manifold is of course n. A
neighborhood and the corresponding map form a pair called a chart. Since the
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neighborhoods are open, they must overlap, which allows for a relation between
charts. If all these relations are differentiable, so is the manifold. An atlas is a
system of charts that cover an entire manifold. A manifold that can be covered
by a single chart is Rn, and the unit sphere is an example of a manifold that
needs at least two charts.

Two basic concepts are functions and curves on a manifold which are illus-
trated in figure 2.2. The first is a mapping from the manifold to R1, i.e. it
assigns a number to each point on the manifold. The latter could be thought of
as a mapping from an open set of the real line to the manifold. Normally we
are interested in smooth manifolds, where these maps are differentiable to some
degree.

R1

M M

C

R1

P

Figure 2.2. Functions and curves on a manifold.

Coordinates

As each point in Rn is associated with a set of n numbers, q1, . . . , qn, the map
used in the definition of a manifold also introduces coordinates on the manifold.
Functions on the manifold are functions of the coordinates, f(P ) = f(q1, . . . , qn).
In the same manner, curves on the manifold are maps from R1 to the coordi-
nates and consequently qi = qi(λ), where λ is a curve parameter. Changes of
coordinates, coordinate transformations, are simply composite maps between
the manifold and Rn. How objects on the manifold behave under coordinate
transformation is the traditional basis for their classification.

Tangent space

A function f on the manifold is also a function on curves on the manifold. On
a curve parameterized by λ, f is a function of λ via the coordinate maps. From
here on we use the tradition to number coordinates with a superscript. The
derivative operator on functions at a point P of the curve is

d

dλ
=

n∑
i=1

dqi

dλ

∂

∂qi
. (2.36)

In three-dimensional Euclidean space, we think of d/dλ as a vector tangent to
the curve at P with components dqi/dλ in the basis ∂/∂qi. An immediate
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consequence for mechanics is that velocity is an object in tangent space, i.e. a
vector.

For any vector spanned by the basis ∂/∂qi we can construct a parameterized
curve to which the vector is a tangent vector. We find that the basis spans the
tangent space at the point P of the manifold. It has the same dimension n as the
manifold. Normally one has a field of basis vectors that span a tangent space at
all points of the manifold. These bases are in general not orthonormal as we are
accustomed to in elementary mechanics.

A particle’s position is a point on a configuration manifold. The state of a
particle is it’s position and velocity. This can be represented by a point on the
combination of the configuration manifold and the tangent space. This com-
bination of two manifolds is called the tangent bundle. The connection with
multibody dynamics is that each point on a suitable manifold is thought of as
a specific configuration of a system. Applied forces etc. are functions of the
configuration and velocities, i.e. a function on the tangent bundle.

A change of basis is convenient at times. This is purely another way of
representing the same vector, the object itself does not change although the
components do. Thus, linear combinations of basis vectors to form a new basis
must be performed inversely on the components to leave the vector invariant.
Any coordinate system induces a basis on some open set in the manifold, but
not all possible bases are coordinate bases. Nevertheless, non-coordinate bases
are sometimes very useful in mechanics. Coordinate transformations can thus
lead to a change of basis.

The one-form is another object on the manifold and it linearly maps vectors
at a point P to R1. One-forms are dual to vectors since the linear map also
works the other way around, vectors map one-forms to R1. A typical one-form
in mechanics is the force, it maps velocity to power.

The components of one-forms are often numbered by subscripts, opposite to
superscripts used for components of vectors. When it is useful to differentiate
between the two types of objects. For example, in section 2.3.2 we will use this
convention.

Metric

The concepts of length and distance are intuitive in Euclidean space. In general
spaces however, they are not always meaningfull. To define distance one starts
with an inner product, which is a bilinear functional on two vectors v1 and v2,
and maps them to a real number

g(v1, v2) = d. (2.37)

The functional is symmetric. Moreover, the metric gives a possibility to map one-
forms to vectors. Application of the metric on a single vector returns an object
that needs an additional vector to evaluate to a scalar, i.e. a one-form. Thus
the metric maps a vector to a one-form. In Euclidean spaces, using Cartesian
coordinates, the metric is simple, it can be represented by the identity matrix.
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In this metric, a vector mapped to a one-form has identical components as the
resulting one-form.

As for other objects on the manifold, the components of the metric changes
when basis transformations are made. It is a standard exercise in textbooks on
geometry to show how one can find a basis on the manifolds in which the compo-
nents of the metric can be represented by a diagonal matrix with a combination
of ±1 on the diagonal. We will use this fact in chapter 3.

Submanifold

The submanifold is another important concept for multibody mechanics. Math-
ematically speaking, a submanifold of a manifold M is a manifold which is also a
smooth subset of M . It can have the same dimension as the manifold itself, or a
smaller dimension. Most mechanical systems move on a submanifold, since con-
straints restrict the motion of a system to a submanifold with smaller dimension
than the original configuration space.

A vector defined on a submanifold is also a vector on the manifold itself. On
the other hand, one-forms defined on the manifold, are also one-forms on the
submanifold. But the reverse of either statement is not true. To illustrate this
we think of a curve embedded in a surface. Tangent vectors at a point P on the
curve are also tangent vectors to the surface at the same point. But all tangent
vectors to the surface at P are not tangent vectors to the curve. In contrast,
functions on the curve are not necessarily functions on the surface. Thus, the
gradient one-form of such a function on the curve is defined on the curve but
not the surface. This indicates that forces defined on the manifold can act on
velocities on the submanifold.

2.3.2 Dynamical systems

Discrete mechanical systems are governed by Newton’s laws and described by
systems of second order ordinary differential equations. Therefore they can be
included in the term dynamical system, as any other initial value problem. Gen-
eral dynamical systems have been studied for quite some time, and it is natural
to use the developed techniques in studies of multibody dynamics.

The state spaces of discrete mechanical systems are products of R1, one for
each coordinate and velocity respectively, and one for time as well if the system
is explicitly time dependent. Continuous mechanical systems are another class of
dynamical systems, which are governed by partial differential equations. Exam-
ples of such components are strings, flexible beams, and fluids. For these systems,
the state consists of products of suitable function spaces. Of course there are
many systems with both discrete and continuous subsystems, but quite a few
important engineering problems can be modeled as discrete systems. The or-
dinary differential equations for discrete systems can be rewritten in first order
form by standard techniques. As a general rule, the dimension is then twice the
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number of degrees of freedom. Nonholonomic mechanical systems have differen-
tial constraints that are non-integrable. This reduces the number of states, i.e.
the dimension of the dynamical system.

If the state of a dynamical system is described by a minimal set of coordinates
xi, i = 1 . . . n, it’s evolution in time is determined by a system of n ordinary
differential equations

dxi

dt
= f i(x, t). (2.38)

For a system that is described by too many coordinates to be consistent with
the constraints, the differential equations of equation (2.38) must be comple-
mented with a set of algebraic equations

gi(x, t) = 0, (2.39)

to correctly describe the dynamics. The combination of equations (2.38) and (2.39)
is a system of Differential Algebraic Equations, DAEs. The number of algebraic
equations equal the number of excessive or redundant coordinates that are used.

How a system governed by (2.38) evolves in time is interesting, indeed it
is often the main purpose for an investigation. Numerical integration is often
a necessary tool for this purpose. The application on DAEs require special
care, see for example [16]. Additional information about the solution, such as
qualitative behaviour, and quantitative measures on stability etc, is useful for
some applications. Some of these issues can be addressed by introduction of
concepts such as bifurcations, stability, flow, and the variational equations.

If the right hand side of equation (2.38) depends explicitly on time it is
said to be non-autonomous. Formally, such systems can be transformed into
autonomous systems by the introduction of an extra variable xn+1 with time
derivative ẋn+1 = 1.

When the differential equations describing a dynamical system can not be
put on the explicit form of equation (2.38) they are said to be on implicit form.
Implicit systems originating in the dynamics of mechanisms have the form

Mij(x, t)ẋ
j = fi(x, t), (2.40)

where M is the positive definite mass matrix. However, asymmetric matrices for
kinematic relations can occur based on choices made during transformation of
second order systems to first order.

Bifurcations

The qualitative behaviour of a system is either preserved when one or more
parameters change, or it changes abruptly at a certain set of parameter values.
If the latter occurs, a bifurcation is said to have taken place. Examples of
bifurcations in engineering problems are the Hopf and pitchfork bifurcations.
In the first case, an oscillating solution grows out of a stable fixed solution.
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This happens for example when the speed of a train reaches a threshold and
its pantograph system starts to oscillate due to interaction with the air flow or
overhead catenary system.

Linear stability

A basic question about the dynamic properties of a system is whether a fixed
point is stable or not. Linear stability of a fixed point is straightforward to cal-
culate, the eigenvalues of the linearized equations around the fixed point x0 give
the answer. Define ε = x−x0 and consider a series expansion of equation (2.38)

ε̇i = f i(x0, t) +
∂f i

∂xj
(x0, t)ε

j +
1

2

∂2f i

∂xj∂xk
(x0, t)ε

jεk + · · · , (2.41)

where repeated indices in the same term are summed upon. But x0 is a fixed
point so f(x0, t) vanishes, and the system truncated to first order is

ε̇i =
∂f i

∂xj
(x0, t)ε

j . (2.42)

The partial derivative of f is often called the Jacobian. Linear systems evolve
along the eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix and the corresponding eigenvalues
determine the asymptotic behaviour. For stability it is required that all real
parts of the eigenvalues are negative. Detailed information about the properties
of linear systems can be found in Drazin [21] and many other textbooks on
dynamical systems theory.

Another question is stability for more generally formulated systems. Consider
a system of ODEs that is possibly nonlinear in the derivatives

F i(ẋ, x) = 0. (2.43)

Note that it must be linear in ẋ to have unique solutions. A series expansion of
F i around x0 and ẋ0, with ε = x− x0 and ε̇ = ẋ− ẋ0 is

F i +
∂F i

∂ẋj
ε̇j +

1

2

∂2F i

∂ẋj∂ẋk
ε̇j ε̇k + · · ·+ ∂F i

∂xj
εj +

1

2

∂2F i

∂xj∂xk
εjεk + · · · . (2.44)

If x0 is a fixed point,

F i(0, x0) = 0. (2.45)

The stability is then determined by a generalized eigenvalue problem set by the
ansatz

ε̇ = λε (2.46)

and a truncation of the series expansion (2.44). After the introduction of

M i
j =

∂F i

∂ẋj
(0, x0) (2.47)
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and

Ki
j =

∂F i

∂xj
(0, x0) (2.48)

the problem is stated as

M i
jλε

j +Ki
jε
j = 0. (2.49)

Application of this last formulation on the explicit system (2.38) rewritten as
F = ẋ− f(x) give M as the identity matrix and K equal to minus the Jacobian,
i.e. what one would expect.

It is possible to replace this generalized eigenvalue problem with the standard
problem involving one matrix, the Jacobian. We will therefore use the term
Jacobian for both f i,j if computed from equation (2.38), and ẋi,j if computed
from equation (2.40). The latter case involves differentiation of equation (2.40)
and solution of a linear equation system.

Flow

Although we cannot in general expect to find a closed form of the solution
to (2.38) or (2.40), we can write them formally as a flow function φ(x0, t) which
gives the value of x(t) if x(0) = x0. The flow function must satisfy

∂φi

∂t
(x, t) = f i(φ(x, t)), (2.50)

φi(x, 0) = xi, (2.51)

for all x and t.

Variational equations

A second question about stability is whether periodic orbits in phase space are
stable or not. To investigate this, we consider how small disturbances evolve in
time. If the initial condition for the periodic solution is x0, we study a series
expansion of a disturbed solution φ starting at x = x0 + ε,

φi(x0 + ε, t) =φi(x0, t) +
∂φi

∂xj
(x0, t)ε

j +
1

2

∂2φi

∂xj∂xk
(x0, t)ε

jεk

+
1

6

∂3φi

∂xj∂xk∂xp
(x0, t)ε

jεkεp + · · · .
(2.52)

We find that knowledge of how derivatives of φ evolve in time gives insight
into the temporal evolution of small disturbances. The first derivative of φi

have n2 components for which there is a system of differential equations. By
differentiating equations (2.50) and changing the order of differentiation, we get

∂

∂t

∂φi

∂xj
(x, t) =

∂f i

∂xk
(φ(x, t))

∂φk

∂xj
(x, t). (2.53)
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The initial conditions for these equations are found by applying the identical
procedure on (2.51),

∂φi

∂xj
(x, 0) =

∂xi

∂xj
, (2.54)

where the right hand side equals the Kronecker symbol, i.e. the identity matrix.
Equations (2.53) and (2.54) together form the first order variational equations
of a dynamical system.

Evaluating ẋj for implicit systems normally includes solving a linear equation
system numerically. The variational equations for such a system are derived by
differentiating equation (2.40) with respect to xk,

∂Mij

∂xk
ẋj +Mij

∂ẋj

∂xk
=
∂fi
∂xk

. (2.55)

The unknowns are the n2 components of the derivative ẋj,k which are computed
by solving the n equations in

Mij
∂ẋj

∂xk
=
∂fi
∂xk
− ẋj ∂Mij

∂xk
(2.56)

for n right hand side vectors. When the solution has been found, the right hand
side of equation (2.53) is computed by the matrix product of

∂ẋi

∂xk
(φ(x, t))

∂φk

∂xj
(x, t). (2.57)

The information given by the first order variational equations integrated
around a periodic orbit must be further processed to determine the stability
of the orbit. Determining periodicity is often made by defining a surface, called
a Poincaré-section, which the trajectory intersects. Thus, the periodic orbit in-
tersects this section at one point, with a period of the time to complete one lap.
Trajectories passing through the surface close to the periodic point will intersect
the section at some other point on the next lap. These sequential intersections
define a map, and the derivative of this map determines stability of the periodic
orbit.

At a fixed point, computation of the variational equations has similarities
with the linearized system in equation (2.42). In fact, if one takes the identity
matrix as value for the second matrix factor of equation (2.53),

∂φk

∂xj
(x, t) = δkj , (2.58)

the right hand side evaluates to the Jacobian matrix. Thus a computation se-
quence that returns the time derivatives of the variational equations is a superset
of a computation sequence that results in the Jacobian matrix. It is longer than
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necessary as it evaluates the second term of equation (2.56) which is some ex-
pression multiplied by zero.

It is clear from equations (2.53) and (2.56) that considerable work is necessary
for the derivation of variational equations of all systems but the most simple ones.
A family of procedures called exmex have been written to generate computer code
of equations on the form of (2.38) and (2.40) and their derivatives, a topic which
is more thoroughly discussed in chapter 6.

Locating periodic orbits

The variational equations can also be used to find periodic orbits. One then
wishes to solve a system of nonlinear equations

φ(x, t)− x = 0, (2.59)

g(x) = 0, (2.60)

for x and t. The second equation specifies a surface which the orbit passes
through, a Poincaré-section.

Newton-Raphson iteration is the standard method for finding solutions to
nonlinear equations if an initial guess exists. In short, lets say we have n equa-
tions

F i(x) = 0, (2.61)

in n unknowns xi. If a known approximation is xm, a better solution xm+1 is
computed by solving a truncated Taylor expansion of the equations

F i,jδx
j = −F i(x), (2.62)

and evaluating xim+1 = xim + δxi. The process is not necessarily convergent and
relies on good initial approximations, but may nevertheless be useful for these
computations.

Lets turn back to periodic orbits and consider a case where xa and ta are
initial guesses for a point on a periodic orbit and the period time. The solutions
are xs and ts. At time ta the system is at x = xb, if started in xa at time 0.
The geometry is illustrated in figure 2.3. Application of the Newton-Raphson
iteration requires a solution of the equation system[

φi,j(xa, ta)− δij ẋi(xb, ta)
g,j(xa) 0

] [
δxi

δt

]
=

[
xia − xib
−g(xa)

]
. (2.63)

A better approximation to the solutions xs and ts, are xn = xa + δx and tn =
ta + δt. The Poincaré-section must be chosen such that the gradient of the
section, g,i, is not orthogonal to the vector field near the solution point. Other
problems occur if the orbit has neutral stability. There are other methods of
finding periodic orbits, but we will not discuss them here.
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xaxb xn

xs

π

Figure 2.3. An illustration of a periodic orbit intersecting the Poincaré-section
π at the point xs. Another trajectory starts in an initial approximation xa and
ends in xb a time ta later. The point xn exemplifies the next iteration. The points
xa, xb, and xn are all close to the section but not necessarily on the surface.

2.3.3 Numerical integration

Closed form solutions in terms of previously classified functions to systems of
ODEs are very rare and numerical methods must be applied to virtually all cases.
The basic integration scheme is Euler’s method, but it is not recommended for
any practical use, as it is numerically unstable. Despite this, the idea behind
it gives much insight into the process of integration. One approximates the
differentials in equations (2.38) with finitely small variables, ∆xi and ∆t. This
gives the changes in xi for small time steps ∆t,

∆xi ≈ f i(x)∆t. (2.64)

In practice, many methods for numerical integration are used, see for exam-
ple [65]. Two main classes are Runge-Kutta and predictor-corrector methods.
Algorithms based on the work by Runge and Kutta make several evaluations of
the right hand side, combine the information, and match a Taylor series expan-
sion to it. The class of predictor-corrector methods have two distinct phases. A
formula is first used to predict the configuration of a system at the next step.
An iterative scheme is then applied to refine the initial solution. The use of an
existing solution to extrapolate the result that would have been obtained if a
much smaller step-size had been used, is the idea of Richardson extrapolation. It
can be applied to the solution of ordinary differential equations.

Some systems of ODEs have very different time scales for different variables.
A typical example from mechanics is a gyro, spinning rapidly around it’s axis
while precessing slowly. Problems of this class are called stiff, and are frustrat-
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ingly slow to integrate with standard techniques, but solvers for stiff problems
have been developed.

Integrating DAE systems is a completely other topic and intense research
activities are going on to make these techniques more usable. Two introductory
texts to the area of numerical solution of DAE systems are [16] and [10]. Solvers
coded in C and FORTRAN for systems of ODE and DAE are available from
archives on the Internet, one useful source is Netlib [59]. Despite the higher
complexity of methods for DAE, useful results can be obtained with a few re-
dundant coordinates and the integration methods used for ordinary differential
equations, if care is taken to accurately determine initial conditions that fulfill
the constraints.

2.3.4 Computer algebra systems

Systems for symbolic manipulation with computers, nowadays called Computer
Algebra Systems (CAS), have been around since the early days of the computer.
They are intended for symbolic manipulation of expressions rather than floating
point numerics, although numerical evaluations can be performed. Interactive
use of a CAS is when the analyst uses the software to enter what constitutes a
model of the system and perform operations that result in equations of motion
or other entities of interest. When the process of defining the system is more
automated, or in fact performed in another system where it can be retrieved
in a form suitable for processing by a CAS, the CAS is used non-interactively
and purely as a manipulation tool. Such a process may be controlled from
other software, by creating input files for the CAS or, if the functionality of the
CAS is available as a software library, by direct calls to the CAS engine. A
prototype solution for use of Sophia and Maple from the CAD system I-DEAS
was implemented by Hardell [33]. A set of Maple instructions that used Sophia
and, in principle, would lead to the equations of motion, was constructed from
the model defined in the CAD system.
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Kinematic transformations

Minimum order formulations of multibody mechanics derive the governing equa-
tions as a flow on the tangent bundle of a constrained submanifold of the system’s
configuration manifold. Some authors have proposed the use of Gram-Schmidt
methods to develop bases on the tangent space to the constrained submanifold.
Liang and Lance [47] used the method to find a set of independent coordinates
among a set of redundant (Cartesian) coordinates, where others [50, 42] have used
matrix factorization techniques for the same task. The method is mentioned by
Kane and Levinson [40, page 242] and applied to the analysis of linearized prob-
lems. Blajer [14] also used the method as a reduction algorithm, but developed
it further to find a velocity transformation which renders the mass matrix for the
accelerations, the unit matrix. In this chapter we study the slightly more general
problem of finding a diagonal mass matrix. Our starting point is a minimal or-
der formulation. The approach is to analyze arbitrary velocity transformations,
called kinematic differential equations by Kane and Levinson [40], and kinematic
characteristics by Něımark and Fufaev [58, page 15]. A set of transformations
are found, some of which are identical to the transformations that arise from use
of the Gram-Schmidt procedure.

The kinematic differential equations associated with the basis found by the
Gram-Schmidt procedure have a physical dimension that introduces mass in the
dimension of the velocities. We demonstrate how one can modify the computed
basis to give a mass matrix which is diagonal, and where mass parameters come
into the kinematic differential equations, but the generalized speeds maintain
their physical dimensions. Then, a short analysis of how these transformations
can influence the numerical efficiency of the resulting differential equations is
made with a view to symbolic processes, not purely numerical ones.

31
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3.1 Formulation

First we take a closer look at the consequences of velocity transformations on
the structure of the equations of motion. We use the notation described in
section 2.2.2. It is helpful to be explicit with the terms of the force equations.
The system’s momentum, with the velocities expanded in a general basis β, is

p< =M · v< (3.1)

=M · βTuβ +M · β<t . (3.2)

The momentum differentiated with respect to time is

ṗ< = Ṁ · βTuβ +M · β̇Tuβ +M · βTu̇β + Ṁ · β<t +M · β̇
<

t . (3.3)

From equation (2.33) we get the projected force equations free from constraint
forces

β • Ṁ · βT uβ + β •M · β̇T uβ + β •M · βT u̇β+

β • Ṁ · β<t + β •M · β̇
<

t = β • F<a .
(3.4)

The third term is the product of the mass matrix and the unknown accelerations.
We introduce a symbol for the mass matrix in a specific basis

Mβ = β •M · βT, (3.5)

the elements of which are

Mβ =

M · β
<
1 • β

<
1 · · · M · β<1 • β

<
n

...
. . .

...
M · β<n • β

<
1 · · · M · β<n • β

<
n

 . (3.6)

A combination of equation (3.4) and the kinematic transformation that relates q̇
and uβ form the first order system of ordinary differential equations that govern
the dynamics of a particular system. At this point they are

Mβ u̇β = β • F< − β • Ṁ · βT uβ −

β •M · β̇T uβ − β • Ṁ · β<t − β •M · β̇
<

t , (3.7)

W βτ q̇ = uβ . (3.8)

During a change of basis from α to β,

βT = αTWαβ , (3.9)

the mass matrix will transform as

Mβ = β •MβT (3.10)

= WαβTα •MαTWαβ (3.11)

= WαβTMαW
αβ . (3.12)
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Not surprisingly, this is identical to the transformation of a representation of a
metric on a manifold. Indeed, the mass matrix may be considered as a metric
on the tangent manifold, but its most important property for our purpose is its
positive definiteness. Good numerical algorithms for solving equation (3.7) for
accelerations take advantage of this fact.

3.1.1 Matrix factorization

It is well known, see for example Strang [70], that a square matrix A can be
factored into a product of a lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangular
matrix U by Gaussian elimination,

A = LU. (3.13)

The diagonal of L is filled with the number 1 and the diagonal of U contains the
pivots of A. If the pivots are positive and A is symmetric, then A is positive
definite. In that case, if a diagonal matrix D containing the pivots is factored
out of U , the transpose of L is left

U = DLT, (3.14)

and the symmetric factorization of A is

A = LDLT. (3.15)

It is of course straightforward to apply symmetric factorization on the positive
definite mass matrix Mβ . A comparison between equations (3.15) and (3.12)
immediately reveals identical structures on the right hand sides, a symmetric
matrix multiplied on each side with a matrix and its transpose respectively.
Thus, after a symmetric factorization of the mass matrix Mβ we find the matrix
D to be a diagonal mass matrix Mδ, and the transpose of L is a triangular
transformation matrix W δβ

Mβ = W δβTMδW
δβ . (3.16)

Unfortunately the transformation matrix relates the two bases δ and β in the
following fashion

βT = δTW δβ , (3.17)

and we have no explicit expressions for the basis δ which is needed to express
the equations of motion as

Mδu̇δ = δ • F< − δ • ṀδT uδ − δ •Mδ̇T uδ −

δ • Ṁδ<t − δ •Mδ̇
<

t , (3.18)

W δβuβ = uδ. (3.19)
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In the next section we discuss an alternative method to compute δ and W δτ , but
first we take a closer look at factorization techniques.

The diagonal matrix D of equation (3.15) can be factored into two diagonal
matrices, each with the square roots of the diagonal elements of D. By combining
them with L and LT respectively, we obtain

A = LD1/2D1/2LT = LL
T
, (3.20)

i.e. a Cholesky factorization of a positive definite matrix. Not only L
T

defines

such a factorization. Every product QL
T

where Q is an orthogonal matrix is
equally valid. To prove this we apply the fact that the transpose of an orthogonal
matrix is its inverse,

(
LQT

) (
QL

T
)

= LQTQL
T

= LL
T
. (3.21)

Hence, every Cholesky factorization can be replaced by an orthogonal matrix
multiplied to the left by the Cholesky factor L, but such a product is not neces-
sarily triangular.

By application of the Cholesky factorization on a mass matrix we identify the

L
T

as a transformation matrix W γβ for which the corresponding mass matrix Mγ

is the unit matrix. Then, the system of minimal order equations are a special case
of equations (3.18) and (3.19), where the accelerations are immediately available
after evaluating the right hand side

u̇γ = γ • F< − γ • ṀγT uγ − γ •Mγ̇T uγ −
γ • Ṁγ<t − γ •Mγ̇<t , (3.22)

W γβuβ = uγ . (3.23)

But the basis γ is not directly available.

From the square roots of of the diagonal mass matrix, the Cholesky fac-
torization introduces factors of dimension mass1/2 or length ×mass1/2 into the
velocity transformation. Thus, the generalized speeds uγ do not have dimension
of length/time.

When a mass matrix Mβ is constant, it is possible to reduce the number of
terms on the right hand side of equation (3.7). By differentiating equation (3.5)
we find

Ṁβ = β̇ •MβT + β • ṀβT + β •Mβ̇T . (3.24)

The • operation is symmetric and if Ṁβ is zero, this result is equivalent to

β̇ •MβT = −1

2
β • ṀβT . (3.25)
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3.1.2 Gram-Schmidt transformations

One method of finding a basis for the tangent manifold in which the mass ma-
trix is transformed into the unit matrix, is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
procedure. The starting point of this algorithm is a set of linearly independent
basis vectors that span the tangent space T at a point P of the manifold. The
goal is to find a set of linearly independent base vectors that span T , while at
the same time being orthonormal to each other. Orthonormality requires an
inner product. The method is illustrated with a case of Euclidean space in three
dimensions seen in figure 3.1.

The key idea in the algorithm is to pick one vector of the original set, say
v1, and make the resulting vector u1 to be a multiple of that. We take it as v1
divided by the norm of v1 in the metric we apply,

u1 =
v1
‖v1‖

. (3.26)

Secondly, u2 is chosen orthonormal to u1 in the plane spanned by v1 and v2.

u2 =
v2 − (v2 · u1)u1

‖v2 − (v2 · u1)u1‖
(3.27)

The third step is to select u3 orthonormal to u1, and u2, in the space spanned
by v1, v2, and v3,

u3 =
v3 − (v3 · u1)u1 − (v3 · u2)u2

‖v3 − (v3 · u1)u1 − (v3 · u2)u2‖
. (3.28)

q1

q2

q3
v1 v1

v2 v2

v3 v3 u1

u2

u3

a b

Figure 3.1. In a we see curves parameterized by each coordinate respectively,
as well as an induced basis vi. In b there is an additional basis ui, computed by
the Gram-Schmidt algorithm.

The application to system vectors begins with a definition of an inner product
based on the inertia operator M, < v<,w< >= v< •M ·w<. The norm is

‖v<‖2 = v< •M · v<. (3.29)
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The steps of the algorithm are then

γ<1 =
β<1
‖β<1 ‖

, (3.30)

γ<i =

β<i −
i−1∑
j=1

(
β<i •M · γ<j

)
γ<j

‖β<i −
i−1∑
j=1

(
β<i •M · γ<j

)
γ<j ‖

i = 2, . . . , n. (3.31)

The so computed basis {γ<i }, collectively denoted γ, is a linear combination of
β<i . To formulate the transformation between generalized speeds it is necessary
to compute one of the transformation matrices W γβ or W βγ . The relation
between the bases is

βT = γTW γβ , (3.32)

and the entries of W γβ are found by studying the following equations

Mγ • βT =Mγ • γTW γβ , (3.33)

= W γβ , (3.34)

since the mass matrix Mγ • γT equals the unit matrix. The matrix W γβ is in
fact a Cholesky factorization of the mass matrix Mβ . From the very definition
of the method, the transformation matrix is triangular and has the elements

W γβ =


M · γ<1 • β

<
1 · · · M · γ<1 • β

<
n

0 M · γ<2 • β
<
2 · · ·

...
... 0

. . .

· · · M · γ<n • β
<
n

 . (3.35)

The idea behind Gram-Schmidt is used in the QR-factorization technique [70],
by which a rectangular matrix can be factored into the product of a matrix of
the original dimension and a square, upper triangular matrix.

The Gram-Schmidt algorithm introduces complex denominators in the basis
vectors γ<i and the transformation matrix W γβ . Due to the strong relation
between the methods of this and the previous section, it is possible to compute
the basis δ from γ and W δβ from W γβ . The diagonal of W δβ is filled with ones
and the diagonal of W γβ thus holds the square roots of the elements in Mδ.
Thus, a mere element extraction and squaring gives the mass matrix Mδ,

Mδ =


(
M · γ<1 • β

<
1

)2
0 · · · 0

0
. . .

...
... 0

0 · · · 0
(
M · γ<n • β

<
n

)2

 . (3.36)
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Off-diagonal elements in W δβ are computed by division of the corresponding
element in W γβ by the diagonal element on the same row,

W δβ =



1
M·γ<1 •β

<
2

M·γ<1 •β
<
1

· · · M·γ<1 •β
<
n

M·γ<1 •β
<
1

0 1
M·γ<2 •β

<
3

M·γ<2 •β
<
2

· · · M·γ<2 •β
<
n

M·γ<2 •β
<
2

... 0
. . .

...
... 1

M·γ<n−1•β
<
n

M·γ<n−1•β
<
n−1

· · · 0 1


. (3.37)

The physical dimension of the generalized speeds uγ does not correspond to that
of velocity but the dimension of uδ does. While there are dependencies on mass
and typical lengths in the transformation matrix W δβ , the physical dimensions
cancel out.

3.2 Physical interpretation

Discussions about the properties of objects on the manifold is sometimes aided
by index notation. Velocity for example, is an object in tangent space, vj . The
mass matrix Mij is an operator that takes velocities and returns momentum
which is an object in cotangent space,

pi = Mijv
j . (3.38)

For such an operator the eigenvalue problem Mv = λv is not physically mean-
ingful, velocity multiplied by an eigenvalue can not be momentum. Objects in
cotangent space can be mapped to objects in tangent space with the inverse
operator,

vk = Mkipi. (3.39)

But this will be done with the inverse of the components of the operator itself,
and the problem is transformed to the trivial problem of finding the eigenvalues
of the identity matrix,

MkiMij = δkj . (3.40)

It is possible to pose a generalized eigenvalue problem with the mass matrix
if, on the tangent manifold, there is an inner product between velocities other
than the one which forms kinetic energy. When integrated over the system this
would form a scalar,

S =

∫
V

<v ,v> dV. (3.41)
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For the case of a rigid body rotating around its center of mass this analysis can
be performed. The Euclidean metric of the base manifold is also a metric on the
tangent space and maps the angular velocity components to cotangent space.
One finds the principal moments of inertia as the solutions to the eigenvalue
problem

Iω = λω . (3.42)

In other cases it is not trivial, if it is at all possible, to find a natural metric for
the velocities.

3.3 Pair of swinging legs

We demonstrate the computation of the orthonormal and orthogonal bases for
the tangent plane by an example where Sophia and Maple commands are used to
derive equations of motion and compute representations of the different entities
discussed. The coordinate q1 is represented by q1, the time derivative q̇1 by q1t

and so on. The standard approach for deriving equations of motion is to define
position and differentiate to get velocities and accelerations. This is used to find
the mass matrix with the generalized velocities q̇i as variables together with the
coordinates qi. Symbolic factorization of this matrix will display the factors L
and U . Sophia procedures developed by the author are then used to compute
the basis γ from the tangent vectors in the basis τ .

The system consists of one particle and two homogeneous bars, B and C. All
parts are restricted to move in a vertical plane and gravitational acceleration has
the value g. No dissipation is introduced. The particle has mass m1 and moves
along a fixed horizontal line. A linear massless spring with spring constant k
and zero natural length is attached between the particle and a fixed point on the
horizontal line. Both bars are connected by rotational joints to the particle. The
bars have mass m2 and m3 respectively and length 2L. The system is illustrated
in figure 3.2. The system may be thought of as a simplified model of a person
sitting in a swing-chair and the lower legs are moving freely. The assumptions
are that the body is not rotating and the position of the chair moves only a small
distance away from the equilibrium point.

A reference frame FN with a standard triad N was used as an inertial reference
frame. The particle moves along a line parallel with the second unit vector
n2. The vector n1 points downwards. The equilibrium point of the particle
was used as a reference point. A coordinates q1 defined the deviation of the
particle from the equilibrium point. Each bar has a reference frame fixed to it,
FB and FC respectively. By rotating the unit vectors of the standard triad FN an
angle q2 around the third axis of FN, one finds the orientation of FB. A similar
operation defines the orientation of FC by the angle q3. These definitions cover
the configuration of the system. The algorithmic derivation of the equations
of motion proceed by differentiation and computations of angular velocity and
acceleration. All these steps are shown in the following example to illustrate how
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q1

O

B

C

q2

q3

n1

n2

b1

b2

c1

c2

Figure 3.2. The geometry of the planar system consisting of a particle and two
swinging legs. Two angular coordinates q2 and q3 define the absolute orientation
of the two bodies B and C relative to a vertical line.

Sophia works. The Maple session is started by initializing Sophia with the read
command.

> read("sophia");

Time dependent variables are defined to prepare for proper differentiation by
Sophia.

> dependsTime(q1,q2,q3,u1,u2,u3);

The identity transformation was selected as the initial velocity relations for for-
mulating equations that describe the kinematics in the form of a set of first order
ODEs.

> kde:={q1t=u1,q2t=u2,q3t=u3}:

The relative orientations, defined earlier, are specified with the following com-
mand, where any number of orientations can be specified:

> chainSimpRot([FN,FB,3,q2],[FN,FC,3,q3]):

Frame relation between FN and FB defined !

Frame relation between FN and FC defined !

The geometry specification continues with the positions of the mass centers rel-
ative to the reference point. Note that a vector is specified by its components in
some designated frame.

> r1:=Evector(0,q1,0,FN):

r1 := [[0, q1 , 0], FN ]

> r2:=r1 &++ Evector(L,0,0,FB):

r2 := [[sin(q2 ) q1 + L, cos(q2 ) q1 , 0], FB ]
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> r3:=r1 &++ Evector(L,0,0,FC):

The required velocities are computed by differentiation relative to the inertial
frame.
> v1u:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r1,FN))):

> v2u:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r2,FN))):

> v3u:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r3,FN))):

> w2u:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FB,FN)):

> w3u:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FC,FN)):

All velocities are used as the elements of an object VKu.
> VKu:=KMvec(v1u,v2u,w2u,v3u,w3u):

This object is used to extract information about the directions onto which the
constraint forces have no value.
> beta:=KMtangents(VKu,[u1,u2,u3]);

Explicitly time dependent part :,

[[[0, 0, 0], FN ], [[0, 0, 0], FB ], [[0, 0, 0], FB ], [[0, 0, 0], FC ], [[0, 0, 0], FC ], 5]

β := [[[[0, 1, 0], FN ], [[sin(q2 ), cos(q2 ), 0], FB ], [[0, 0, 0], FB ],

[[sin(q3 ), cos(q3 ), 0], FC ], [[0, 0, 0], FC ], 5],

[[[0, 0, 0], FN ], [[0, L, 0], FB ], [[0, 0, 1], FB ], [[0, 0, 0], FC ], [[0, 0, 0], FC ], 5],

[[[0, 0, 0], FN ], [[0, 0, 0], FB ], [[0, 0, 0], FB ], [[0, L, 0], FC ], [[0, 0, 1], FC ], 5]]

The components of all these direction vectors are relatively simple, and we can
expect the projection of forces onto these directions to also be simple. Applied
forces and torques acting on each member of the system can be defined individ-
ually and then used to form an object FK that holds all of them simultaneously.
> F1:=Evector(m1*g,-k*q1,0,FN);

F1 := [[m1 g, −k q1 , 0], FN ]

> F2:=Evector(m2*g,0,0,FN):

> T2:=Evector(0,0,0,FN):

> F3:=Evector(m3*g,0,0,FN):

> T3:=Evector(0,0,0,FN):

> FK:=KMvec(F1,F2,T2,F3,T3);

Mass distribution is defined by inertia dyads. Some new parameters are intro-
duced here to include the general case of arbitrary mass distribution. Note that
the components of the inertia dyads are given relative to the body fixed frame.
> IT2:=EinertiaDyad(I21,I22,I23,0,0,0,FB):

> IT3:=EinertiaDyad(I31,I32,I33,0,0,0,FC):

In the case at hand, with homogeneous bars, I22=I23=m2*4*L2̂/12 and similarly
for the other bar, I32=I33=m3*4*L2̂/12. However, such relations can be inserted
at a later stage.
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The linear and angular momentum of the particles and bodies is computed
and differentiated to find inertia forces etc. They are all included in the variable
PKt which represents the full system.

> p1t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m1,v1u),FN)):

> p2t:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m2,v2u),FN))):

> h2t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Edot(IT2,w2u),FN)):

> p3t:=Esimplify(diffFrameTime(Esm(m3,v3u),FN)):

> h3t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Edot(IT3,w3u),FN)):

> PKt:=KMvec(p1t,p2t,h2t,p3t,h3t);

PKt := [[[0, m1 u1t , 0], FN ],

[[m2 u1t sin(q2 )− u22 m2 L, m2 u2t L+ cos(q2 ) m2 u1t , 0], FB ],

[[0, 0, I23 u2t ], FB ],

[[m3 u1t sin(q3 )− q3t m3 u3 L, m3 u3t L+ cos(q3 ) m3 u1t , 0], FC ],

[[0, 0, I33 u3t ], FC ], 5]

The equations of motion are then formed from the tangent basis β, the inertia
forces, and the applied forces.

> kane_eqs:=beta &kane (PKt &--- FK):

The mass matrix in the basis defined by the use of generalized velocities, together
with the right hand side that holds generalized forces, centrifugal forces, etc.,
can be extracted with the Maple-function genmatrix.

> mb:=map(simplify,genmatrix(kane_eqs,[u1t,u2t,u3t],’flag’)):
> mass_beta:=submatrix(mb,1..3,1..3);
> rhs_beta:=submatrix(mb,1..3,4..4);

mass beta :=


m2 + m3 + m1 cos(q2 ) m2 L cos(q3 ) m3 L

cos(q2 ) m2 L m2 L2 + I23 0

cos(q3 ) m3 L 0 m3 L2 + I33



rhs beta :=


sin(q3 ) q3t m3 u3 L− k q1 + sin(q2 ) u22 m2 L

−L sin(q2 ) m2 g

−L sin(q3 ) m3 g


All elements are quite simple. The inner product between tangent system vectors
formed by the function KMvec is defined with the use of an inertia operator M.
A representation of the operator is set up by the following two lines.

> II:=Edyad(1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,FN):
> MK:=KMvec(Esm(m1,II),Esm(m2,II),IT2,Esm(m3,II),IT3,5);

The Gram-Schmidt procedure is displayed in some detail. A few additions have
been made to Sophia and are available in the latest version from the Sophia home
page. Multiplication of a scalar with a representation of a system vector, the
Kvector, is performed by the function KMSP which takes a scalar and a Kvector.
Operation of the inertia operator is computed with the function KMMP that takes
inertia and a Kvector and returns a Kvector. A function KMIP is available for
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inner product between tangent Kvectors, it takes two vectors and a representa-
tion of inertia properties. First the norm of the tangent vector β<1 , represented
by beta[1], and the vector γ<1 are computed.
> N1:=sqrt(simplify(KMIP(beta[1],beta[1],MK)));

N1 :=
√

m2 + m3 + m1

> gamma1:=KMSP(1/N1,beta[1]);

γ1 := [[

[
0,

1
√

m2 + m3 + m1
, 0

]
, FN ], [

[
sin(q2 )

√
m2 + m3 + m1

,
cos(q2 )

√
m2 + m3 + m1

, 0

]
, FB ],

[[0, 0, 0], FB ], [

[
sin(q3 )

√
m2 + m3 + m1

,
cos(q3 )

√
m2 + m3 + m1

, 0

]
, FC ], [[0, 0, 0], FC ], 5]

An intermediate form of γ<2 is then computed, followed by the norm and the
real vector.
> igamma2:=beta[2] &---

> KMSP(simplify(KMIP(beta[2],gamma1,MK)),gamma1):

> N2:=sqrt(simplify(igamma2 &O KMMP(MK,igamma2))):

> gamma2:=KMsimplify(KMSP(1/N2,igamma2)):

Finally, the vector γ<3 is computed a similar fashion.
> igamma3:=beta[3] &---:
> (KMSP(simplify(KMIP(beta[3],gamma1,MK)),gamma1) &+++
> KMSP(simplify(KMIP(beta[3],gamma2,MK)),gamma2)):
> N3:=sqrt(simplify(igamma3 &O KMMP(MK,igamma3))):

> gamma3:=KMsimplify(KMSP(1/N3,igamma3)):

The transformation matrix W γβ is computed by a number of operations that
are suited to put in a loop. The loop used covers a square matrix but can be
reduced because the lower, off-diagonal elements are zero.
> wgb:=matrix(3,3,0):
> for jj from 1 to 3 do
> for ii from 1 to 3 do
> wgb[ii,jj]:=simplify(KMIP(gamma.ii,beta[jj],MK));
> od;od;

The two top rows of the matrix are printed here, the third is too complex to
justify its appearance here.
> submatrix(wgb,1..2,1..3);

[√
m2 + m3 + m1 ,

cos(q2 ) m2 L
√

m2 + m3 + m1
,

cos(q3 ) m3 L
√

m2 + m3 + m1

]
[

0 ,
%1√

%1

m2 + m3 + m1
(m2 + m3 + m1 )

,

−
m2 cos(q2 ) cos(q3 ) m3 L2√

%1

m2 + m3 + m1
(m2 + m3 + m1 )

]

%1 := m1 I23 + m1 m2 L2 + I23 m2 − cos(q2 )2 m22 L2 + m2 L2 m3

+ I23 m3 + m22 L2
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The first element of the diagonal clearly shows how the dimension of mass1/2

comes into the velocity transformation. From this matrix the elements of Mδ

and W δβ are constructed according to the scheme in section 3.1.2. First zero
matrices are created and then all elements are put into them.
> wd:=matrix(3,3,0):
> wd[1,1]:=wgb[1,1]^2:
> wd[2,2]:=wgb[2,2]^2:
> wd[3,3]:=wgb[3,3]^2:

The transformation matrix, being triangular, would require a nested loop con-
struct if a function was to evaluate it, here all the steps of the algorithm are
shown.
> wdb:=matrix(3,3,0):
> wdb[1,1]:=1:
> wdb[1,2]:=wgb[1,2]/wgb[1,1]:
> wdb[1,3]:=wgb[1,3]/wgb[1,1]:
> wdb[2,2]:=1:
> wdb[2,3]:=wgb[2,3]/wgb[2,2]:
> wdb[3,3]:=1:

The new transformation matrix can then be inspected.
> eval(wdb);

1 ,
cos(q2 ) m2 L

m2 + m3 + m1
,

cos(q3 ) m3 L

m2 + m3 + m1

0 , 1 ,
m2 cos(q2 ) m3 cos(q3 )L2

−m22 L2 + m22 L2 cos(q2 )2 −m2 I23 −m2 m3 L2 −m2 L2 m1 − I23 m3 − I23 m1

0 , 0 , 1


It can be seen that masses cancel out, the appearance of L in two elements of
the top row has to do with the two coordinates q2 and q3 being angles. The
computation of the vectors of the basis δ is equally straightforward to perform
by scalar multiplication of each vector with the corresponding diagonal element
of W γβ .

3.4 Numerical efficiency

Both matrix factorization and the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure
transforms the equations of motion to a form with diagonal and triangular coef-
ficient matrices, equations (3.18) and (3.19) or (3.22) and (3.23). One important
difference between the methods is that the orthogonalization procedure is applied
on kinematic information only, i.e. the tangent vectors, while the factorization
technique factors a mass matrix of a given set of equations of motion. But the
way to compute the basis discovered by factorization is via the orthogonalization
procedure.

Formulating the equations of motion in the so derived basis is not as straight-
forward as deriving the transformation matrices. An obvious choice would be to
use the kinematic differential equations associated with the derived transforma-
tion matrix and substitute them into the velocity expressions and continue with
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differentiation and projection. However, the kinematic differential equations are
not available directly, as only their inverse form is the result of both algorithms.
Although triangular matrices of quite some size can be symbolically inverted,
the complexity of the result grow rapidly with size. This complexity is further
expanded when the complex expressions are differentiated as parts of velocity to
find inertia forces and torques.

Another approach is that the computed sets of tangent vectors, γ or δ, can
be used to compute the equations of motion term-wise based on equation (3.22)
or (3.18). For a few terms the basis must be differentiated which expands the
complexity.

If only the transformation matrix is computed, term-wise evaluation can not
be applied and other algorithms must be used. Differentiation with respect to
time of the (locally) linear relation between generalized speeds uβ and uδ gives

u̇δ = Ẇ δβuβ +W δβ u̇β . (3.43)

Now
Mδ = W βδTMβW

βδ, (3.44)

and multiplication with this factor from the left on the previous equation lead
to the result

Mδu̇δ = MδẆ
δβuβ +W βδTRβ , (3.45)

where Rβ = β • F<applied. As we have seen, the matrix W βδT is not known, so
we call the last term

x = W βδTRβ , (3.46)

and solve for x through

W δβTx = Rβ . (3.47)

To summarize, the full system of equations to evaluate and solve are two trian-
gular equation systems and a trivial diagonal one,

W δβuβ = uδ (3.48)

W δβTx = Rβ (3.49)

Mδu̇δ = MδẆ
δβuβ + x. (3.50)

Further, there is the time derivative of the transformation matrix. The matrix
is the result of a Gaussian elimination and symbolic expressions for the elements
typically have a form similar to

a0 +
b0

a1 +
b1

a2 + · · ·

(3.51)

the complexity of which grows rapidly when differentiated.
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3.4.1 Numerical performance

In general, a linear equation system of size n must be solved when calculating
the accelerations. The numerical work involved is proportional to the cube of n,
as it is done with a numerical factorization of the mass matrix Mτ = LU and
the solution of two triangular systems. Essentially the factorization results in
two linear systems,

Lx = Rτ , (3.52)

and

Uu̇τ = x. (3.53)

For bases derived by orthogonalization and factorization the coefficient matri-
ces are either triangular or diagonal. These facts are favorable for the numerical
efficiency of these methods. But computing the transformation matrix is ex-
pensive. The scheme for solving for the accelerations in a basis δ which is the
result of symbolic factorization involves the two systems with triangular coef-
ficient matrices in equations (3.48) and (3.49). In addition to the triangular
systems the time derivative of the transformation matrix in equation (3.50) has
to be evaluated. For simulations, i.e. integrations of the system, one could devise
an algorithm where this is done numerically.

The term-wise evaluation of the equations of motion suffer from similar com-
plexity arguments;T the differentiation of tangent vectors is likely to introduce
new, complex expressions.

3.5 Discussion

A family of bases for the tangent manifold have been derived, in which the mass
matrix for the accelerations are diagonal. The method is equally valid for con-
strained dynamics of holonomic and nonholonomic systems. The special case of
a unit mass matrix is found in recent literature [14]. Here, transformations for
the more general case of a diagonal mass matrix are derived. Further, the phys-
ical dimensions of the components in the transformation matrices is discussed.
Normally the kinematic differential equations used when analyzing multibody
systems only involve geometrical parameters. In contrast, the transformation
matrices found by both Cholesky-factorization and Gram-Schmidt orthogonal-
ization are dependent on the mass of the system and its distribution. Also the
LU -factorization results in a velocity transformation which depends on the mass
distribution parameters. The physical dimension of these parameters cancels out
and the new velocities retain the dimension of velocity.

The pursuit of a transformation to diagonal mass matrix is only of moderate
use to find numerical advantages. The essence of the factorization method is in
some sense done numerically each time one solves equation (3.7) for accelerations,
as efficient linear equation solvers factor the mass matrix first. It is possible
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to compute a symbolic LU -factorization symbolically for quite large matrices.
There is thus a possibility that some numerical savings could be made for the
factorization of the mass matrix. More specifically that would be the case if an
algorithm for optimization of the equations when generating computational code
could take advantage of some structure of the triangular matrices.



Chapter 4

Power

4.1 Introduction

A power equation expresses the rate at which energy is transferred in and out of a
system and between different states of the system. Several authors have derived
explicit expressions for the terms in the power equation for constrained multi-
body systems. Recent work has concentrated on systems with nonholonomic
constraints, e.g. [76], and [39]. One of our results is that simple nonholonomic
systems may be treated as holonomic systems when deriving the power expres-
sions.

Earlier works start the derivation of the power expressions with power devel-
oped by the generalized forces, and considerable work is spent explicitly display-
ing the power developed by constraint forces. The present derivation starts with
Newton’s equations for the mechanism, having all forces present. Once the equa-
tions of motion are derived, they may be utilized to give the power expressions
as functions of state and time.

Both the translational and rotational part of the kinetic energy not only have
the property that the time derivative of kinetic energy equals the time derivative
of momentum operating on velocity, but also the form of momentum operating
on acceleration,

Ṫ = ṗ · v = p · v̇ . (4.1)

The idea is generalized to systems of constrained bodies. A proof is given for the
statement by [76], that the power developed by the applied conservative forces is
the negative of the derivative of a potential energy. The proof is valid for simple
nonholonomic and rheonomic systems.

We use the notation introduced by Lesser [45], and described in section 2.2.2.
Even though a matrix formulation is avoided, the expressions are well suited for
use by computer algebra techniques, and have been implemented in Sophia.
Analytical formulas for the power expressions may be easily derived for the large
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class of systems that can be handled with Sophia. Although valid for complex
mechanical systems, the power expressions resemble those of particle dynamics.

4.2 Derivations

Kinetic and potential energy are examined. Using the fat dot operator, we can
write the kinetic energy as

T =
1

2
p< • v< =

1

2
v< • (M · v<), (4.2)

Time differentiation of this expression leads to

Ṫ =
1

2

[
ṗ< • v< + p< • v̇<

]
, (4.3)

Examining the first term further we find

ṗ< • v< =
(
Ṁ · v< +M · v̇<

)
• v<, (4.4)

the nonzero elements of Ṁ being İk. An inertia dyad is constant in any reference
frame fixed to the rigid body whose properties it describes. When the body
rotates, the dyad’s components in other frames are in general not constant, in
the same manner as a vector constant in one frame may have a nonzero time
derivative if the frame is rotating in another frame. The general expression for
the time derivative of a dyad in different frames of reference is

AdI

dt
=

BdI

dt
+ AωB × I − I × AωB, (4.5)

where AωB is the angular velocity of the frame B relative to the frame A. Now
if B is a frame fixed in the body, the first term in the right hand side is zero and
we have an expression for the time derivative of the inertia dyad of a rigid body
relative to frame A. For the inertia dyad of each body we find

ω · İ · ω = ω · (ω × I − I × ω) · ω = 0, (4.6)

because İ is a dyad that, from both sides, projects onto directions orthogonal
to ω . The generalization of equation 4.6 to the K-vector formulation gives that
the bilinear form

v< •
(
Ṁ · v<

)
= 0. (4.7)

The symmetric property of Ik indicates that(
Ik · ω̇<k

)
· ω<k =

(
Ik · ω<k

)
· ω̇<k, (4.8)
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which generalizes to(
M · v̇<

)
• v< = (M · v<) • v̇< = p< • v̇<. (4.9)

Finally, use of equations (4.4), (4.7) and (4.9) in equation (4.3), give the expres-
sion

Ṫ = ṗ< • v< = p< • v̇<. (4.10)

Thus the easily observed relation for particles, momentum times acceleration
equals inertial time derivative of momentum times velocity, generalizes to con-
strained multibody systems.

Newton’s second law states that F< = ṗ<. We separate all real forces into
constraint forces F<c , applied conservative forces F<ac, applied nonconservative
forces F<an, and use the inertia force F ∗< = −ṗ<. By doing so Newton’s law is
restated as

F<c + F<ac + F<an + F ∗< = 0. (4.11)

This separation is crucial to the derivation of the power equation terms.
Before moving on to the derivation itself, we examine potential energy V and

it’s relation to generalized forces and the applied conservative forces collected
into F<ac. Potential energy is a function of configuration and possibly time. It is
related to the potential Φ for a system of particles as

V (q, t) = Φ(r<(q, t), t). (4.12)

Since each rigid body may be replaced with four constrained particles the dis-
cussion also applies to the more general case of bodies, although the syntax with
gradients etc. only applies to particles. To calculate the time derivative of V we
define a K-gradient as

∇< Φ =
[
∇<1 Φ . . . ∇<K Φ

]T
, (4.13)

where each ∇<k is the ordinary gradient of Φ with respect to r<k. Then the
time derivative of V is

dV (q, t)

dt
=

n∑
i=1

∂V (q, t)

∂qi
q̇i +

∂V

∂t
(4.14)

= ∇< Φ(r<, t) •

[
n∑
i=1

∂r<

∂qi
q̇i +

∂r<

∂t

]
+
∂Φ(r<, t)

∂t
. (4.15)

The K-gradient in the second equation is minus the K-vector of applied con-
servative forces. Thus we immediately identify the generalized forces as the
projections of the conservative forces onto the tangent vectors,

Fi = −∂V
∂qi

= −∇< Φ(r<, t) • ∂r
<

∂qi
. (4.16)
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For each unique set of tangent vectors there is a corresponding set of generalized
forces. To identify them a superscript is used,

F τi = F<ac • τ<i . (4.17)

The relations between different sets of generalized forces are similar to the
kinematic differential equations (2.25),

F βi = F<ac • β
<
i =

n∑
j=1

F τj Wj,i. (4.18)

We include explicit configuration time dependence by introducing

F τt = −∇< Φ(r<, t) • ∂r
<

∂t
= F<ac • τ<t (4.19)

which transforms as

F βt = F<ac • β
<
t = XTF τ + F τt . (4.20)

A potential energy of any holonomic system with n degrees of freedom, must
obey the n + 1 differential equations defined in (4.17) and (4.19). Whether
these differential equations are integrable or not, can be determined by the use
of Frobenius’ theorem on the integrability of differential equations. To include
explicit time dependence of Φ, an expression for the last term of equation (4.15)
must be found.

The velocity constraints in simple nonholonomic systems can be stated as
differential constraints of the following form

m∑
j=1

Ai,j q̇j +Bi = 0 i = 1, . . . , n. (4.21)

These may, locally, be solved for a set of dependent differentials as functions of
the linearly independent ones. If necessary renumbered and rearranged these
can be expressed as

q̇i =

p∑
j=1

Ci,j q̇j +Di i = p+ 1, . . . , n. (4.22)

Utilizing this in the expression for V̇ , equation (4.14), yields

V̇ =

p∑
k=1

q̇k

 ∂V

∂qk
+

n∑
i=p+1

Ci,k
∂V

∂qi

+

n∑
k=p+1

Dk
∂V

∂qk
+
∂V

∂t
. (4.23)

The power developed by conservative forces is

Pac = v< • F<ac. (4.24)
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Expanding the velocities in coordinate tangent vectors we find

Pac =

n∑
i=1

q̇iF
τ
i + F τt , (4.25)

the fact that some q̇i are dependent is irrelevant to this expression. Once the
differential constraints of equation (4.21) are put into the power expression (4.25)
we find,

Pac =

p∑
k=1

q̇k

F τk +

n∑
i=p+1

Ci,kF
τ
i

+

n∑
k=p+1

DkF
τ
k +

∂V

∂t
. (4.26)

When this equation is compared with the expression for V̇ of a nonholonomic
system, equation (4.23), differential equations identical to the ones defining gen-
eralized forces for holonomic systems are found.

So far we have used generalized velocities and the related tangent vectors,
but the derivation may be generalized to an arbitrary basis of the local tangent
space. When performing a change of basis for local tangent space, the differential
or velocity constraints of equation (4.21) are carried over to constraints in the
generalized speeds. These may be arranged as in equation (4.22),

ui =

p∑
j=1

Ci,juj +Di i = p+ 1, . . . , n. (4.27)

With the kinematic differential equations, the expression for V̇ is

V̇ =

p∑
j=1

uj

 n∑
i=1

∂V

∂qi
Wi,j +

n∑
k=p+1

Ck,m

n∑
i=1

∂V

∂qi
Wi,k

+

n∑
j=p+1

Dj

n∑
i=1

∂V

∂qi
Wi,j +

n∑
i=1

∂V

∂qi
Xi +

∂V

∂t
. (4.28)

If we expand the velocities in a linear combination of the new basis β<i , the
power developed by conservative force is

Pac =

n∑
i=1

uiF
β
i + F βt (4.29)

=

p∑
k=1

uk

F βk +

n∑
i=p+1

Ci,kF
β
i

+

n∑
k=p+1

DkF
β
k + F βt . (4.30)

Also in this case we find, with the help of equations (4.18) and (4.20), the partial
differential equations (4.17) and (4.19).
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The separation of forces as in equation (4.11) affects the use of a potential
energy. Only those forces for which a function V that obeys equations (4.17)
and (4.19) may be put in the group of applied conservative forces. If this is
fulfilled then V̇ = −v< •F<ac = −Pac irrespective of the system being holonomic
or simple nonholonomic. We are then ready to state the result.

4.3 Results

The power developed by the four forces of equation (4.11) are calculated as

v< • F<c + v< • F<ac + v< • F<an + v< • F ∗< = 0. (4.31)

The first term is interpreted by expanding the velocities as a linear combination
of tangent K-vectors,

Pc =

(
n∑
i=1

uiβ
<
i + β<t

)
• F<c . (4.32)

The essence not only of Kane’s equations, but most methods of analytical me-
chanics, is an elimination of constraint forces by projection onto the tangent
space to the motion utilizing β<i •F

<
c = 0. Therefore the first part of the prod-

uct vanishes by the very same operation that leads to the equations of motion for
the system. The remaining nonzero part is interpreted as the power developed
by constraint forces,

Pc = β<t • F
<
c = τ<t • F

<
c . (4.33)

These two expression are identically equal since the difference between β<t and
τ<t , is a K-vector produced by an inhomogeneous term in the kinematic differ-
ential equations. This K-vector difference is a linear combination of the basis
tangent K-vectors β<i . Again these produce zeros when operating on the con-
straint force K-vector. This shows that the only component of the constraint
forces doing work on the system is the one that has a non-zero projection into
the explicitly time dependent part of the velocities, given by the last term in
equation (2.23).

Next, the second term is seen to represent the work done in unit time on the
system by conservative forces. As shown in section 4.2 this is

Pac = v< • F<ac = −V̇ . (4.34)

The third term is interpreted as the work done on the system by nonconservative
forces, in unit time,

Pan = v< • F<an. (4.35)
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Finally, the last term is minus the time derivative of the kinetic energy

P∗ = v< • F ∗< = −Ṫ . (4.36)

All terms of equation (4.31) are then interpreted and we find that they correspond
to

Ṫ + V̇ = Pan + Pc. (4.37)

Constraint forces are normally unknown and equation (4.33) may not at first
be useful in providing means to calculate the power developed by constraint
forces. Since the other terms are known, the power developed by constraint
forces can be calculated as

Pc = Ṫ + V̇ − Pan = τ<t •
(
ṗ< − F<ac − F

<
an

)
. (4.38)

4.4 Example

We present an example to demonstrate the use of the derived formulas, as well
as their usefulness in explaining power relations. The example is a generalization
of the Čaplygin sleigh problem used by many authors, and consists of a sleigh,
moving on a rotating horizontal surface. The sleigh has three sliding points of
support, but at one of these points there is a restriction on the allowed direction of
sliding. Thus, this point may only slide relative to the table in the instantaneous
direction of the sleigh’s lengthwise axis, however it is free to rotate about this
point of contact. The table is turning around a vertical axis with a constant
angular velocity Ω. The frame N is used as an inertial frame of reference with

q1

q2

q3

LC1

Ωt b1
n1

n2

e1

e2
n3 = e3

Figure 4.1. The sleigh on the turntable. Coordinates and reference frames are indicated.

the same definitions as in the first example. A frame E is fixed in the rotating
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table and is found by rotating the frame N an angle Ω t around n3, following the
right hand rule. Three coordinates are needed to determine the configuration
of the sleigh on the table. We choose to define the position of the sleigh’s mass
center relative to the center of the table with

r1 = q1e1 + q2e2 − hse3, (4.39)

which defines two coordinates. The sleigh’s mass center is positioned at the
distance hs above the table. The third coordinate q3 defines the orientation of
the sleigh relative to the table. To find the frame B fixed in the sleigh, E is
rotated the angle q3 around e3.

The frame B has it’s unit vectors directed along the sleigh’s principal axes of
inertia and b1 along the lengthwise axis of the sleigh. The sleigh’s inertia dyad
is

I1 = b1I1b1 + b2I2b2 + b3I3b3 (4.40)

The velocities of the unconstrained system are

v< = q̇1

[
e1
0

]
+ q̇2

[
e2
0

]
+ q̇3

[
0
e3

]
+

[
Ω (q1e2 − q2e1)

Ωe3

]
, (4.41)

where a linearly dependent set of tangent vectors may be identified. The non-
holonomic constraint for the system is that the velocity of the point of contact
of the knife edge relative to the frame E, has no component in the direction
perpendicular to the sleigh’s length axis. This can be written as

vEedge · b2 = 0. (4.42)

The point of edge contact is located a distance LC1 ahead of the sleigh’s mass
center,

rEedge = r1 + LC1b1, (4.43)

from which it’s velocity relative to the frame E can be found. Expanding the
constraint with the velocity expressed in generalized velocities q̇i yields

q̇3LC1 − q̇1 sin(q3) + q̇2 cos(q3) = 0. (4.44)

This equation can be solved for any of the generalized velocities as function of
the two remaining ones, but the choice q̇3 is advantageous since it avoids singular
behaviour,

q̇3 =
q̇1 sin(q3)− q̇2 cos(q3)

LC1
. (4.45)

By substituting the result into the velocities (4.41) we find two independent
tangent vectors and the K-vector τ t.
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The applied force is due to the spring, a horizontal table means no effect
of the gravitational forces is noticed on the system. Weight is included in the
expressions but will dissapear in the equations. The spring has a zero natural
length and spring constant k. It is connected to a fixed point at the center of the
table and at a point on the symmetry axis of the sleigh, a distance LC3 ahead of
the center of mass. The applied force vector, equal to the applied conservative
force is then

F<ac =

[
m1ge3 − k (q1e1 + q2e2 + LC3b1)

0

]
. (4.46)

The equations of motion are derived with the simple kinematic differential
equations, or generalized velocities,

ui = q̇i. (4.47)

Units are used such that the numerical values of the rate of rotation of the table,
Ω, the length LC1, and the mass m are all 1. With the intermediate variables
c3 = cos(q3) and s3 = sin(q3) we find the accelerations to be

u̇1 =
(
(u1

2 c3
3 + u2

2 c3 − u12 c3 − u22 c33 + 2 s3 u1 c3
2 u2 − s3 u1 u2

+ q2 c3 s3 − c32 κ q1 + c3
2 q1 − 2u1 c3 s3 + 2 c3

2 u2

− κ q2 c3 s3 − κLC3 c3)I 3 + 2u2 + q1 (1− κ)

+(q1 − s3 c3 q2 − c3 − c32 q1)κLC3
)
/ (I 3 + 1), (4.48)

u̇2 =
(
(c3

2 s3 u1
2 − 2 c3

3 u1 u2 + c3 u1 u2 − s3 c32 u22 − 2u1 + q2

+ c3 s3 q1 + κ(c3
2 q2 − c3 s3 q1 − q2 − s3 LC3 )

+ 2 c3
2 u1 + 2u2 c3 s3 − c32 q2)I 3 + q2 − 2u1

+κ(q2 + LC3 (c3
2 q2 − c3 s3 q1 − s3))

)
/ ( I 3 + 1 ). (4.49)

The results of a numerical simulation with initial conditions u1 = 0, u2 = 0,
q1 = 5, q2 = 5, q3 = 1 are shown in figure (4.2). Among the graphs, the
rate of change of kinetic and potential energy is indicated, as well as the power
developed by nonconservative forces and constraint forces. These graphs are
calculated using the following expressions found from the applied forces and
momentum. The time derivative of the kinetic energy is

Ṫ = ((s3 u1 + 1− c3 u2) s3 I 3 + u1 − q2) u1t

+ ((c3 u2 − 1− s3 u1) c3 I 3 + q1 + u2 ) u2t

+
(
s3

2 c3 u1
3 +

(
(1− 3 c3

2)u2 + c3
)
s3 u1

2

+
(
(3 c3

2 − 2) c3 u2
2 + (1− 2 c3

2)u2
)
u1

+ s3 u2
3 c3

2 − s3 u22 c3
)

I 3 + u1 q1 + u2 q2, (4.50)

and the power developed by conservative forces is

−V̇ = κ
(
q1 + LC3

(
c3 + c3

2 q1 + s3 c3 q2 − q1
))
u1

+ κ
(
q2 + LC3

(
s3 + c3 s3 q1 − c32 q2

))
u2. (4.51)
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Figure 4.2. Results of a numerical simulation of the sleigh. Parameter values
are κ = 10, I 3 = 25, LC3 = 2. There are no applied nonconservative forces so
PAN = 0. Power developed by constraint forces is PC, and originates from the
table rotating with a given angular velocity.

Equation (4.51) is of course the force in the spring multiplied by the spring’s
change of length in unit time. The constraint power is calculated by equa-
tion (4.38).

4.5 Conclusions

The resulting expressions for power developed by different sets of forces are valid
for systems with linear nonholonomic constraints. They are also independent of
which linear combinations of q̇ that are used to determine the velocities of the
system’s components. As expected, we have also found that the differential
equations for potential energy are the same for both holonomic and simple non-
holonomic systems. This is used to prove that the time derivative of a potential
energy equals minus the power developed by applied conservative forces and
moments.

The relation Ṫ = ṗ<•v< = p<•v̇< is important because it gives a very simple
and natural interpretation of the power developed by inertia forces. This is in
contrast with the separation of the kinetic energy into three parts of a quadratic
expression in q̇i used by some authors. As to classification of systems, we see that,
the constraint forces only do work for rheonomic or non-autonomous systems,
whether they are holonomic or not. The most useful expression in engineering
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may be equation (4.38), by which the power necessary to force explicitly time
dependent systems can be computed.

In some systems an additional component of non-working forces can be sep-
arated from the other forces. For example, the force due to the magnetic field
acting on a charged particle is normally not doing work on the particle. If such
a particle was part of a system with explicit time dependency, these forces could
possibly do work and another term would have to be included in the power equa-
tion. Explicit expressions for this term could be found from the model of the
force.

A final note is that the relationship between the so called principle of virtual
work and Kane‘s equations follow naturally from power considerations. A trivial
power relation is,

0 = v< • (F<c + F<a − ṗ<), (4.52)

but after expanding the velocity in a basis we find

0 =

n∑
i=1

uiβ
<
i •

(
F<a − ṗ<

)
+ β<t •

(
F<c + F<a − ṗ<

)
. (4.53)

The coefficients of the generalized speeds ui are of course the very same expres-
sions that give the equations of motion, which is a key concept of the principle
of virtual work.





Chapter 5

Delayed component
evaluation

An important problem in applying computer algebra to multibody mechanics is
the rapid expression swelling that occurs with the number of bodies or the com-
plexity of the geometry. This strains the resources needed to derive equations
of motion, and complicates the following analysis and simulations. In fact, the
size of intermediate expressions can limit the analysis because of the particular
capabilities of the computer used to set up the problem, even though the final
derived equations are possibly quite manageable. Not only can the intermediate
expressions fill available memory, huge expressions are time consuming to ma-
nipulate. This problem intrinsically holds a fundamental question: To compute,
or not to compute? Obviously computation has to take place in for example
vector addition. But if the representation of vectors is adequately adapted, ma-
jor computations can be reduced to a mere rearrangement of symbols. Such a
method mimics the way symbolic manipulation is done with pen and paper. Not
until the components are needed in a specific reference frame are they computed.
Based on this, we introduce a data structure to represent symbolic vectors, that
significantly reduce the manipulative effort for some vector algebra and calculus
operations. It is designed for the Sophia system, and builds on the Evector data
type which is already present, but can be modified for other CAS implementa-
tions as well. The result is a substantial increase of performance when Sophia
is used to derive equations of motion for multibody systems. For example, the
complexity growth during vector addition is reduced to the minor cost of keeping
track of which frame each vector term is represented in.

5.1 Introduction

In problem formulation a vector is an important and very useful abstraction.
However, the components relative to some frame are necessary to define a spe-
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cific vector. It is therefore common to think of the components as the vector.
Indeed, vectors are often represented as matrices of their components in formu-
lations for multibody dynamics, i.e. matrix formulations. However, the infor-
mation about which base some components are related to can easily be stored
along with the components. In computerized symbolic manipulation, a straight-
forward approach of a data-structure that represents such frame independent
vectors has proven very successful. Some examples are the vector data type in
the Autolev software, and the Evector used by Lesser. After relative orientations
between frames have been specified, the system uses these to automatically eval-
uate components in other frames to perform vector algebra and calculus. The
components of the representation of the resulting vector are all expressed rela-
tive to a single reference frame. The necessity of component evaluation during
these operations can lead to rapidly increasing complexity or lengthy expressions
in the components. With present computing power this expression swelling can
limit the symbolic analysis of spatial multibody systems to some 3–6 links.

Another way of representing a vector v is by the vector terms of an uneval-
uated sum which adds up to the vector

v =

n∑
i=1

vi. (5.1)

We define a partitioned vector as a collection of n vector terms, and it is equiv-
alent to the sum of its terms. A common situation in mechanics is that the
components of each vector term are quite simple in some reference frame. One
objective with the partitioned vector is to preserve this simplicity when possible.
The concept of a partitioned vector is illustrated in figure 5.1.

v1

v2 v3

v4

v

Figure 5.1. A vector v and a set of four vectors, the sum of which is v .
The partitioned vector is the set

[
v1,v2,v3,v4

]
. Another equally valid set is[

v4,v1,v2,v3,−v2,v2

]
.

The addition operator for vectors is replaced by the union operator for par-
titioned vectors. This is very fast compared with evaluating all components
relative to a specific base; basis transformations are replaced by rearrangement
of symbols. For n terms the number of components are 3n where the evalu-
ated sum has only 3. But these 3 components could be very complex functions.
Thus, the complexity growth of vector addition is nearly eliminated and only
the minor cost of keeping track of which frame each vector term is represented
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in remains. In Sophia this machinery is already present for the Evector data
type and the implementation takes advantage of these functions. Further, a ma-
jor performance increase is found in differentiations relative to arbitrary frames.
This makes it well suited for mechanics where two differentiations are necessary
to find accelerations, especially as the chain rule of differentiation contributes
largely to the expression swelling.

5.2 Implementation

The basic data structure for symbolic vectors in Sophia is the Evector. In the
Maple implementation, a list holds two objects, an array of components and a
symbol which indicates relative to which base the components are given

[ array , symbol ].

An example procedure implemented in Maple that creates an Evector from four
arguments, three independent components and a name of a reference frame, is

Evector:=proc(c1,c2,c3,fn)

RETURN([array(1..3,[c1,c2,c3]),fn]);

end:

A stable system that indicates logical errors to the user needs type checking
which is excluded here for clarity. The actual implementation of the constructor
for the Evector is built up of several layers of procedures.

The partitioned vector is implemented as a list of any number of Evector
objects

[ Evector, ... ].

The constructor function for partitioned vectors is implemented as a function mkc

which is a mnemonic for make chain. A partitioned vector can be thought of as
a chain of vectors and this has influenced the naming of the functions. Maple
procedures can process an arbitrary number of arguments via the variable args

which is available as a local variable in procedures. It then holds a sequence of
all arguments given to the procedure. A working version of mkc without type
checking reads

mkc:=proc()

RETURN([args]);

end:

The logic of mkc is simple, just return all (Evector) arguments in a list, in a
sense it also performs addition of Evectors. The reason for selecting the Maple
list instead of the set to collect the terms, was the fact that duplicates are au-
tomatically eliminated from sets. A collection of a number of identical Evectors
should be considered a valid partitioned vector, equivalent to the sum of them.
The properties of the set data type in Maple would reduce them to an erroneous
representation.
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5.2.1 Relative orientations

Another important part of the problem is the processing of relative orientations.
Frames and relative orientations between frames are defined by the user. Based
on this information the system computes the symbolic direction cosine matrices
needed to express vectors in different frames. A system of frame definitions can
be analyzed as a graph, with frames at the vertices, and relative orientations
represented by edges. A directed edge can represent a transformation from the
starting vertex to the adjacent vertex. The inverse transformation would then
be an edge in the opposite direction. For our purposes an undirected graph with
one edge between any two vertices is sufficient. A cycle in the undirected graph
would indicate redundancy in the coordinates or parameters. Redundancy in the
orientations is not permitted and Sophia does not accept such definitions. An
acyclic undirected connected graph is a tree or, if it is not connected, a forest.
A representation of the definition forest is stored as a collection of adjacency
lists in a global variable. An example of a defined system of frame relations is
seen in illustration 5.2.

N A1

A2

A3 A4

BA6

A7

A8

Figure 5.2. An example of a forest that represents a set of definitions of relative
orientations between frames. Vector algebra and calculus that require transfor-
mation within a single tree is permitted although all trees are not connected.

Both direction cosine matrices for transformation between two adjacent frames
are computed when the definition of their relative position is made. Matrices for
relative orientations between two frames which are not adjacent to each other,
are automatically computed when needed. The algorithm then computes all ma-
trices for the path between the two frames in question. The matrices and their
inverses are stored in a global variable of type table which is indexed by pairs
of frame names. No specific graph over the computed matrices is stored, the
essential information is available from the definition tree.

When components are transformed between frames, the complexity grows
rapidly with the distance between the frames in the definition tree. To reduce the
distances, absolute coordinates for the orientations can be used. The orientation
for each body is then defined relative to the inertial frame and the distance
between any two frames is at most two. It is not always natural to use absolute
orientations, for the relative orientation between two bodies which can rotate
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around a common axis it is perhaps simpler to use relative coordinates. But, the
use of relative coordinates makes the distances in the definition tree grow large.
Therefore we seek a more flexible strategy.

5.2.2 Vector algebra

The basic operations of vector algebra in three-dimensional Euclidean space are
addition, scalar product, and cross product, all of which are distributive. Op-
erations on two Evectors expressed in the same frame is straightforward, only
the components are involved. When Evector operands are expressed in different
frames, the algorithm must select a frame in which to perform the operation and
then compute the components relative to that frame before proceeding as in the
first case. The rationale in Sophia is to express the first operand in the same
frame as the second. After the operation is performed on the components, frame
dependent results are returned expressed relative to the very same frame.

Partitioned vectors differ relative to Evectors, in that the result of addi-
tion and cross products in general has a different number of elements than the
operands. But then again, the data type was designed for just that reason. Ad-
dition of partitioned vectors is performed by creating a new object which hold
all the vector terms of each partitioned vector being summed. For example

[v1,v2,...] + [u1,u2,...]→ [v1,v2,...,u1,u2,...],

where v1,v2,...,u1,... hold both components and frame information. No
frame transformations are necessary. If it had been possible to use the Maple
set, addition could have been replaced with the union operator, instead a few
lines of code which mimic the behaviour for lists had to be written,

cadd:=proc()

local ii;

RETURN([seq(op(args[ii]),ii=1..nargs)]);

end:

It is clear that cadd, from chain addition, has much in common with the construc-
tor mkc. But the slightly more complex statement is needed because the Evectors
of each partitioned vector argument must be extracted from the partitioned vec-
tors before they can be collected in a list. For convenience, a subtraction function
csub (chain subtraction) is provided,

csub:=proc()

local ii;

RETURN([op(args[1]),seq(op(csm(-1,args[ii])),ii=2..nargs)]);

end:

It subtracts from the first argument all following arguments. The function csm

performs scalar multiplication of partitioned vectors and the mnemonic is derived
from chain scalar multiplication.
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The scalar product maps two partitioned vectors to a sum of scalar products
of vectors,

[v1,v2,...] · [u1,u2,...]→ v1 · u1 + · · ·+ v2 · u1 + · · · . (5.2)

and the cross product of two partitioned vectors results in a new partitioned
vector,

[v1,v2,...]× [u1,u2,...]→ [v1× u1, . . . , v2× u1, . . . ]. (5.3)

For these operations only frame transformations which are necessary are per-
formed. Both the function cdot and ccross loops trough all pairs of Evectors.
The scalar product adds the result to a sum, and the cross product produces a
partitioned vector of the resulting Evectors. But as all possible pairs of Evectors
are operated on, the complexity of the product between two Evectors expressed
in frames at a distance in the definition tree shows up in the result. The imple-
mentations are quite similar,

cdot:=proc(c1,c2)

local each1,each2,s;

s:=0;

for each1 in c1 do

for each2 in c2 do

s:=s+Edot(each1,each2);

od;

od;

RETURN(s);

end:

and

ccross := proc(c1,c2)

local each1,each2,s;

s:=[];

for each1 in c1 do

for each2 in c2 do

s:=[op(s),Ecross(each1,each2)];

od;

od;

RETURN(s);

end:

5.2.3 Vector calculus

A common operation in mechanics is differentiation, especially relative to specific
frames of reference. The operation is distributive and expands easily onto the
terms of a partitioned vector,

Ad

dt
[v1,v2,...]→ [

Ad

dt
v1,

Ad

dt
v2,...]. (5.4)
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Frame based vector differentiation can be performed in two ways. Given a vector
to differentiate, a robust approach is to express the vector in the frame where it
is to be differentiated and differentiate the components. The result can be left as
it is or expressed in the original frame. This method is the standard algorithm
for Sophia,

diffFrameTime:=proc(evec,frame)

local evec1;

evec1:=express(evec,frame);

evec1:=diffVectorTime(evec1);

RETURN(express(evec1,SophiaSelectEvectorFrame(evec)));

end:

The function diffVectorTime does time differentiation of the components of an
Evector. Long names were selected for the inner parts of Sophia, and

SophiaSelectEvectorFrame

is a procedure that picks out the frame in which an Evector (or Edyad) is ex-
pressed in. Thus, the code shows that the result of frame based differentiation
is an Evector expressed in the same frame as the original one.

The first method involves calculation of the derivatives of the basis vectors.
In some sense this is equivalent to computing the angular velocity, which is
computationally expensive. More elaborate is the use of the relation between
derivatives relative to different frames of reference. It is given in equation (5.5)
and (5.6) with angular velocity represented by a dyad and a vector respectively,

Adv

dt
=

Bdv

dt
+ AΩB · v , (5.5)

=
Bdv

dt
+ AωB × v . (5.6)

This latter method depends on the relative angular velocity being available. But
once the angular velocity has been calculated, the differentiation operator can
use it and possibly reduce computation time compared to the the robust method.

The angular velocity dyad of a frame B relative to a frame A is calculated
from the following relation,

AΩB =
Adb1

dt
b1 +

Adb2
dt
b2 +

Adb3
dt
b3. (5.7)

In three dimensions the angular velocity dyad has three independent components,
and it is often thought of as the angular velocity vector. The vector can be
constructed from the dyad, or computed directly by

AωB = b1

(
Adb2

dt
· b3
)

+ b2

(
Adb3

dt
· b1
)

+ b3

(
Adb1

dt
· b2
)
. (5.8)
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5.2.4 Utilizing angular velocity

If information about the relative angular velocities between frames is globally
accessible, it can be used to apply the more computationally efficient form of
differentiation (5.6). Earlier it was mentioned how definitions of relative orienta-
tions between frames are stored in a global variable by Sophia. A similar method
was selected to store the relative angular velocities in a table indexed by pairs
of frame names. The storage is performed by a modified version of the function
which computes angular velocity. Relative angular velocities are then accessible
for the differentiation function. Also, if a particular angular velocity needed by
the differentiation function has not yet been computed, the computation of it is
initiated automatically.

The standard function for computing angular velocities in Sophia is aV and
the version that stores angular velocities was named aV3. Only in one respect is
it different from the standard function aV and that is how it stores the result in
a global variable SophiaGlobalAVTable,

aV3 := proc(FA,FB)

global SophiaGlobalAVTable;

local b1,b2,b3,b1d,b2d,b3d,wFAFB;

b1 := Evector(1,0,0,FB);

b2 := Evector(0,1,0,FB);

b3 := Evector(0,0,1,FB);

b1d := diffFrameTime(b1,FA);

b2d := diffFrameTime(b2,FA);

b3d := diffFrameTime(b3,FA);

wFAFB:=Evector(Edot(b2d,b3),Edot(b3d,b1),Edot(b1d,b2),FB);

SophiaGlobalAVTable[FB,FA]:=Esm(-1,wFAFB);

SophiaGlobalAVTable[FA,FB]:=wFAFB;

RETURN(wFAFB);

end:

The example function is designed to use the algorithm in equation (5.8), and is
stripped of type checking and some code that verifies the existence of a path in
the definition forest linking the two frames.

Application of the derivative relation on a vector produces two vector terms,
and as a consequence the derivative of a partitioned vector with n vector elements
holds 2n vector terms. Often there are constant vectors and the local derivatives
of these introduce zero vectors. These are not automatically erased, but there is
a function which does remove zero vectors, and it is called ccpt, derived from
chain compact.

We finally consider an implementation of a function that performs frame
based vector differentiation by use of equation (5.6). Basically it loops trough
all vector terms in the partitioned vector, differentiates it locally and adds a
term from the cross product between the appropriate angular velocity and the
vector term if necessary. If angular velocity is not found in the global variable,
a calculation is initiated automatically.

cdft:=proc(pv,fn)
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global SophiaGlobalAVTable;

local each,pvt,ltd,gtd,lfr;

pvt:=[];

for each in pv do

ltd:=diffVectorTime(each);

lfr:=SophiaSelectEvectorFrame(each);

if evalb(fn<>lfr) then

if (not(assigned(SophiaGlobalAVTable[fn,lfr]))) then

aV3(fn,lfr);

fi;

gtd:=SophiaGlobalAVTable[fn,lfr] &xx each;

pvt:=[op(pvt),ltd,gtd];

else

pvt:=[op(pvt),ltd];

fi;

od;

RETURN(pvt);

end:

5.2.5 Function family for partitioned vectors

To summarize, functions for manipulation of partitioned vectors is built upon the
tools for manipulating Evectors. The functions can be divided into three groups,
object manipulators, algebraic operators, and calculus operators. The most im-
portant of these functions is described briefly in table 5.1. Some other functions

Commands for partitioned vectors
Command Action Argument(s)

Object manipulators

mkc The constructor function Evectors
ccpt Compactor, removes zeros Partitioned vector
cexp Expresses pv rel to one frame Partitioned vector, frame

Algebraic operators

cadd Vector addition Partitioned vectors
csub Vector subtraction Partitioned vectors
csm Scalar multiplication Scalar, partitioned vector
cdot Scalar product 2 partitioned vectors
ccross Cross product 2 partitioned vectors

Calculus operators

cdft Frame based time differentiation Partitioned vector, frame

Table 5.1. Operators for partitioned vectors divided into three groups, object
manipulators, algebraic operators, and calculus operators. All have a c in the
beginning or end, and the mnemonic keyword for the c is chain.

had to be written for the representations of system vectors with collections of
partitioned vectors, i.e. Kvectors, which were defined as lists of partitioned vec-
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tors. The Kvectors can be operated on with scalar multiplication, Kcsm, addition,
Kcadd, subtraction, Kcsub. Contraction of two Kvectors down to a scalar is done
by Kcdot. The procedure Kctau computes partial derivatives of a Kvector with
respect to the generalized speeds used in the problem. It returns a super Kvec-
tor which holds a basis for the tangent manifold and is among other things used
to extract the equations of motion with the function ckane. This last function
takes three arguments, the applied forces, the time derivative of momentum, and
a tangent basis and evaluates the first objects on the tangent basis.

Commands for collections of partitioned vectors
Command Action Argument(s)

Algebraic operators

Kcadd Kvector addition Kvectors
Kcsub Kvector subtraction Kvectors
Kcsm Scalar multiplication Scalar, Kvector
Kcdot Contraction 2 Kvectors

Table 5.2. Operators for partitioned vectors divided into three groups, object
manipulators, algebraic operators, and calculus operators. All have a c in the
beginning or end, and the mnemonic keyword for the c is chain.

5.3 Examples

Consider a case where a frame A is the frame one gets after rotating the frame
N an angle ψ around the third axis. During addition of two Evectors defined
in each of the frames, the complexity of the direction cosine matrix spreads to
the components of the resulting Evector. But a partitioned vector keeps the
original components until it is necessary to evaluate them in some specific frame
of reference.

First we look at addition of vectors. Then

> v1:=Evector(K,L,0,N);

v1 := [[K, L, 0], N ]

> v2:=Evector(P,Q,0,A);

v2 := [[P, Q, 0], A]

> v:=v1 &++ v2;

v := [[cos(ψ)K + sin(ψ)L+ P, −sin(ψ)K + cos(ψ)L+Q, 0], A]

> vc:=mkc(v1,v2);

vc := [[[K, L, 0], N ], [[P, Q, 0], A]]
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> Edot(v,v2);

(cos(ψ)K + sin(ψ)L+ P )P + (−sin(ψ)K + cos(ψ)L+Q)Q

The partitioned vector vc is simpler than the Evector v and it is also possible
to identify the terms by inspection. It is noted that the constructor function
is adapted to perform addition in the sense that any number of Evectors can
be given. The result is a partitioned vector that their sum represents. More
examples of the actual use of partitioned vectors is found in the next section
about the n-pendulum, and in chapter 7 where it is used in the analysis of a
coupled spherical pendulum and the bicycle.

5.4 Performance evaluation

To assess the impact of using partitioned vectors versus Evectors on the process
of deriving equations of motion, a benchmark problem consisting of coupled
spherical pendulums was defined and analyzed.

5.4.1 The n-pendulum case

How the use of partitioned vectors for derivation of symbolic equations of motion
influences performance was examined by analysis of spherical n-pendulums. The
pendulum system consists of n equal bodies connected to each other with spher-
ical joints in the ends. The units were chosen such that the length and mass of
a body, and the gravitational acceleration all have the numerical value 1. The
free end of the first body was connected to a vertical shaker which was driven
harmonically with amplitude a at a frequency ω. No damping was introduced in
the model. For each pendulum two angles defined its orientation. Both the use
of absolute and relative coordinates were evaluated. The impact of coordinate
choice on the distances in the definition tree is illustrated in figure 5.3.

N1 A1

A2A3

A4

A5 A6

N1

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

Figure 5.3. To the left a definition tree for a 6-pendulum with absolute
coordinates, and the right tree is for a 6-pendulum with relative coordinates.
Each edge represents two simple rotations.
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5.4.2 The n-pendulum with Sophia

The tests were performed by timing the process of deriving equations of motions
for the n-pendulum, by the four combinations of relative and absolute coordi-
nates, and Evectors versus partitioned vectors. A script was written were the
number of parts of the pendulum could be set by changing the value of a variable.
The script was executed by a function and therefore it expects that the Sophia-
package is initialized and the variable n holds the number of segments of the
pendulum. We discuss the code in detail as an example of how the partitioned
vectors are used for deriving equations.

For timing purposes we begin by saving the cpu-time of the session in a
variable after which we compute the number of coordinates, in this case angles,
necessary to describe the configuration. Then the necessary variables are de-
clared time dependent and a standard set of kinematic differential equations are
generated by the operator &kde. Also, a few parameters are set to one.

sofar:=time();

nsegments:=n;

ncoords:=2*nsegments;

&kde ncoords;

L:=1;

M:=1;

G:=1;

Use of the coordinates to declare relative orientations between reference
frames differ between absolute and relative angles. In both cases the concatena-
tion function was used to add strings, or variable names. Its most elementary
form is the Maple dot operator . that take two operands. For more elabo-
rate use there is the function cat. Frame definitions in the cases with absolute
coordinates could all be collected inside a for loop,

for ii from 1 to nsegments do

chainSimpRot([N,A.ii,1,q.(ii*2-1)]);

chainSimpRot([A.ii,B.ii,2,q.(ii*2)]);

od;

whereas the definitions of relative coordinates were more easily defined if the
first ones were initiated outside of the loop,

chainSimpRot([N,A1,1,q1]);

chainSimpRot([A1,B1,2,q2]);

for ii from 2 to nsegments do

chainSimpRot([B.(ii-1),A.ii,1,q.(ii*2-1)]);

chainSimpRot([A.ii,B.ii,2,q.(ii*2)]);

od;

The mass distribution of each segment was defined by three parameters for
a total of 3n parameters in the system. Later on these were replaced with
numerical values.
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for ii from 1 to nsegments do

IT.ii:=EinertiaDyad(IC.ii._1,IC.ii._2,IC.ii._3,0,0,0,B.ii);

od;

As to the geometry of the configuration, the first point of the pendulum
was forced to move vertically and its position relative to the reference point is
represented by an Evector.

rJ0:=Evector(0,0,a*sin(omega*t),N);

The vector between the two joints in segment i was Lbi3. Halfway between the
joints was the center of mass for each segment. The positions of mass centers
were represented by partitioned vectors with names that end in c. Joint positions
were indicated by J as the second letter of the name. The following loop defines
all vectors.

r1c:=mkc(rJ0,((1/2) &** Evector(0,0,L,B1) ));

rJ1c:=mkc(rJ0,Evector(0,0,L,B1));

for ii from 2 to nsegments do

r.ii.c:=cadd(rJ.(ii-1).c,mkc((1/2) &** Evector(0,0,L,B.ii)));

rJ.ii.c:=cadd(rJ.(ii-1).c,mkc(Evector(0,0,L,B.ii)));

od;

Once the geometry of the configuration was defined, velocities were found by
differentiation. The Evector was used to represent each bodies angular velocity
relative to the inertial frame. Mass center velocities relative to the reference
point were computed by appropriate functions. The following code was used to
automate these computations for all bodies of the pendulum. Angular velocity
is stored in variables w1, w2, and so on. The variables v1c, etc. are used for mass
center velocity.

for ii from 1 to nsegments do

w.ii:=subs(kde,aV3(N,B.ii));

v.ii.c:=ccpt(subs(kde,map(Esimplify,cdft(r.ii.c,N))));

od;

The tangent vectors were computed by first collecting the velocities and an-
gular velocities into a Kvector adapted to partitioned vectors. The function
Kctau returns the tangent vectors in a list.

VK:=[seq(v.ii.c,ii=1..nsegments),seq([w.ii],ii=1..nsegments)];

tau:=Kctau(VK,u,ncoords);

Only gravity was applied to the segments and all torques were zero. Forces
and torques were collected into the Kvector representation FK of a system vector
with forces.

for ii from 1 to nsegments do

F.ii.c:=mkc(Evector(0,0,m.ii*G,N));

T.ii.c:=mkc(Evector(0,0,0,B.ii));

od;

FK:=[seq(F.ii.c,ii=1..nsegments),seq(T.ii.c,ii=1..nsegments)]:
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Linear and angular momentum of each link were computed by multiplying
mass with velocity and inertia dyad with angular velocity. These quantities were
immediately differentiated relative to the inertial reference frame and the results
were collected into a Kvector PKt.

for ii from 1 to nsegments do

p.ii.tc:=subs(kde,ccpt(cdft(csm(m.ii,v.ii.c),N))):

h.ii.tc:=subs(kde,cdft(mkc(Edot(IT.ii,w.ii)),N));

od;

PKt:=[seq(p.ii.tc,ii=1..nsegments),seq(h.ii.tc,ii=1..nsegments)]:

With the computations at this stage, the equations of motion for the pen-
dulum were computed by the projection onto the tangent manifold. The imple-
mentation of this operation is a function ckane, short for chain Kane, and the
result is a list of expressions. Each expression is the essential information in an
equation that equals zero.

kane_eqs:=ckane(tau,FK,PKt):

Some simplifications of the equations was also made in the task that was
timed. Most parameters were replaced by numerical values, the lengths were set
to 1 earlier and the masses were all set to one by the following code. The links
were considered to be homogeneous bars and the moment of inertia parameters
were set to suitable values.

p_vals:={seq(m.ii=M,ii=1..nsegments),

seq(IC.ii._1=M*L^2/12,ii=1..nsegments),

seq(IC.ii._2=M*L^2/12,ii=1..nsegments),

seq(IC.ii._3=M*L^2/100,ii=1..nsegments)};

keqs:=subs(p_vals,kane_eqs):

The time and memory requirements to derive the equations of motion were then
measured by Maple functions.

dertime:=time()-sofar;

dermem:=kernelopts(bytesalloc);

Finally, C code for numerical investigations of the derived equations was gener-
ated and the performance of these operations were also measured.

fname:=cat(‘ca‘,zz,n);

fnami:=cat(‘cai‘,zz,n);

fpath:=‘./‘;

eq1:=[keqs,[seq(u.ii.t,ii=1..ncoords)]]:

eq2:=[[op(kde)]]:

vts:=[seq(u.ii.t,ii=1..ncoords),seq(q.ii.t,ii=1..ncoords)];

vs:=[seq(u.ii,ii=1..ncoords),seq(q.ii,ii=1..ncoords)];

ps:=[omega,a];

sx:=[]:

exmex(fname,fpath,eq1,eq2,sx,vts,vs,‘parameters‘=ps,‘v5‘);

exmexint(fnami,fpath,eq1,eq2,sx,vts,vs,ps);

gentime:=time()-dertime;

allmem:=kernelopts(bytesalloc);

As an example, the generated code for a 30-pendulum with 60 degrees of freedom,
was 24747 lines of code, about half of which was actual computation code.
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5.5 Results

The computational time to derive equations of motion was measured on a Sun
Ultra-SPARC 2 running at 170 MHz with 256 Mb of memory. The software was
Maple version 5 Release 4, patchlevel 2. The results are plotted in figures 5.4
and 5.5.
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Figure 5.4. The time to derive equations of motion for n-pendulums using
absolute coordinates plotted versus n. Circles indicate the use of Evectors and
stars indicate partitioned vectors.

5.6 Discussion

The minimalistic approach of vector representation by components relative to
some predetermined frame of reference is plagued with inefficiencies in memory
allocation and computational performance. A more general object which carries
frame information is burdened with similar problems. Preserving the simplicity
of vector terms during addition, and avoiding the calculation of angular velocity
during differentiation are two effective ways of reducing the computational work
of vector algebra and calculus operations. The severe impact on performance
of complex component representation suggests that a data type similar to the
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Figure 5.5. The time to derive equations of motion for n-pendulums using
relative coordinates plotted versus n. Circles indicate the use of Evectors and
stars indicate partitioned vectors.

partitioned vector but adapted for the factors of the cross product could further
enhance performance.

The introduced structure for representation of vectors is conceptually simple,
as well as easy to implement. This demonstrates the versatility of general CAS
as a part of a problem solving environment (PSE) for analysis of multibody
systems. Techniques for object oriented programming are not available in Maple,
but procedures can be written to take different action depending on the types of
the arguments.

With increasing computing power it may become feasible to compute all pos-
sible combinations of direction cosine matrices when new frames are introduced.
But the selected method which computes only when necessary has a performance
advantage in interactive use.



Chapter 6

Processing of ordinary
differential equations

6.1 Introduction

Systems of ordinary differential equations, ODEs, is the result of physical mod-
eling in many fields, chemistry, physiology, and biology are some examples other
than mechanics. Preparing the equations of motion for efficient numerical eval-
uation is a vital part of the analysis process, especially if extensive numerical
analysis is about to be performed. A basic example of such preparations is the
task of transforming explicit first order equations such as

ẋi = f i(x, t) i = 1, . . . , n (6.1)

into computer code that can be called from other functions or programs. Based
on the equations, a computation sequence that includes all mathematical op-
erations needed to achieve a valid result is constructed and translated into a
computer language of choice. Figure 6.1 illustrates the process by an example.
Numerous reasons other than numerical performance exist to generate computer
code, one example could be the development of control laws for a micro-controller
from which the code for the controller is directly generated. Such a process would
typically involve linking the generated code with other code necessary to control
the device safely.

Based on these facts and concepts, a software tool called exmex was de-
signed and implemented as a Maple-package for export of efficient numerical
code. There is support for implicit systems, variational equations, and computa-
tion of the Jacobian of the system, all of which are useful in analysis of dynamical
systems. A standard technique to prepare systems of higher order ordinary dif-
ferential equations for numerical integration is to reformulate them as a system
of first order by introducing new variables. For mechanical systems, the method
of reformulation is very much connected with the kinematic differential equations

75
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du1dt = sin(q1) os(q2)u1u1 � k os(q4)du2dt = sin(q3) sin(q2) os(q4)u4u3 � k os(q4)du3dt = sin(q2) sin(q3) os(q1)u1u2 � k os(q4)du4dt = sin(q1) sin(q2) os(q3)u1u1 � k os(q4)dq1dt = u1dq2dt = u2dq3dt = u3dq4dt = u4
?u1t = sin(q1) � os(q2) � u1 � u1� k � os(q4)u2t = sin(q3) � sin(q2) � os(q4) � u4 � u3� k � os(q3)u3t = sin(q2) � sin(q3) � os(q1) � u1 � u2� k � os(q1)u4t = sin(q1) � sin(q2) � os(q3) � u1 � u1� k � os(q2)q1t = u1q2t = u2q3t = u3q4t = u4 -

 *  exmex is copyright (C) 1994-1998

 *  Anders Lennartsson

 *  Department of Mechanics

 *  Royal Institute of Technology

 *  S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

 *  Internet: abel@mech.kth.se

 *

 * Information about how to use the function is available in the file eqspr2.m

 *  For compilation and use with MATLAB, consult your manuals!

 *  If it does not work, consult your manuals again!

 *  If it still does not work, you may consult your local guru :)

 *

 *  Avoid compiler optimization!

 *  The code is symbolically optimized and compiler optimization slows down compilation extremely much.

 *  Remove -O or -O2 by editing a local mexopts.sh

 *  

 *  unix and MATLAB 5:

 *  compile with : mex eqspr2.c

 *  or

 *  compile with : mex CC=gcc eqspr2.c

 *

 *  macintosh and MATLAB 5:

 *  have a look in MATLAB External Interface Guide

 *

 *  a properly set up win 95/nt and MATLAB 5:

 *  compile with : mex eqspr2.c

 *

 *  The numerical cost of the unoptimized equations is:

4*additions+19*multiplications+15*functions+8*assignments

 *  The numerical cost of the optimized equations is:

4*additions+17*multiplications+7*functions+17*assignments

 *  If implicit equations are given,

 *  the numerical cost of solving these are not included.

 */

/* included stuff */

#include <math.h>

#include "mex.h"

/* global definitions */

#define T_IN prhs_exmex[0]

#define Q_IN prhs_exmex[1]

#define OUT_1 plhs_exmex[0]

#define OUT_2 plhs_exmex[1]

#define OUT_3 plhs_exmex[2]

/* variables as array entries */

#define u1 q_exmex[0]

#define u2 q_exmex[1]

#define u3 q_exmex[2]

#define u4 q_exmex[3]

#define q1 q_exmex[4]

#define q2 q_exmex[5]

#define q3 q_exmex[6]

#define q4 q_exmex[7]

/* return variables as array entries */

#define u1t qt_exmex[0]

#define u2t qt_exmex[1]

#define u3t qt_exmex[2]

#define u4t qt_exmex[3]

#define q1t qt_exmex[4]

#define q2t qt_exmex[5]

#define q3t qt_exmex[6]

#define q4t qt_exmex[7]

/* some macros for parameter checking */

#define max(A, B)       ((A) > (B) ? (A) : (B))

#define min(A, B)       ((A) < (B) ? (A) : (B))

/* function prototypes */

static void excheckallargs(const mxArray *[]);

static int exchecka(const mxArray *,int, int, int);

void mexFunction(int, mxArray *[], int, const mxArray *[]);

static void eqspr2(double [], double *, double []);

/* Computational routine version 5 syntax */

static void eqspr2(double qt_exmex[], double *t_pointer_exmex, double q_exmex[])

{

  double t=*t_pointer_exmex;

  double t16;

  double t4;

  double t6;

  double t10;

  double t8;

  double t9;

  double t14;

  double t1;

  double t2;

      t1 = sin(q1);

      t2 = cos(q2);

      t4 = u1*u1;

      t6 = cos(q4);

      u1t = t1*t2*t4-k*t6;

      t8 = sin(q3);

      t9 = sin(q2);

      t10 = t8*t9;

      t14 = cos(q3);

      u2t = t10*t6*u4*u3-k*t14;

      t16 = cos(q1);

      u3t = t10*t16*u1*u2-k*t16;

      u4t = t1*t9*t14*t4-k*t2;

      q1t = u1;

      q2t = u2;

      q3t = u3;

      q4t = u4;

}

/* Gateway routine version 5 syntax */

void mexFunction(int nlhs_exmex, mxArray *plhs_exmex[], int nrhs_exmex, const mxArray *prhs_exmex[])

{

  double *qt_exmex, *t_exmex, *q_exmex;

  if (nrhs_exmex == 2) {

    /* Check all arguments */

    excheckallargs(prhs_exmex);

    /* Get pointers for the input */

    t_exmex = mxGetPr(T_IN);

    q_exmex = mxGetPr(Q_IN);

    /* Creating a column vector for the results */

    OUT_1 = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(8,1,mxREAL);

    qt_exmex = mxGetPr(OUT_1);

    /* Call the computational routine */

    eqspr2(qt_exmex,t_exmex,q_exmex);

    mexAddFlops(56);

  }

  else

    mexErrMsgTxt("Wrong number of arguments to eqspr2!");

}

#undef u1

#undef u2

#undef u3

#undef u4

#undef q1

#undef q2

#undef q3

#undef q4

#undef u1t

#undef u2t

#undef u3t

#undef u4t

#undef q1t

#undef q2t

#undef q3t

#undef q4t

/* Function to check all arguments */

static void excheckallargs(const mxArray *prhs_exmex[])

{

  /* time should be scalar */

  if (exchecka(T_IN,1,1,0))

    mexErrMsgTxt("eqspr2 requires that the first argument is a real scalar.");

  /* q_exmex may be 8 x 1 or 1 x 8 */

  if (exchecka(Q_IN,8,1,0))

    mexErrMsgTxt("eqspr2 requires that the second argument is a 8 x 1, or a 1 x 8 vector.");

}

/* Function to check dimensions of vector argument */

static int exchecka(const mxArray *array_ptr,int m,int n,int mxf)

{

  int m_exmex, n_exmex;

  m_exmex = mxGetM(array_ptr);

  n_exmex = mxGetN(array_ptr);

  if (mxf)

    return (!mxIsNumeric(array_ptr) || mxIsComplex(array_ptr) ||

      !mxIsDouble(array_ptr) ||

      (m_exmex != m) || (n_exmex) != n);

  else

    return (!mxIsNumeric(array_ptr) || mxIsComplex(array_ptr) ||

      !mxIsDouble(array_ptr) ||

      (max(m_exmex,n_exmex) != max(m,n)) || (min(m_exmex,n_exmex) != min(m,n)));

}

Figure 6.1. System of ordinary differential equations translated into C code
after construction of a computation sequence. The code to the right is not com-
plete, it is cut in both ends.

discussed in chapters 2 and 3. This is utilized in exmex by handling two sepa-
rate, but possibly dependent, sets of differential equations. This adapts exmex

for differential equations of second order systems such as mechanical systems.
Systems of any order can be treated if the rewritten equations are considered as
one system.

Compiled code is often required for high numerical performance, and exmex

generates complete C code, ready for compilation. Maple’s C code generator
and symbolic optimization is used for most mathematical expressions, exmex

derives required equations, introduces necessary function calls, and adds the
proper declarations and other functions necessary to get a complete code.

Several other programs also generate source code based on differential equa-
tions. Some also automates the compilation and linking process. Examples from
mechanical engineering are Mechanica [66], Autolev [67] and NEWEUL, which
generate C or FORTRAN. The generated functions can be adapted to work well
with the software in which they are derived, or possibly to get and put data in
files for further analysis in other software as in the case of Autolev. As of release
5, Maple V can generate complete functions in C-code. There is however limited
support in these systems for computation of variational equations, the Jacobian,
and other useful entities. There are also systems of code generation for boundary
value problems, partial differential equations (PDEs) and applications on finite
element methods, FEM. Partly inspired by exmex, Sjögren developed an appli-
cation for boundary value problems in his thesis [68]. General partial differential
systems can be analyzed numerically by code generated with femLego, written
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by Amberg and his graduate students [7]. Another example is Ctadel [75], for
partial differential equations, developed by van Engelen and others at the Leiden
University in the Netherlands.

In general, the systems for analysis of partial differential equations are more
adapted for net generation and computation of a huge number of relatively simple
expressions at the nodes. In contrast, exmex is developed mainly for the, poten-
tially very complex, expressions of a dynamical system described by a minimal
set of coordinates, or a few redundant coordinates.

The code generated by exmex is designed to be linked as external func-
tions [53] to MATLAB [52] and called as any other functions from within a
MATLAB workspace. Results can then be plotted and analyzed further by the
tools available in MATLAB. Optionally, exmex can write functions with the syn-
tax necessary for calls from Simulink, another MATLAB tool. The name exmex

was derived as an acronym to EXport Matlab EXternal. A similar tool called
exmat was also developed. It generates code for numerical evaluation of compo-
nents in matrices. The choice of MATLAB was purely one of convenience. Both
commercial and free software exist that have more or less the functionality of
MATLAB, two examples are MATRIXX [36], OCTAVE [22], and SCILAB [35].
Many of these can also link compiled code for direct access from the main pro-
gram. For instance, successful experiments have been made with linking slightly
modified code generated by exmex to SCILAB.

6.2 Methods and concepts

The equations and code in figure 6.1 is an example of transforming a relatively
simple system of the type in equation (6.1) to a function that computes the
derivatives of some variables. More generally, the process consists of the steps
in figure 6.2.

Differential equations

Computation sequence(s) Computer code

Compiled function

?
-

?

Figure 6.2. Systems of ordinary differential equations are translated into
compiled functions by the steps shown in the figure. The computation sequences
are determined based on what the equations will be used for, and what options
the function will respond to.

A number of methods are used to accomplish the goal of a complete code file.
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Important concepts are computation sequence, symbolic optimization, subexpres-
sions, and computer algebra systems, CAS. The reformulation of second order
systems to first order has some implications for implicit systems, the mass matri-
ces get a block structure that can be utilized to increase numerical performance.

6.2.1 Computer algebra systems

Maple [51], Macsyma [49], Mathematica [78], MuPAD [57], and others are soft-
ware in the group of computer algebra systems. They are powerful manipulators
of mathematical information in symbolic form. Symbolic equations and expres-
sions for numerical investigation can be processed or derived in the environment
of such systems. There are also methods to perform numerical work, i.e. numer-
ical evaluation and processing of expressions. Some type of interpreting code is
often used for such evaluations. An example of this is the ODE-solver in Maple.
However, the performance of compiled code is difficult to match with interpreting
code. High performance is essential if extensive numerical work is to be carried
out. Since Sophia has been implemented in several computer algebra systems
it was natural to use the code generating facilities present in these systems to
make compilable code of the derived equations and expressions.

Computer algebra systems are normally provided with functions to generate
FORTRAN or C code of equations and other constructs. Often the built in code
generating functions produce statements only, and the user must add declarations
etc. around these prior to compilation. Some efforts have been made to include
functionality for more general programming purposes in Maple [17] [32], but still
the user must essentially know the specific programming language quite well to
appreciate these tools. One objective when developing exmex was to eliminate
the need for manual processing of the generated code.

6.2.2 Computation sequences

A computation sequence is a series of mathematical operations that lead to a
result. More generally, computation sequences are included in the imperative
model of computation. Travers [74] describes it as a metaphoric model of com-
putation ‘in which the computer is cast in the role of sequential instruction
follower.’ The instructions are of course the mathematical operations neces-
sary to compute the final result. Also the functional and procedural models of
computation are useful for describing the functions, or code, that exmex can gen-
erate. The functional model emphasizes intermediate results as the answer to
function evaluations, while the procedural model provides a powerful method of
decomposing computer programs into parts by integrating the functional and im-
perative models. Typical examples in the computation sequences we encounter
from mechanics are the evaluation of trigonometric functions. Each such evalu-
ation is internally enclosed in the imperative model. It may also be thought of
as a function, which helps to decompose the program into procedures. We shall
use computation sequences both to evaluate final results, and set up problems
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for solutions by other functions, for example solving linear equation system. We
assume that the results we seek are in fact computable, at least if singularities
are avoided.

There is a representation, or data-type, for computation sequences in Maple,
but it is designed for scalars and the result is the last assignment in a list of
assignments. A more general concept is necessary for this implementation since
our results involve vectors, matrices, and derivatives of such objects. We there-
fore think of a computation sequence as a set of instructions that evaluates any
number of scalars, some of which are intermediate while others form the final
result.

Consider the following differential equations on explicit form,

ẋ1 = −x1x2 sin(x2)µ+ sin(x1) cos(x2), (6.2)

ẋ2 = − sin(x2)x1x2 cos(x2)− x2, (6.3)

where µ is a parameter and x1 and x2 are variables. Given values of the variables
and the parameter, it is straightforward to compute the values of the derivatives
ẋ1 and ẋ2. To emphasize the operations necessary to evaluate the expressions
and the close relationship with computer code, we represent the variables with
symbols that may be used in normal computer languages. Time differentiation
is indicated by concatenating a t after the variable name. Hence, a working
computation sequence that yields the unknowns is

1 : x1t = −x1 ∗ x2 ∗ sin(x2) ∗ mu + sin(x1) ∗ cos(x2)

2 : x2t = −sin(x2) ∗ x1 ∗ x2 ∗ cos(x2)− x2

i.e. a mere evaluation of the right hand sides. If, on the other hand, an implicit
system of equations is given,

m11(x, t)ẋ1 +m12(x, t)ẋ2 = −x1x2 sin(x2)µ+ sin(x1) cos(x2), (6.4)

m21(x, t)ẋ1 +m22(x, t)ẋ2 = − sin(x2)x1x2 cos(x2)− x2, (6.5)

a valid computation sequence would result in values of the elements of the mass
matrix and right hand side, after which a function to solve the linear equation
system would be called. This is evaluated by a sequence

1 : m11 = . . .

2 : m12 = . . .

3 : m21 = . . .

4 : m22 = . . .

5 : b1 = −x1 ∗ x2 ∗ sin(x2) ∗ mu + sin(x1) ∗ cos(x2)

6 : b2 = −sin(x2) ∗ x1 ∗ x2 ∗ cos(x2)− x2

linsolve(m, b)
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where the last step indicates numerical solution of the linear system[
m11 m12

m21 m22

] [
x1
x2

]
=

[
b1
b2

]
. (6.6)

6.2.3 Subexpressions

A straightforward approach to computing the expressions in the first example of
the previous section does not take advantage of identical structures in the two
equations (6.2) and (6.3). The product x1x2 sin(x2), as well as cos(x2), appears
in both elements to be evaluated. Clearly, there is no need to compute these
values more than once. We shall call such parts of larger equations or expres-
sions common subexpressions or just subexpressions. Utilizing this structure, a
perfectly valid computation sequence for the explicit case is

1 : t1 = x1 ∗ x2 ∗ sin(x2)

2 : t2 = cos(x2)

3 : x1t = −t1 ∗ mu + sin(x1) ∗ t2
4 : x2t = −t1 ∗ t2− x2

where two temporary variables have been introduced. By this the number of
trigonometric function calls were reduced from five to three, and the number
of multiplications from seven to five. Identification of common subexpressions
can be done both manually and by software. One of the most efficient manual
techniques is preventing subexpressions to occur. On the other hand, scanning
large expressions for common subexpressions is a good task for computers, which
is what we will discuss in the next section.

6.2.4 Symbolic optimization

Maple have a library called optimize, with functions for searching and eliminat-
ing excessive evaluation of identical subexpressions. Whether or not the resulting
sequences are globally optimal is difficult to say, but when the resulting compu-
tational sequences are compared to compiler optimization, the symbolic method
appears to have an advantage, at least by a small fraction.

As we have seen the numerical work of evaluating mathematical expressions
with common subexpressions can be reduced by use of intermediate variables.
Trigonometric functions are a typical set of subexpressions for which the process
of introducing intermediate variables to hold evaluated functions values has the
potential to reduce the CPU-time necessary to evaluate all expressions. An im-
portant fact when using common subexpressions is that they must be evaluated
in the correct order for the end result to be valid. All operations in sequences
generated by optimize are properly ordered, but care must be taken when man-
ually defining subexpressions.

In general, the process of identifying subexpressions can be done in paral-
lel with deriving the equations or after the equations are fully developed. The
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Autolev software can, during derivation, automatically introduce new variables
zi, which are numbered consecutively, for expressions more complex than some
threshold value. The method has the possible advantage of keeping the equations
small during the derivation. Maple, on the other hand, has the capability, based
on the procedures in the optimize library, to process a given list of equations
and introduce intermediate variables ti. The argument equations are considered
as a computation sequence and each identified subexpression is assigned to a
temporary variables after which identical temporary variables are removed by
use of Maple’s remember facility. By default, the left hand sides of the argument
equations are considered as intermediate expressions. To override the default
one must define a set of variables that are considered global and should be the
result of the sequence. The result of optimization is a sequence of equations, an-
other computation sequence, which evaluates the argument equations at a lower
numerical cost. The optimization is syntactic in that only subexpressions which
are syntactically identical with a previously found expression are removed. The
standard algorithm does not necessarily return a global optimum for the compu-
tation sequence, and better optimized sequences may be obtained by specifying
the option tryhard. A simple example of the Maple optimization process is
shown by considering the differential equations in (6.2) and (6.3). In Maple this
system can be represented by a list of two equations.
> eqs:=[x1t=-x1*x2*sin(x2)*mu+sin(x1)*cos(x2),
> x2t=-sin(x2)*x1*x2*cos(x2)-x2]:

Global variables in the computation sequence contained in the list are x1t and
x2t. An optimized sequence is computed by the Maple call,
> optimize(eqs,globals=[x1t,x2t]);

t2 = sin(x2 ), t6 = cos(x2 ), x1t = −x1 x2 t2 µ+ sin(x1 ) t6 ,

x2t = −t2 x1 x2 t6 − x2

The introduction of temporary variables is slightly different from the example
in section 6.2.3. A reason for that is the syntactic optimization, the expressions
x1x2 sin(x2) is different from sin(x2)x1x2. With the option tryhard we get a
slightly different result,
> optimize(eqs,globals=[x1t,x2t],tryhard);

t3 = x1 sin(x2 ), t2 = cos(x2 ), x1t = −x2 µ t3 + sin(x1 ) t2 ,

x2t = (−t2 t3 − 1) x2

Numerical cost can be computed by a Maple function in the cost library. The
function cost returns a polynomial in the mathematical operations multiplica-
tion, addition, divisions, function evaluations, and assignments.

6.2.5 More on subexpressions

Even if Maple’s optimization algorithm can locate and remove excessive subex-
pressions, it can be useful to interactively introduce intermediate variables during
the derivation process. Sometimes an expression is formulated that should be
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introduced at a large number of positions in the equations being derived. This
can happen at all stages during the derivations, in the specification of geometry,
velocity, acceleration, or forces. Normally, the earlier it is specified the more
it spreads. The goal of the optimization algorithm is to do reverse engineering
and find all the identical expressions again. If the equations are expanded, much
of the structure of the specific expression may be lost which can inhibit the al-
gorithm from finding many of the expressions. Usually there is an increase in
complexity when expansion is performed, but sometimes the equations are made
less complex.

An example where an intermediate variable is worthwhile to introduce man-
ually is to represent the magnitude of relative velocity between a particle and
a surrounding medium. Such expressions are used for example when modeling
fluid drag on particles. Consider a particle with position q1n1 + q2n2 + Ln3

relative to a reference point,
> r1:=Evector(q1,q2,L,FN):

With the identity transformation as kinematic differential equations, the velocity
v1 relative to the reference frame FN is
> v1:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r1,FN));

v1 := [[u1 , u2 , 0], FN ]

Now, if the particle is suspended in a fluid moving with a steady velocity vm =
−Un1

> vm:=Evector(-U,0,0,FN):

the velocity of the particle relative to the fluid is the difference
> v1 &-- vm;

[[u1 + U, u2 , 0], FN ]

Introduction of an intermediate variable to represent the value of the magnitude
of the velocity difference can be done by keeping a definition of the new variable
in a set or list. The intermediate variable is not a Maple variable in the sense
that it holds a value, it is only used as a symbol on the left hand side of the
equation that defines it, and as a symbol in the positions where it replaces the
subexpression. If we choose vd as the name of the new variable the definition
can be stored as a member of the list sx,
> sx:=[vd=Emag(v1 &-- vm)]:

The new variable is then used wherever the difference should appear, for example
in the dynamic pressure p = ρv2d/2.

6.2.6 Mass matrices

Reformulating higher order systems of differential equations on first order form
creates a block structure of the mass matrix. The number of blocks on the
diagonal of the mass matrix equals the order of the original system of differential
equations. Each block has side n which is the number of degrees of freedom. The
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structure is seen in the following matrix representation of the dynamic equations
and the kinematic differential equations for a mechanical system[

Mβ 0
0 W βτ

] [
u̇β
q̇

]
=

[
Rβ
uβ

]
. (6.7)

A typical case where the second block is explicitly given, is the use of q̇ = u as
kinematic differential equations, which normally renders the first block matrix
to have a full, or nearly full, structure. In chapter 3 we saw a number of cases
where W βτ is triangular or non-trivial, and the other block matrix either trivial
or diagonal.

Well designed algorithms for solving equations (6.7) take advantage of the
block structure. The exmex-package supports systems converted from second
order in a general way by accepting two separate systems of ODEs as arguments,
which may be independently specified on implicit or explicit form.

6.3 Derivatives of the dynamical system

Some methods of dynamical systems analysis require derivatives of the governing
equations with respect to the variables used. The Jacobian and the first order
variational equations are two such derivatives. Functionality for computation
of these derivatives for explicit and implicit systems have been implemented in
exmex. The following sections describe the methods and options in more detail
for a system of n first order variables.

6.3.1 The Jacobian

As mentioned in chapter 2, stability analysis of fixed points require evaluation of
the Jacobian (2.42) or a generalized eigenvalue problem (2.49). The generalized
problem can be replaced by a standard eigenvalue computation if the Jacobian
for the implicit system is computed. Further, some algorithms for numerical
integration of dynamical systems can take advantage of an occasional evaluation
of the Jacobian. This is especially true for stiff systems. A useful property
of the generated function is thus the ability to evaluate the Jacobian for any
combination of coordinate and parameter values.

The computations necessary to evaluate the Jacobian of explicit systems
such as (6.1) or (2.38) are straightforward. The equations are derived by a mere
differentiation of the function defining the flow,

∂ẋi

∂xj
=
∂f i

∂xj
. (6.8)

A computation sequence for these matrix components is included as a separate
procedure. It is evaluated if a certain flag is given to the generated function.
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Implicit systems like (2.40) are more complicated to deal with. Partial dif-
ferentiation gives

Mij ẋ
j
,k = fi,k −Mij,kẋ

j . (6.9)

from which the values of ẋj,k are computed by solving the linear equation system.
It is noted that the coefficient matrix Mij is identical to the one in (2.40).
In addition, the derivatives ẋi are present in the definition of the equations.
Efficient methods for solving linear equations factorize the coefficient matrix in
two triangular factors, often called L and U , after which these are used for solving
two triangular systems. The Jacobian ẋj,k can thus be computed by calling the

procedure that computes ẋi and at the same time stores the factors L and U for
later use. Then the right hand side of equation (6.9) is evaluated by a specially
designed computation sequence. Last, the Jacobian is solved for numerically via
the system (6.9) and utilizing the previously computed factors L and U .

6.3.2 Variational systems

How small changes to initial conditions evolve in time is discussed in section 2.3.2
of chapter 2. The first order variational equations are differential equations of
the partial derivatives of the flow. To evaluate these properly they are integrated
in parallel with the original system of ODEs. Such a combination of a dynamical
system and the variational system is here called a variational system. For an
explicit dynamical system the equations are

ẋi = f i(x, t), (6.10)

φ̇i,j = f i,kφ
k
,j , (6.11)

while an implicit system is described by

Mij(x, t)ẋ
j = fi(x, t), (6.12)

φ̇i,j = ẋi,kφ
k
,j . (6.13)

Computational sequences for explicit systems are relatively simple. In essence,
the computation of f i and a representation of the partial derivatives f i,k are per-
formed in a single sweep, which can be symbolically optimized for increased
performance. Finally, a matrix multiplication follows which gives φ̇i,j , and the

result is n(n + 1) components representing the n values of ẋi and the n by n
matrix φ̇i,j .

Care must be taken when designing the sequences for implicit systems. A
possible route is essentially identical to the method of computing the Jacobian
for implicit systems. A first part evaluates fi and Mij , after which the factors
of M are computed and stored, and ẋi is solved for. Secondly, the matrix right
hand side of equation (6.9) is evaluated and ẋi,k solved for. Then φ̇i,j is computed
by a matrix multiplication. Symbolic optimization can be performed on a single
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sequence also in the implicit case. The optimized sequence must however be
searched for the correct position where to solve numerically for ẋi. Users of this
strategy must note that the elements of the matrix M can be used later in the
sequence. The factorization must thus not be performed in situ, which is done
by many numerical algorithm libraries, but a copy of the matrix must be made
before factorizing the mass matrix. In the generated functions these steps are
dealt with automatically and hidden from the end user.

6.3.3 Jacobian of variational systems

The differential equations of a variational system can be considered a completely
separate dynamical system. If the underlying system is stiff, this property is
likely to spread into the variational system. For integration of such systems, and
possibly for other reasons, it is useful to have the ability to compute the Jacobian
of the complete variational system. The variables of the system are xi and φj,k
all of which may be represented by an array where the columns of matrices are
stored consecutively,

[
x1 . . . xn φ1,1 φ2,1 φ3,1 . . . φn,n

]T
. (6.14)

The columnwise storage originates in the method of storing matrices in FOR-
TRAN. The variables are considered independent. Hence, the Jacobian is a
n(n+ 1) by n(n+ 1) matrix with derivatives like ẋi,p and φ̇j,kp.

Explicit systems

Differentiation of equation (6.10) and (6.11) with respect to all variables gives

ẋi,k = f i,k (6.15)

φ̇i,jk = f i,pkφ
p
,j + f i,pφ

p
,jk (6.16)

Most of the derivatives in equation (6.15) are zero since all f i are independent
of φj,k. In equation (6.16) the first term contains second derivatives of f i. The

second term simplifies to f i,j and the global structure of the derivatives is seen
in the matrix 

f i,j 0 0 0 . . .
f i,pjφ

p
,1 f i,j 0 0 . . .

f i,pjφ
p
,2 0 f i,j 0 . . .

f i,pjφ
p
,3 0 0 f i,j . . .

...
...

...
...

. . .

 . (6.17)

In general only the diagonal blocks and the blocks of the first column are non-
zero, and there are a total of n+1 such blocks present in the matrix. The diagonal
blocks are in fact the Jacobian of the base system, f i,j . Under the diagonal blocks,
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in the n blocks of the first column, the derivatives of the flow with respect to
itself is stored. In the matrix (6.17), indices i and j indicate row and column
respectively in each block. A conservative estimate of the number of non-zero
elements in the matrix is 2n3 +n2 = (2n+ 1)n2. The fill rate, i.e. the fraction of
non-zero elements with the total number of elements, is (2n3+n2)/(n4+2n3+n2).
Such a matrix is particularly suited for storage as a sparse matrix.

Computing the block with the Jacobian of the base system is described in
section 6.3.1. Expressions for the second derivatives of f are found by differen-
tiation and may be included in the computation sequence that results in values
of the first derivatives. When all of these are evaluated, there remains n matrix
multiplications to form the blocks in the first column.

Implicit systems

The Jacobian of a variational systems with an implicit base system is described
by

Mij,kẋ
j +Mij ẋ

j
,k = fi,k, (6.18)

φ̇i,jk = ẋi,pkφ
p
,j + ẋi,pφ

p
,jk, (6.19)

where ẋi,j represents the Jacobian of the base system and ẋj,kp is computed by
differentiation of equation (6.9),

Mij ẋ
j
,kp = fi,kp −Mij,kpẋ

j −Mij,kẋ
j
,p −Mij,pẋ

j
,k. (6.20)

This last equation defines n linear equation systems for the derivatives of the
base Jacobian.

The procedure calls and computation sequences for this case begin with call-
ing the function that computes ẋi and saves the triangular factors L and U of
M . The system for solving ẋi,j is then set up by a computation sequence that
includes the first derivatives of the mass matrix M . After the numerical solution
of the base Jacobian, another sequence results in the elements of the right hand
side matrices of the n equation systems in equation (6.20). The total Jacobian
is calculated by solving the n equation systems, again using the factors L and U
computed earlier, and n matrix multiplications.

6.3.4 Derivatives of subexpressions

Computation sequences for the Jacobian or variational equations must be ex-
tended to include correct evaluations of the necessary derivatives. Such deriva-
tives appear because of the chain rule of differentiation and explicit time de-
pendence. Subexpressions can depend on the system variables as well as other
subexpressions. However, a given subexpressions can depend on subexpression
defined earlier in the sequence of subexpressions. For instance, the first subex-
pression can only depend on system variables and parameters. In addition to
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system variables and parameters the following subexpression can depend on the
first subexpression, etc. The method selected for exmex was to introduce a new
intermediate variable for each non-zero derivative of the specific subexpressions.
Such new variables are named by concatenation of the symbols d, the original
variable name, d, and the variable name being differentiated with respect to. One
example is the variable dsdu1 that is used to represent the derivative ∂s/∂u1 of
a variable s which depends on u1. A new sequence of subexpressions and deriva-
tives is constructed from the old sequence by placing all non-zero derivatives
after each original subexpression.

Prior to differentiation of expressions in Maple, explicit dependencies must
be substituted into the expressions to correctly capture the non-zero derivatives.
After the symbolic differentiation, explicit dependencies are removed to ease
use of the expressions for code generation. This technique is used for time
dependent variables in Sophia where for example u1 is replaced with u1(t) before
differentiation with respect to time. The inverse operation replaces both u1(t)

with u1 and diff(u1(t),t) with u1t. A generalized version of this method is
used in exmex. During the construction of the new subexpression sequence the

In this section we do not deal with derivatives of subexpressions used in other
objects that are differentiated during the derivation of the differential equations
of motion. This topic is discussed in chapter 7, where a method for subexpres-
sions processing in Sophia is introduced.

6.4 External functions

Differential equations with discontinuous functions as forces, or perhaps even
time dependent functions from real time measurements of physical elements are
possible candidates for being included in simulations. To process such systems it
is sometimes useful with functions not explicitly defined in Maple, but available
as functions to include when compiling the generated code. Such additional
functions are supported in systems processed by exmex, and one or two options
are used to define them and their properties. One argument specifies all needed
files while compiling the generated source code. These files are assumed to
hold functions written in C and used by function calls in the equations. Another
argument defines what derivatives to use for partial derivatives of these functions.

Example

Suppose we have a system where a force is defined as a function of configuration,

f1 =

{
0 q1 > 0
−kq1 q1 < 0

(6.21)

In Maple the Heaviside function can be used to define a suitable function for
f1. Generating code for Heaviside is not straightforward and directly writing a
small piece of C code can be simpler.
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double f1(double q1, double k)

{

if (q1>0.0)

return 0.0;

else

return -k*q1;

}

The indeterminate form f1(q1,k) is used in the Maple expressions and when
generating the code for a derivative evaluator one includes an option that specifies
a file where f1 is defined.

Derivatives of external functions

If code for the Jacobian or variational equations is generated, the derivatives
of the external functions with respect to the variables must also be available as
external functions. Differentiations are performed with respect to the variables
of the systems, not the parameters. Derivatives may be named arbitrarily, in
which case a specification of all names must be given as an argument to exmex.
Otherwise derivatives should follow the pattern where new functions are intro-
duced by concatenating d, the function name, d, and the variable name. The
derivative of our example function would be named df1dq1. It would have to be
specified in an included file,

double df1dq1(double q1, double k)

{

if (q1>0.0)

return 0.0;

else

return -k;

}

Information about how derivatives are named may be declared in two ways, both
in the form of an equation with the identifier diffset to the left and a list on
the right hand side. If the naming convention described above is followed, it is
enough if the list contains function calls specifying names and arguments of the
external functions. Arbitrary names of derivatives must be specified with their
full dependencies in the list. If the last was true for the example of this section,
the appropriate option would be

diffset=[diff(f1(q1,k),q1)=df1dq1(q1,k)];

As the names involved follow our naming convention, the less complex option

diffset=[f1(q1,k)];

will do. The difference in complexity makes the latter alternative considerably
more useful for large systems.
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Second derivatives

One further step of derivatives must be written if the Jacobian of the variational
system is to be computed. The naming convention for second derivatives is
similar, the example function gives rise to d2f1dq1dq1 and a function like

double d2f1dq1dq1(double q1, double k)

{

return 0.0;

}

must be available during compilation. If the naming convention was not followed
the derivatives had had to be specified with the equation

diffset=[diff(f1(q1,k),q1)=df1dq1(q1),diff(f1(q1,k),q1,q1)=d2f1dq1dq1(q1,k)];

Mixed second derivatives are named based on the order of the arguments, and
only one permutation is used. The arguments following the argument used for
the first differentiation are placed before the first one in the name. For example,
the mixed derivatives d2fdu2du1, d2fdu3du1, and d2fdu3du2, would originate
from a function f(u1, u2, u3).

6.5 The C code

Two individually specified systems of ODEs are arguments to the code generating
functions of exmex. A single system is of course also a valid input, in that case
one of the specifications is left empty. For the purpose of generating computation
sequences it is assumed that the two systems represent parts of one system of
ODEs. This means the union of variables for each system should be the variable
set for the entire system. Subexpressions are specified in one separate argument,
but are considered valid for the complete system.

The unoptimized computation sequence for the total system starts with the
subexpressions, after which follows the operations for the first and second systems
respectively. The full sequence is optimized and the result is used as the basis
for the C code. In the case of implicit systems a numeric solver is called after the
components of the linear equation system are evaluated. This is done by calling a
MATLAB function or an included solver. If the Jacobian or variational systems
are to be computed, the built in solver is used as it stores the factorizations of
the coefficient matrices.

It is convenient to keep the variable names in the equations, instead of array
entries. The values of variables and parameters used in the equations must then
be transferred to the correct symbols in the C code, as well as the results must
be transferred to the return array. This is overcome by using the C preprocessor,
variables and parameters are defined in the beginning of the code as direct array
entries. If extreme performance is required, details of the processor family or
compiler may force changes of this scheme.
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A quite free naming convention is in use, only a few names are reserved.
Among them is the variable t which represents time and must not be used for
anything else. Names consisting of a t and a number, i.e. t1, t2,. . . , are given to
temporary variables during symbolic optimization and other use is likely to de-
stroy the validity of the optimized computation sequence. Occasionally Maple’s
C-code generator generates intermediate variables named s1, s2, and so on. This
can happen when very complex expressions are present in the computation se-
quence. The author is unaware of any good method for detecting these new
variables before compilation. Any standard C compiler catch these variables as
they are not declared. The fix is to manually edit the code and add the declara-
tions, and it is therefore recommended to avoid these names. Internal variables
are named with the string exmex somewhere in the name and should be easy to
avoid.

Computation sequences for evaluating the variational equations is described
in the section 6.3.2 on variational equations. These are slightly modified to take
advantage of the block structure of the mass matrix and its derivatives.

The C code is adapted to the conventions in mex-files for MATLAB 5 (early
versions of exmex generate code for both MATLAB 4 and 5). A gateway function
handles the specifics of being linked to MATLAB and a the actual computation is
performed in one function, together with a few more needed for implicit systems
and matrix multiplications. The computational functions can be extracted and
used in other programs with minor modifications. Computation of the Jacobian
is however included in the gateway function, but shouldn’t be too complicated
to extract. Code for general use in software projects, or with support for use
as external functions to MATLAB, is generated by exmat. The code can be
compiled with standard compilers on most platforms. It is recommended to avoid
compiler optimization if the code has been symbolically optimized. Apparently,
the use of compiler optimization on already optimized code does not increase
performance, but slows down compilation significantly.

6.6 The exmex-package

The package provides one code generating procedure, exmex, for ODEs and one,
exmat, for general expressions. These generate respectively, derivative evalua-
tor functions for use with separate integrators, and evaluator functions for more
general expressions. In fact, exmat takes representations of matrices and gen-
erates a MATLAB function that evaluates the matrix numerically from values
of the parameters. Old versions of these procedures support earlier versions of
MATLAB, but development is only made on the version for the latest Maple
and MATLAB.
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6.6.1 Initialization

The functions are available as text files to be loaded into Maple with the read

command. If they are not used with the Sophia package for mechanics, the
linalg library must be loaded first, for example by executing with(linalg):

in Maple. There are a few support routines, among them is init exmex used
to load some necessary libraries by executing the statement init exmex(): at
a Maple prompt. The libraries are C, optimize, and cost used to generate
code, do symbolic optimization, and compute the numeric cost of evaluating
expressions. In Maple V Release 3 the initialization includes a correction of a bug
in the optimize-library that causes erratic behaviour when removing redundant
temporary variables. For Maple V Release 5 there is a modified version of the C-
code generator that allows writing to already open files. The modified function
is called SC. When the package is initialized one must not use the symbol C as a
variable because it is the name for the function that generates code.

6.6.2 User interface

The production and use of files with exmex involves Maple and MATLAB. The
syntaxes involved in processing of ODEs and matrices and the subsequent use
of the generated functions is schematically specified in figure 6.3. As we can see,

Numerical results

Using function MATLAB syntax

Generating function Maple syntax

Equations

?

?

?

Figure 6.3. The dependencies between steps involved in processing differential
equations in Maple and using the generated code in MATLAB are illustrated
here. Slanted letters indicate action influenced by the user and upright letters in
or output from activation steps.

each environment has a specific syntax which the user must adapt to. In Maple,
definitions are made such that the generation process is completely determined.
The generated and compiled function is then called with certain arguments in
MATLAB.
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6.7 exmex

The exmex procedure is available for Maple V Release 3, 4, and 5. It generates
derivative evaluators, as mex-functions in C code. The calling syntax of the
generated functions was designed for use with the family of solvers for ordinary
differential equations in MATLAB, ode45, ode15s, and others. Parameters may
be defined as static declarations in the source code or parsed via the integrators
fourth argument.

The integrators in MATLAB version 5 support events, evaluation of the Ja-
cobian, and asking the function for suitable initial values etc. Events are used
to trigger an action of the integrating function when a value of some expression
is reached. The action can be to stop the integration or collect the state in a
matrix. Triggering happens when one of any number of functions reach the value
zero, and can be specified as dependent or independent of direction. Use of these
possibilities is specified with an option.

exmex can also produce functions written in C with the syntax adapted for
Simulink. This is identified by giving an option, and the choices are described
later on.

MATLAB mex-functions can not contain comments for help information. A
standard method to overcome this is to have an m-file with the same name which
holds the help information. Such a help file is automatically generated by exmex.
It describes the syntax for calling the compiled function and lists the names and
order of any parameter names.

6.7.1 Maple syntax

Calling exmex from Maple requires seven arguments. Options may be given
in any order after the required arguments. If a system is specified in implicit
form, the coefficient matrix and the right hand side vector is found from the
given equations. Code is generated to calculate these two objects and then
solve numerically for the state space derivatives. Any combinations of these
two possibilities for the two equation specifiers are possible and the results are
collected into one vector which is returned as the derivatives. Either of the two
groups may be empty while the other holds all of the equations.

More specifically the syntax follows

exmex(f_name,f_path,sys1,sys2,sub_ex,der_lst,var_lst,opt,...)

f name is a Maple string or unassigned name, in release 5 a symbol, deter-
mining the name of the file with the source code and also the help file. The
proper extensions .c and .m are added automatically.

f path is a Maple string in back-quotes, a symbol in release 5, determining
the directory in which the generated file is put. The exact form of the string
is platform specific. On Unix systems the directory separator is the slash /,
on Macintosh systems the colon : is used and in WIN95/98/NT there is the
backslash, \.
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sys1 and sys2 should each be a Maple list. The list must contain one or two
lists, one list is used for equations on state space form i.e. explicit form, while
two lists are used to specify equations in implicit form. An example of explicit
equations is

[[x1t=sin(x2),x2t=x1]]

Implicit equations should be specified by the first list containing the implicit
equations and the second list the names of the variables to solve for. The values
of the variables are found by numeric solution of the system. A very simple
example is

[[x1t+cos(x_2)*x2t-sin(x2),x2t-x1],[x1t,x2t]],

which represents the implicit equation system[
1 cos(x2)
0 1

] [
ẋ1
ẋ2

]
=

[
sin(x2)
x1

]
. (6.22)

The coefficient matrix and the right hand side vector may depend on all variables
used, common subexpressions given in sub expr and parameters defined by the
optional parameters. An empty system is specified by a list with an empty list
i.e. [[]].

sub ex is a Maple list of equations. These equations are evaluated in the
given order before the other two groups of equations. If no subexpressions are
used, an empty list should be given as argument.

der lst is a Maple list of variable names used for state space derivatives.
After evaluation of all given equations the values of these variables put in a
vector is the result of the function. The combination of unknowns in sys1 and
sys2 should equal the names in this list, a fact which is verified with a check.

var lst is a Maple list of variables used for state space position. These
variables represent the corresponding numeric value of the vector argument to
the function during the evaluation of the equations.

6.7.2 Maple options

Options are given in any order or combination after the first seven arguments.

Optimization

notoptimized forces exmex to not use the symbolic optimization package but
instead produce code directly from the given equations. This is not recom-
mended, because the equations may be extremely large and the time reduction
with symbolic optimization can be of several orders of magnitude.
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Parameters

parameters=[par1,par2,...], an equation with left hand side identical to
parameters, and the other side a list that defines names of parameters. The
derivative evaluator is written so as to expect one vector with the parameter
values as components and the order of the values should correspond to the order
in which they were declared in this option.

Static variables

statics=[stat1=val1,stat2=val2,...], an equation with left hand side iden-
tical to statics, and the other side a list that defines names and values of
variables to be declared as static variables in the code.

Simulink blocks

Code for Simulink blocks are specified by a Maple equation. The left hand side
is the symbol simulink and the right hand side a list of three lists, [a1,a2,a3].
The first list holds names of input variables, and the second list holds output
expressions, i.e. functions of the variables or time derivatives. The third list is a
specification of subexpressions used in the expressions defined in the second list.
It is also possible to generate general blocks, without any differential equations
the block will generate a feedthrough block that can compute general functions
of the inputs.

Equation solver

The flag nocb forces an internal solver of linear equation systems to be included
in the source file and used for implicit equations. It is the default for implicit
variational or Jacobian evaluations.

Integration options

Specifying functionality for the integration options of MATLAB version 5 is done
by a Maple equation. The left hand side is the symbol v5 and the rigth hand side
a list of options. These options are either a symbol or are specified by equations
where the left hand side is a symbol and the right hand side a list of the detailed
arguments. Supported options are init=[...], events=[...], jacobian, and
jpattern.

The option init=[...] is used to specify what the generated function can
perform besides the normal evaluation of derivatives. The list is built up of three
elements, of which the first two are rarely used. They hold, respectively, two
numeric values that represent the time interval for integration that the function
suggests if asked by the integrator, and numeric values suitable for initial values.
A list of names is the third element and the symbols indicate what the function
can perform, this means one or several of events, jacobian, or jpattern.
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Event handling is defined by an equation events=[...]. The right hand side
list should hold three items, in fact three lists. The first list contains two lists
that specifies the expressions which should trigger events. Of these two, the first
holds definitions of subexpressions and the other hold the actual expressions. For
each expression, there are two actions to specify. The second list hold integers,
as many as the expressions, and they indicate if action should be taken or not,
by ones and zeros. The third list also contains integers, but minus one, zero or
one, which specifies direction of passing through zero for trigging.

The list member jacobian forces exmex to include code for computing the
Jacobian of the system if the option ’jacobian’ is given in MATLAB.

Finally, the list member jpattern forces exmex to include code for returning
a conservative estimate of the pattern of non-zero entries of the Jacobian of a
variational system, if the option ’jpattern’ is given in MATLAB.

To conclude,

v5=[init=[...],events=[...],jacobian,jpattern]

where each list contain appropriate definitions is an appropriate option to exmex.

External functions

Inclusion of externally defined function is made by an option of the form

inc:=includes=["file1.c","file2.c",...]:

Variational system

The flags variationalequations declare that code for a variational system
should be generated. It is not possible to generate Simulink blocks based on
variational equations.

The option diffset=[...] as defined in section 6.4 defines names of deriva-
tives of external functions.

6.7.3 MATLAB syntax

Suppose we have a generated function func with no parameters. Evaluation
of the derivatives at time t and configuration x is made with a call func(t,x).
The third argument is reserved for flags, and parameters are passed as the fourth
argument, func(t,x,’’,p), where p is a vector with parameter values.

Flags are used to call for optional behaviour. We saw earlier some flags
that are supported, ’init’, ’events’, and ’jacobian’. For certain systems
’jpattern’ is a valid option. The call [a1,a2,a3]=func([],[],’init’) would
return in a1 the suggested time period for integration, in a2 a set of initial values,
and in a3 an object that specifies what flags can be processed, i.e. the most useful
answer.

Called with the flag ’events’ three vectors of equal dimension are returned.
The first is the event value vector, which is a function of time and state. The
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two other vectors control the integrator’s use of the event value, termination of
integration is specified by the second and directional dependence of the third.
More information about this is found in a manual for MATLAB.

The flag ’jacobian’ causes the function to evaluate the Jacobian matrix, and
the flag ’jpattern’ returns a sparse matrix with the general sparsity pattern
of the Jacobian of a variational system.

6.7.4 Compilation

The MATLAB script mex that compile external functions is available with the
MATLAB distribution for the specific platform. Source codes produced with
exmex and exmat have been used on SunOS 4, Solaris 2.5, Macintosh, Win95/NT,
IBM RS/6000, and Linux. Compilers used on the Sun have been Sun Sparc
C Compiler and the GNU compiler gcc, MPW C on the Macintosh, Watcom C/C++
in the PC environment, and XLC on the IBM RS/6000 series. In Linux gcc and
g++ were used. A typical command is mex file.c which works on most Unix
systems. The command can be given either in MATLAB or in a shell. Similar
syntax works on a correctly configured Win95/98/NT-machine.

6.7.5 Examples

The procedure exmex can be used to generate a state derivative evaluator in quite
a few ways. A myriad of options and complex syntax is perhaps more easily
explained by examples, and here are some demonstrations of the syntax and
capability of the functions. In the examples, three different dynamical systems
are investigated briefly to illustrate a some of the methods a dynamicist applies
and how exmex can help in these investigations. The systems are well known and
used here because they have a limited number of variables, yet exhibit interesting
properties. More complex problems where exmex is useful are described elsewhere
in this thesis.

Spherical pendulum

First we demonstrate the use on a set of equations governing the motion of a
spherical pendulum of length L. The system is an accurate model of a Focault
pendulum since we model it as located at a latitude λ on a planet rotating with a
constant angular velocity Ω and gravitational acceleration g. A difference is that
the hinge point is forced vertically with a harmonic function of amplitude a and
angular frequency ω. The vertical forcing, as well as the rotation of the planet,
is determined by parameters. Thus our equations can be used to investigate a
large family of cases.

Dissipation is introduced as drag acting on the particle in the direction op-
posite to the instantaneous velocity. It is proportional to a constant c times the
square of velocity relative to a frame rotating with the planet. The configura-
tion is determined by time and the two coordinates q1 and q2, which are angles
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that point out the direction from the vertical in the north-south vertical plane,
and the deviation from this plane respectively. The equations of motion are two
second order differential equations. After the introduction of two kinematic dif-
ferential equations q̇1 = u1 and q̇2 = u2 the rewritten equations of motion with
unknowns u̇1 and u̇2 are

cos(q2 )L(−sin(q1 )mg − c v1mag (sin(q1 ) a cos(ω t)ω + cos(q2 ) u1 L)

−m cos(q2 ) u1t L+ 2m sin(q2 ) u2 u1 L+ma sin(ω t)ω2 sin(q1 )

− 2 cos(λ) sin(q1 )mΩ cos(q2 ) u2 L− sin(λ) cos(q1 )mΩ2 a sin(ω t) cos(λ)

+ 2 sin(λ) cos(q1 )mΩ cos(q2 ) u2 L+ cos(q1 )mΩ2 cos(q2 ) sin(q1 )L

− 2 cos(q1 )mΩ2 cos(q2 ) sin(q1 )L cos(λ)2

+ 2 sin(λ) cos(q1 )2mΩ2 cos(q2 ) cos(λ)L+ cos(λ)2 sin(q1 )mΩ2 a sin(ω t)

− cos(λ)mΩ2 cos(q2 ) sin(λ)L) = 0,

and

−L(sin(q2 ) cos(q1 )mg − c v1mag (−sin(q2 ) a cos(ω t)ω cos(q1 )− u2 L) +m u2t L

− cos(λ)2 cos(q1 )mΩ2 a sin(ω t) sin(q2 ) + 2 cos(q2 )2mΩ sin(λ) cos(q1 ) u1 L

− 2 cos(q2 )mΩ cos(λ) a cos(ω t)ω + sin(q2 )m u12 cos(q2 )L

− 2 cos(q2 )2mΩ cos(λ) sin(q1 ) u1 L− cos(q2 )mΩ2 cos(λ)2 sin(q2 )L

− cos(q2 )mΩ2 cos(q1 )2 sin(q2 )L+ 2 cos(q2 )mΩ2 cos(q1 )2 sin(q2 )L cos(λ)2

+ 2 sin(q2 ) sin(λ) sin(q1 )mΩ2 cos(q2 ) cos(λ) cos(q1 )L

− sin(λ) sin(q1 )mΩ2 a sin(ω t) cos(λ) sin(q2 )−ma sin(ω t)ω2 cos(q1 ) sin(q2 )) = 0.

The symbol v1mag represents the magnitude of the velocity relative to a reference
frame fixed in the planet. A definition of v1mag is stored in a list sx,

sx := [v1mag = sqrt((sin(q1 ) a cos(ω t)ω + cos(q2 ) u1 L)2

+ (−sin(q2 ) a cos(ω t)ω cos(q1 )− u2 L)2 + cos(q2 )2 cos(q1 )2 a2 cos(ω t)2 ω2)]

In Maple the four variables u1, u2, q1, and q2 can be represented by the
symbols

[ u1 , u2 , q1 , q2 ]

and the time derivatives by

[ u1t , u2t , q1t , q2t ].

The relations between speeds u and velocities q̇ can be stored as a list

[ q1t = u1 , q2t = u2 ]

With these definitions the equations of motion are fully defined.
The equations may be symbolically solved for explicit expressions of u̇1 and

u̇2. Normally it is not possible to perform this symbolically for more than a few
unknowns, and we will demonstrate the use of both explicit and implicit systems.

Names are given to the lists defined earlier, vars for the variable list, varst
for the derivative list. A Maple variable ieq was introduced for a list with the
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left hand sides of the implicit equations of motion. Another list eeq was used for
a list of explicit equations of motion. A third list kde held the explicit relations
between q̇ and u. Some other variables were sx for the common subexpressions
and ps for the list of parameter names. The variable fp defines a path to a
directory where the generated files are placed. A function that evaluates the
derivatives based on the implicit equations is generated by the Maple code

eqs1:=[ieq,[u1t,u2t]]:

eqs2:=[[q1t=u1,q2t=u2]]:

exmex("pendi",fp,eqs1,eqs2,sx,varst,vars,ps);

Code based on the explicit equations is produced with the call

exmex("pende",fp,[eeq],eqs2,sx,varst,vars,ps);

The following parameter names have been detected ,

Ω, m, L, g, ω, a, λ, c

Number of unoptimized equations, 5

Cost of unoptimized equations,

29 additions + 209 multiplications + 5 divisions + 90 functions + 5 assignments

Number of optimized equations, 50

Cost of optimized equations,

29 additions + 144 multiplications + 3 divisions + 10 functions + 50 assignments

where we also see the output in Maple. The given cost of evaluating the func-
tions does not include solving the linear equations of implicit systems. In this
particular case this cost is negligible.

We demonstrate numerical integration of the system with parameter values
Ω = 0, m = 1, L = 1, g = 1, ω = 30, a = 0.2, λ = 0, and c = 0.2, over the time
interval 0 to 4 time units. Initial values are u1 = u2 = 0, q1 = 0.5, and q2 = 0.8,
and the following MATLAB commands perform the integration and plot time
histories of the configuration.

ti=[0 4];

x0=[0 0 0.5 0.8];

p=[0 1 1 1 30 0.2 0 0.2];

[t,x]=ode45(’pende’,ti,x0,’’,p);

plot(t,x(:,3),’--’,t,x(:,4),’-’);grid on;

xlabel(’Time / s’)

ylabel(’Angle / rad’)

The result of the plot command is seen in figure 6.4.
Another interesting case of this problem illustrates how the results can be

used to uncover further facts about the system. It is tempting to see the particle
track over the floor for a freely moving pendulum on a rotating planet. This track
depends on the configuration and can be computed when the time histories from
an integration are available. The northerly position relative to the hinge point is
L cos(q2) sin(q1), and the easterly is −L sin(q2). Plotting two cases with different
damping can be done with the following code.
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Figure 6.4. Time histories of the coordinates q1 (dashed) and q2 (continuous)
for a parameter setting given in the text. From a dynamics viewpoint, the most
interesting observation here is that q1 tends toward a value of π. That means
the vertical position with the mass above the hinge point is stable when a rapid
enough forcing is applied to the hinge point, a well known fact explained in [38]
among others.

ti=[0 100];

x0=[0 0 0.5 0];

L=10;

p=[0.01 1 L 10 0 0 1.04 0.01];

[tx,x]=ode45(’pende’,ti,x0,’’,p);

p=[0.01 1 10 10 0 0 1 0.001];

[ty,y]=ode45(’pende’,ti,x0,’’,p);

subplot(1,2,1);

plot(-L*sin(x(:,4)),L*cos(x(:,4)).*sin(x(:,3)));grid on;

axis(’equal’)

subplot(1,2,2);

plot(-L*sin(y(:,4)),L*cos(y(:,4)).*sin(y(:,3)));grid on;

axis(’equal’)

The results are shown in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5. Track over floor of pendulum moving freely under a hinge point
with all parameters defined in the previous code. It is located at a latitude
corresponding to Stockholm’s position. The left track is for a damping of c = 0.01,
and the right is for c = 0.001.

A van der Pol oscillator

Our next example concerns a van der Pol oscillator governed by the equations

ẋ1 = µx1 (1− x22)− x2,
ẋ2 = x1.

In Maple this may be represented as a list of two explicit equations, here assigned
to a variable eqns,

eqns:=[x1t=mu*x1*(1-x2^2)-x2,x2t=x1]:

To produce a function that calculates the derivatives x1t and x2t, exmex could
be invoked as follows,

xt:=[x1t,x2t]:

x:=[x1,x2]:

ps:=parameters=[mu]:

exmex("vdp",fp,[eqns],[[]],[],xt,x,ps);

The generated source code includes comments and some help for compilation.

/*

* This code is generated by exmex 3.04

* exmex is copyright (C) 1994-1998

* Anders Lennartsson

* Department of Mechanics
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* Royal Institute of Technology

* S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

* Internet: abel@mech.kth.se

*

* Information about how to use the function is available in the file vdp.m

* For compilation and use with MATLAB, consult your manuals!

* If it does not work, consult your manuals again!

* If it still does not work, you may consult your local guru :)

*

* Avoid compiler optimization!

* The code is symbolically optimized and compiler optimization slows down compilation extremely much.

* Remove -O or -O2 by editing a local mexopts.sh

*

* unix and MATLAB 5:

* compile with : mex vdp.c

* or

* compile with : mex CC=gcc vdp.c

*

* macintosh and MATLAB 5:

* have a look in MATLAB External Interface Guide

*

* a properly set up win 95/nt and MATLAB 5:

* compile with : mex vdp.c

*

* The numerical cost of the unoptimized equations is:

2*additions+3*multiplications+2*assignments

* The numerical cost of the optimized equations is:

2*additions+3*multiplications+3*assignments

* If implicit equations are given,

* the numerical cost of solving these are not included.

*/

/* included stuff */

#include <math.h>

#include "mex.h"

/* global definitions */

#define T_IN prhs_exmex[0]

#define Q_IN prhs_exmex[1]

#define F_IN prhs_exmex[2]

#define P_IN prhs_exmex[3]

#define OUT_1 plhs_exmex[0]

#define OUT_2 plhs_exmex[1]

#define OUT_3 plhs_exmex[2]

/* variables as array entries */

#define x1 q_exmex[0]

#define x2 q_exmex[1]

/* definitions of parameters as array entries */

#define mu p_exmex[0]

/* return variables as array entries */

#define x1t qt_exmex[0]

#define x2t qt_exmex[1]

/* some macros for parameter checking */

#define max(A, B) ((A) > (B) ? (A) : (B))

#define min(A, B) ((A) < (B) ? (A) : (B))

/* function prototypes */

static void excheckallargs(const mxArray *[]);

static int exchecka(const mxArray *,int, int, int);

void mexFunction(int, mxArray *[], int, const mxArray *[]);

static void vdp(double [], double *, double [], double []);

/* Computational routine version 5 syntax */

static void vdp(double qt_exmex[], double *t_pointer_exmex, double q_exmex[], double p_exmex[])

{

double t=*t_pointer_exmex;

double t2;

t2 = x2*x2;

x1t = mu*x1*(1.0-t2)-x2;

x2t = x1;

}

/* Gateway routine version 5 syntax */

void mexFunction(int nlhs_exmex, mxArray *plhs_exmex[], int nrhs_exmex, const mxArray *prhs_exmex[])

{

double *qt_exmex, *t_exmex, *q_exmex;

double *p_exmex;

if (nrhs_exmex == 4) {

/* Check all arguments */

excheckallargs(prhs_exmex);

/* Get pointers for the input */

t_exmex = mxGetPr(T_IN);

q_exmex = mxGetPr(Q_IN);

p_exmex = mxGetPr(P_IN);

/* Creating a column vector for the results */

OUT_1 = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(2,1,mxREAL);

qt_exmex = mxGetPr(OUT_1);

/* Call the computational routine */

vdp(qt_exmex,t_exmex,q_exmex,p_exmex);

mexAddFlops(5);

}

else

mexErrMsgTxt("Wrong number of arguments to vdp!");

}
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#undef x1

#undef x2

#undef x1t

#undef x2t

#undef mu

/* Function to check all arguments */

static void excheckallargs(const mxArray *prhs_exmex[])

{

/* time should be scalar */

if (exchecka(T_IN,1,1,0))

mexErrMsgTxt("vdp requires that the first argument is a real scalar.");

/* q_exmex may be 2 x 1 or 1 x 2 */

if (exchecka(Q_IN,2,1,0))

mexErrMsgTxt("vdp requires that the second argument is a 2 x 1, or a 1 x 2 vector.");

/* parameter_values may be 1 x 1 or 1 x 1 */

if (exchecka(P_IN,1,1,0))

mexErrMsgTxt("vdp requires that the fourth argument is a 1 x 1, or a 1 x 1 vector.");

}

/* Function to check dimensions of vector argument */

static int exchecka(const mxArray *array_ptr,int m,int n,int mxf)

{

int m_exmex, n_exmex;

m_exmex = mxGetM(array_ptr);

n_exmex = mxGetN(array_ptr);

if (mxf)

return (!mxIsNumeric(array_ptr) || mxIsComplex(array_ptr) ||

!mxIsDouble(array_ptr) ||

(m_exmex != m) || (n_exmex) != n);

else

return (!mxIsNumeric(array_ptr) || mxIsComplex(array_ptr) ||

!mxIsDouble(array_ptr) ||

(max(m_exmex,n_exmex) != max(m,n)) || (min(m_exmex,n_exmex) != min(m,n)));

}

A few integrations for a parameter value of µ = 1 is done with the following
MATLAB code, the corresponding plot is seen in figure 6.6.

[t,x]=ode45(’vdp’,[0 10],[0 1],’’,[1]);

plot(x(:,2),x(:,1),x(1,2),x(1,1),’o’);

grid on;hold on;

[t,x]=ode45(’vdp’,[0 10],[0 0.2],’’,[1]);

plot(x(:,2),x(:,1),x(1,2),x(1,1),’o’);

[t,x]=ode45(’vdp’,[0 10],[0 0],’’,[1]);

plot(x(:,2),x(:,1),x(1,2),x(1,1),’o’);

[t,x]=ode45(’vdp’,[0 10],[0 -0.2],’’,[1]);

plot(x(:,2),x(:,1),x(1,2),x(1,1),’o’);

[t,x]=ode45(’vdp’,[0 10],[2 -2],’’,[1]);

plot(x(:,2),x(:,1),x(1,2),x(1,1),’o’);

xlabel(’x2’);ylabel(’x1’);

To get a quantitative measure on the stability of the apparent fixed point in the
origin we generate another function, vdpj, that can compute the Jacobian,

exmex("vdpj",fp,[eqns],[[]],[],xt,x,ps,v5=[jacobian]);

After compilation with mex vdpj.c, two lines of MATLAB code returns the
eigenvalues at the origin,

>> vj=vdpj(0,[0 0],’jacobian’,1)

vj =

1 -1

1 0

>> ev=eig(vj)

ev =

0.50000000000000 + 0.86602540378444i

0.50000000000000 - 0.86602540378444i

The real part of the eigenvalue pair is greater than zero and we conclude that
the fixed point is unstable.
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Figure 6.6. Phase section plot of a van der Pol oscillator for five different
initial conditions, indicated by circles. All but the one starting at the origin tend
to the stable limit cycle, whereas the origin seems to be a fixed point.

The Rössler system

The Rössler system is defined by three ordinary differential equations,

ẋ = −y − z (6.23)

ẏ = x+ ay (6.24)

ż = b+ z(x− c) (6.25)

where three variables a, b, and c are parameters. The system has limit cycles that
become unstable and exhibit period doubling when the parameter a is changed.
To investigate this we need to generate a function that includes the variational
equations. For processing with Maple we store a representation of the equations
in a list rs,

rs:=[xt=-y-z,yt=x+a*y,zt=b+z*(x-c)]:

Generating a function ross for the base system is then accomplished with

fp:="./":

dl:=[xt,yt,zt]:

vl:=[x,y,z]:

ps:=parameters=[a,b,c]:

v5o:=v5=[jacobian]:

exmex("ross",fp,[rs],[[]],[],dl,vl,ps,v5o);
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The function is also prepared to compute the Jacobian. Use of the function
ross in MATLAB could for instance be an integration between times 0 and 100,
followed by a plot of the results.

x0=[3 0 2];

[t,x]=ode45(’ross’,[0 100],x0,’’,[0.3 2 4]);

plot3(x(:,1),x(:,2),x(:,3));grid on

xlabel(’x’);ylabel(’y’);zlabel(’z’);
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Figure 6.7. A trajectory of the Rössler system started in x = 3, y = 0, and
z = 2. It seems to settle on a periodic orbit, that intersects the x-z plane close
to the initial point.

After inspection of the plot in figure 6.7 it is plausible to suspect the existence
of a stable periodic orbit. Two natural questions are how to locate periodic
orbits, and how to categorize them as stable or not. Locating such an orbit
can be accomplished by the technique described in section 2.3.2. Stability is
computed by integration of the variational equations along the orbit, described
in chapter 2. We thus need a function that evaluates the variational system.
Identification of passages through a Poincaré-section can be determined by event
handling of the MATLAB integrators. For this problem we use the x-z plane
where x > 0 as Poincaré-section and the condition for being on the surface is thus
y = 0. A parameter sf is introduced that determines if the integration should
be stopped or not by taking the values 0 or 1. This information is specified in
the option v5a, where the third list defines the direction through the plane for
which events are trigged. A suitable function can be generated in Maple by

veq:=variationaleqs:

pse:=parameters=[a,b,c,sf]:

v5a:=v5=[events=[[[],[y]],[sf],[1]]]:

exmex("rossve",fp,[rs],[[]],[],dl,vl,pse,veq,v5a);

The following MATLAB script solves for a point xs on the surface y = 0 where
the periodic orbits passes, and a plot of a few iterations are shown in figure 6.8.
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The method is Newton-Raphson iteration preceeded by an initialization of the
variables needed during the iteration process.

% This script solves for periodic orbits in the Rössler system

io=odeset(’AbsTol’,1e-8,’RelTol’,1e-6,’events’,’on’);

% initial conditions

xn=[3 0 2];Xn=[xn reshape(eye(3),1,9)];

tn=6.3;

% parameter values

p=[0.3 2 4];P=[p 0];

% first integration and plot

[t,x,te,xe,ie]=ode45(’rossve’,[0 tn],Xn,io,P);

plot3(x(:,1),x(:,2),x(:,3),x(1,1),x(1,2),x(1,3),’o’);grid on;hold on

% flow gradient and vector field at integration end point

m=length(t)

rj1=reshape(x(m,4:12),3,3);

f1i=rossve(t(m),x(m,:),’’,P);

f1=f1i(1:3)

% equation system for dX

cm=[rj1-eye(3) f1 ; 0 1 0 0];

rv=[xn’-x(m,1:3)’ ; -x(1,2)];

dX=cm\rv

% iterate until error small enough

while norm(dX)>10^(-6)

% new initial conditions

xn=xn+dX(1:3)’

Xn=[xn reshape(eye(3),1,9)];

tn=tn+dX(4)

% integrate and plot

[t,x,te,xe,ie]=ode45(’rossve’,[0 tn],Xn,io,P);

plot3(x(:,1),x(:,2),x(:,3),x(1,1),x(1,2),x(1,3),’o’);grid on;drawnow

% flow gradient and vector field at integration end point

m=length(t)

rj1=reshape(x(m,4:12),3,3);

f1i=rossve(t(m),x(m,:),’’,P);

f1=f1i(1:3);

% equation system for dX

cm=[rj1-eye(3) f1 ; 0 1 0 0];

rv=[xn’-x(m,1:3)’ ; -x(1,2)];

dX=cm\rv

end

The stability of the orbit is not determined here, it suffices to say that the
variational equations play an important role as indicated by the derivation of
the variational equations in section 2.3.2.

6.8 exmat

The procedure exmat generates C code that evaluates general expressions from
a set of parameters. One use might be to make a function that computes a
function of the configuration and velocities of a mechanical system, such as the
kinetic energy. Another example is nonlinear equations which one might want
to solve in MATLAB.
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Figure 6.8. Iterations of periodic orbits in the Rössler system. Initial approx-
imation is x = 3, y = 0, and z = 2, and the intersections with y = 0 are marked
with a ring. After three iterations the components of the difference is on the
order of 10−7, and the solution is close to xs ≈ 3.1525486, zs ≈ 2.6631716, with
a period of ts ≈ 6.1746375.

Later versions of Maple can make C code of certain expressions, complete
with declarations and ready to compile. But the design goal for exmat was
to provide for evaluation of general expressions in the form of full and sparse
matrices, and linking with MATLAB. Two options are available for the syntax
of the generated function. The default is to write a function with a standard
C interface, a function adapted for linking with MATLAB is generated if the
option matlab is given. Functions generated for linking with MATLAB can use
the sparse format for matrix storage. This may be useful if equations of motion
for certain types of system are to be evaluated. Some alternative methods for
specification of sparse matrices are possible. Compilation of the C function is
performed virtually identical to the functions generated by exmex, described in
section 6.7.4.

6.9 Numerical performance

It is difficult to define performance for a computer program like exmex, but one
measure is the numerical performance of the generated code. For expressions
with large numbers of similar subexpressions, numerical performance is mainly
influenced by how well symbolic optimization compare with compiler optimiza-
tion. To get quantitative information about the differences we compared the
evaluation times for files generated with and without symbolic optimization. It
should be noted that we do not claim to have implemented the symbolic optimiza-
tion procedures. We have applied them on an important engineering problem,
and investigated the performance of the generated codes.

The forced, connected spherical pendulums described in chapter 5 was used
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to test the performance for both the base system and the variational system.
Equations were derived for four to twelve, in steps of two, pendulums coupled
together. Each spherical pendulum has two degrees of freedom and the equation
sets thus had from 16 to 48 variables each, including the velocities. Based on
the equations derived by Sophia, code was generated by exmex version 3.04
running in Maple V Release 5, patchlevel 1. The test determined the time to
compute the derivatives as the mean of 1000 evaluations with random input. It
was evaluated from MATLAB version 5.2.1 on three machines, a Sun Ultra 1
running Solaris 2.5.1, one 200 MHz Intel Pentium Pro with WindowsNT 4, and
an Intel 266 MHz PII with operating system Debian Linux 2.0. Only the systems
with four and eight pendulums were tested on the NT machine. On the Sun
workstation the codes were compiled with Sun SC4.0 from 18 October 1995,
while Microsoft Visual C version 5.0 and gcc version 2.7.2.3 was used on the
respective Intel machines. Symbolically optimized code was compiled without
compiler optimization and code generated from the unoptimized equations was
compiled with and without compiler optimization. Results are found in table 6.1
and 6.2 for the base and variation systems respectively. Compiler optimization
is very demanding and some empty slots indicate that the corresponding test
was abandoned because the compilation took too long a time to be useful. For
example, the compilation with compiler optimization of the variational systems
for both 10 and 12 pendulums, were abandoned after more than 12 hours without
completion.

Base system evaluation times in ms
Sun NT Linux

n var N C S N C S N C S
4 16 1.7 1.4 0.5 2.1 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.2
6 24 4.0 2.8 1.1 - - - 1.9 - 0.3
8 32 6.6 4.7 1.8 9.5 1.5 0.6 3.6 - 0.6

10 40 12 7.8 3.0 - - - 6.3 - 0.8
12 48 18 12 5.2 - - - 9.5 - 1.2

Table 6.1. Evaluation times in ms for the base system of spherical n-pendulums
tested on three different platforms. The times depend approximately quadrat-
ically on the number of pendulums, less than the expected result of cubic de-
pendence. The second column holds the number of variables for the complete
system. The results for no optimization are in the column N, results for compiler
and symbolic optimization are in column C and S respectively. At all tries does
the symbolic optimization produce the best results.

6.10 Conclusions

The presented tool automates the generation of efficient code for high perfor-
mance numerical analysis of ODE systems, and their corresponding variational
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Variational system evaluation times
Sun NT Linux

n var N C S N C S N C S
4 272 13 8 5 13 - 1.3 5.3 3.5 1.3
6 600 37 20 16 - - - 17 - 3.8
8 1056 79 41 39 65 - 8.5 33 - 8.9

10 1640 130 61 75 - - - - - 17
12 2352 213 - 130 - - - - - 34

Table 6.2. Mean times in ms to evaluate the derivatives of the variational sys-
tem of spherical n-pendulums. The times have approximately cubic dependency
on the number of pendulums. The number of variables for the complete system
are shown in the second column. N, C, and S, indicate no optimization, compiler
optimization and symbolic optimization. On the Sun, compiler optimization was
in fact better for n = 10, but it failed for n = 12.

equations. It is useful for analysis of multibody systems dynamics and other
systems described by ODEs of any order but specially adapted to second order
problems. Numerical integration of differential equations is a common engineer-
ing method today. There is much software available for investigations of general
dynamical systems. A good place to start looking is the Frequently Asked Ques-
tions list for the newsgroup sci.nonlinear [28]. However, in the list of software
in this FAQ there is not one example of a tool for turning equations into some-
thing that can be analyzed. Computations based on the variational equations is
a method used in the academic community and specialized niches of the industry.
To the author’s knowledge, there is no support for this type of stability anal-
ysis in commercially available multibody dynamics packages such as ADAMS,
DADS, IDEAS, and others. One intention with exmex is to make these types
of computations easier to set up and thus to promote a more widespread use of
stability calculations, and possibly other bifurcation analysis, where appropriate.

The types of examples given in the text are perhaps trivial as code for such
simple systems is quite acceptable to do by hand. But it is difficult to show
the use on more complex systems with many variables and parameters, where
this type of software is really indispensable for a successful result. Some more
elaborate examples of applications that are available, include the analysis of
stable and unstable oscillations in an automatic balancing device [5] where an
early version of exmex was used. Later versions have been used in the analysis of
gait patterns for passive bipedal walkers in three dimensions [6]. The investigated
walker has 14 degrees of freedom, for a total of 812 variables in the first order
variational system. The authors have discovered stable and unstable limit cycles,
and different types of bifurcations. Another robot intended to walk is a four-
legged actively controlled robot []. During the design process extensive use was
made of exmex to generate code for simulation of the control system.

The performance results indicate a clear advantage for symbolic optimization
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over compiler optimization. A detailed study of the figures will display different
scaling effects on the three processor/compiler combinations, but the implica-
tions of such facts are really beyond the scope of this chapter. It is surprising
that compiler optimization can draw so much resources to make it in effect useless
for interactive work. A twelve hour wait for compiled code is unacceptable.

The method of automatic differentiation can provide an optional route to
tools for stability analysis. Automatic differentiation is a method by which algo-
rithms are differentiated. In particular, computer programs can be differentiated
with respect to a set of input variables. Several programs exist that performs dif-
ferentiations of FORTRAN and C code. Some implementations are ADOL-F [4]
and ADOL-C [3] developed by Griewank et al. and ADIFOR [2] by Bischof and
Carle. At the Argonne National Laboratory there is a large project concerning
differentiation [9]. The method is applicable to differentiation of ODEs and may
be used to compute the Jacobian. With some further processing of the results
the variational equations can be computed. The method was partly developed
to overcome performance problems with compiler optimization. With the avail-
ability of symbolic optimization these advantages should be reconsidered.

Future developments of exmex may follow several development lines. The
possibility to generate code for parallel computers is a logical step to increase
performance. Another useful property of procedures like exmex could be sup-
port for arbitrary order of the underlying systems of differential equations. The
functionality for the analyst of large constrained systems must include support
for redundant coordinates, and DAE systems. The present work has explored
the possibilities of minimal sets of coordinates with the occasional redundant
coordinate, but for general systems many redundant coordinates is probably the
only applicable method. Convenient methods for stability analysis of systems
defined with holonomic constraints may be challenging, but definitely something
to support.

Systems with impact and discontinuities are common, and can exhibit com-
plicated behaviour, one example is the walker mentioned earlier, more are studied
by Nordmark [61], Stensson [69] and Fredriksson [27]. Analysis of such systems
may require special functions for correct computations across discontinuities.
Advanced computations such as normal form calculations are used for investi-
gations of dynamics close to bifurcation points. Recent developments on the
use of normal form calculations in discontinuous systems have been made by
Fredriksson [27]. Normal form calculations may require higher order variational
equations and this is an argument for extending the automatic generation of dif-
ferential equations for the variational equations. To illustrate the computational
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complexity, the third order variational system for explicit equations are printed
here in index notation,

ẋi = f i(x, t),

φ̇i,j(x, t) = f i,p(φ(x, t))φp,j(x, t),

φ̇i,jk(x, t) = f i,pq(φ(x, t))φp,j(x, t)φ
q
,k(x, t) + f i,p(φ(x, t))φp,jk(x, t),

φ̇i,jkl(x, t) = f i,pqr(φ(x, t))φp,j(x, t)φ
q
,k(x, t)φr,l(x, t)

+f i,pq(φ(x, t))φp,jl(x, t)φ
q
,k(x, t) + f i,pq(φ(x, t))φp,j(x, t)φ

q
,kl(x, t)

+f i,pq(φ(x, t))φq,l(x, t)φ
p
,jk(x, t) + f i,p(φ(x, t))φp,jkl(x, t).

The initial conditions for the second equation is the identity matrix, while the
third and fourth equations have zeros as initial values. With n components in
x, there are a total of n + n2 + n3 + n4 variables to integrate simultaneously.
A system for computations with these equations must be carefully designed to
enhance interactive work. Functions for setting initial conditions and extraction
of data from the variables of integration are probably required.



Chapter 7

Applications

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we demonstrate how the techniques described in earlier chapters
can be applied to research and engineering problems by modeling and investi-
gating two systems, a forced system with two particles on a massless string, and
a riderless bicycle. A complication one might face in this type of analysis is
the size of algebraic expressions involved, which impedes the analysis process by
increased processing times and large memory requirements. In fact, large ex-
pressions can be a hindrance even for the successful analysis of seemingly simple
particle systems. Intermediate variables and redundant coordinates can be used
to address this problem by spreading the complexity to additional algebraic and
differential equations.

The use of redundant coordinates is a standard method in many commercial
software systems for dynamic analysis. The cost of this technique is in the
complications introduced in the simulations. Accurate determination of initial
coordinate and velocity values that match the constraints must be performed
prior to simulations. Also, more development is necessary in the area of DAE
integrators until such algorithms suitable for general use are available. There
are some advantages though. It may be difficult or impossible to find a minimal
set of coordinates that explicitly give a system’s configuration, in which case
redundant coordinates are natural to apply. Constraint forces are computed as
a part of the simulation process. It is not within the scope of this thesis to
investigate all implications from using large numbers of redundant coordinates,
but occasionally it can be useful to add a few coordinates to the model in order
to avoid singularities or to determine configuration explicitly. We used an extra
coordinate during the analysis of the bicycle for this last reason.

Introducing intermediate variables to represent common subexpressions is
also a known method of reducing the workload of processing and evaluating
large expressions or sequences thereof. It is used in hand calculations as well

111
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as during computer processing. In essence, the fully expanded expressions are
replaced by a series of expressions that must be evaluated in a proper order
for the end result to be valid. Sometimes called redundancy elimination, it is
often employed in compiler technology. The Association for Computing Ma-
chinery [1] has some publications where this topic is discussed often, and some
relevant books are [55] [56]. Both compiler optimization and symbolic optimiza-
tion as used in the previous chapter utilizes structures present in an existing
computation sequence. Another method is to construct a computation sequence
during the process of deriving equations of motion, that will reduce the resources
needed to complete the derivation. One example where this strategy is used is
the Autolev [63] software in which vector components and scalar functions can
be replaced with variables in the sequence zi, i = 1, . . . , n by default. We will
explore a similar strategy that can be used interactively by the user and have
identified some cases where this is worthwhile when working with Sophia. The
introduction of intermediate variables can be applied to both minimal order as
well as differential algebraic formulations. Sequences designed to reduce sym-
bolic processing can be the object of symbolic or compiler optimization for fur-
ther work reductions at the numerical analysis stage. As described in chapter 6
the exporting routines are prepared for this type of extra equations.

7.2 Designing computation sequences

The introduction of intermediate variables can be fully automatic or performed
interactively by the user. Both methods introduces new variables that defines
tensor components and scalar functions in terms of parameters, coordinates, and
previously defined intermediate variables. Interactive replacement is performed
by command of the user, fully automated replacement is made for each occur-
rence of a scalar that has a certain complexity. For example, there is no need
to introduce a new variable instead of a constant. The automated method is
used by default in the Autolev [63] software. Automatic replacement leaves lit-
tle choice for the user and we decided to implement some functions that gives
more possibilities during interactive work, as well as batch processing.

Differentiation often results in quite complex expressions due to the chain
rule that spreads complexity. The result is also linear in the inner derivatives,
for example generalized speeds or accelerations. Frequently we are interested in
the linear relationships of such sets of expressions. Typical cases are the tangent
directions found by coefficient identification, nonholonomic constraints etc. Ad-
ditional processing of equations derived by differentiation can thus be simplified
if the complex coefficients are replaced with intermediate variables. Instead of
moving large expressions around, only scalars need to be operated on. Two situ-
ations where complex coefficients are encountered, is systems with nonholonomic
constraints and redundant coordinates. Both cases involve linear constraints in
the generalized velocities or speeds. Another typical case where intermediate
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variables can reduce symbolic processing significantly is factors in force expres-
sions such as the square root of a relative velocity used in section 6.2.5.

Differentiation of a sequence of assignments must capture the dependencies
correctly, the derivatives must be carried along with the stepwise evaluation of
the subexpressions. Multibody mechanics involve one or two levels of differen-
tiation with respect to time in order to get expressions for accelerations from
velocity or configuration. Subexpressions introduced for forces and accelerations
need not be differentiated at all. The system for introduction of variables must
thus keep track of possible dependencies.

Nonholonomic constraints

Nonholonomic constraints are relations between generalized velocities or speeds
of the system in question due to physical modeling of properties inherent in
the system such as rolling. These constraints are linear and it is thus possible to
solve for the redundant velocities as a function of the ones selected to describe the
velocity of the system. Even moderately complex geometries can result in large
expressions for the coefficients in the linear relations, and this is a typical place
where intermediate variables are useful to reduce the effort of further processing.

Redundant coordinates

Redundant coordinates can be introduced to reduce the complexity of equations,
at the price of increasing their number. One method for integrating systems with
(a few) redundant coordinates is to derive differential equations for the extra co-
ordinates. As the dynamics evolve, the value of the redundant coordinates are
found by integrating these equations in parallel with the other equations. No
algebraic equations are needed for this to work, and the accuracy depends on
the accuracy of the integration scheme. The initial values of additional variables
are calculated to satisfy the constraints at the starting point. Correction meth-
ods for this technique were investigated by Taifun [72]. He also showed that
the rate of error growth is small when redundant coordinates are calculated by
integration. If, in the same manner, generalized velocities or speeds are found
by integration the rate is increased. Fortunately, both linear and nonlinear ge-
ometrical constraints induce linear velocity constraints. These can in principle
be solved for the derivatives needed as functions of the independent velocities.
In summary, this is a typical case where introduction of redundant coordinates
is well suited to limit expression growth.

7.2.1 Differentiation

To make a more formal description of the introduction of intermediate variables
in analysis of nonholonomic systems and when redundant coordinates are used,
we consider a general system for which the positions and orientation are described
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by the object r that is a function of a minimal set of coordinates qi, a redundant
set of coordinates αi and time t.

r = r(q, α, t). (7.1)

With redundant coordinates, there are, lets say m, constraints of the form

g(q, α, t) = 0. (7.2)

The inertial velocity of all parts of the new system is v which is computed by

v =
dr

dt
=
∂r

∂q
q̇ +

∂r

∂α
α̇+

∂r

∂t
, (7.3)

where the derivative is taken with respect to an inertial reference frame. But
redundant constraints relate the time derivatives of q and α in a linear fashion,

∂g

∂q
q̇ +

∂g

∂α
α̇+

∂g

∂t
= 0. (7.4)

Nonholonomic constraints have a similar structure, but there exists no function
g. It is straightforward to compute α̇i from the values of q̇, q, t, and all param-
eters, if singularities are avoided. But the partial derivatives of equation (7.4)
can be quite complex expressions and these are the ones we want to introduce
intermediate variables for. During these operations one normally uses the kine-
matic differential equations defined earlier, or defines these equations based on
some information revealed in connection with these differentiations.

7.2.2 The subexpression package

To use subexpressions in a systematic manner together with Sophia, a package
was implemented that allows the user to interactively define subexpressions and
dependencies. The system was designed to store definitions of subexpressions in
a global variable, sxlist. A few additional variables were used to ease operations
on this list. The number of defined expressions were kept in the variable sxnum,
and the global lists dsxlist0, dsxlist1, and dsxlist2 were used to keep track
of how many levels of differentiation are needed for each intermediate variable.
The default is two, but subexpressions defined for velocities need only one, and
forces need none.

Two typical cases one would like to use subepxressions for is scalars and
vector components. and the function definesx takes argument of any type of
these. It returns a corresponding object, i.e. a name of a subexpression or a
vector with components that are the names of subexpressions. For example,
defining subexpressions for the components of a vector r1 is performed by the
Maple statements

r1:=Evector(cos(q1)*A-sin(q2)*L,

sin(q1)*cos(q2)-q3*B,

sin(q1)*sin(q2)+q3*A*B,FN):

r1s:=definesx(r1):
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and the result is that

r1s=[[sx_1,sx_2,sx_3],FN]

and the global variable sxlist contains definitions of these new variables. The
object r1s is then used instead of r1 in the following analysis. A second, optional,
argument to definesx is the level of differentiation the object is expected to have.
Valid arguments are one of the integers 0, 1, and 2, where 2 is the default value.

Some operations on the defined list of subexpressions need to be made. Ex-
pansion, numerical evaluation, and differentiation are three operations supported
by the package. The fourth is locating linear dependencies of a set of variables,
such a velocities or acceleration. Expansion of the subexpressions eliminate the
dependencies on other subexpressions and prepare for elimination of all subex-
pressions in any object that depends on them. Numerical evaluation is similar
but any combination of parameters and coordinates are exchanged for numer-
ical values. Differentiation of subexpressions with respect to time and other
subexpressions is the third operation, and it needs the kinematical differential
equations to properly capture the derivatives. An important operation is to find
dependencies of inner derivatives after differentiation to properly compute the
tangent directions and linear dependencies on unknown accelerations etc. The
differentiation operator was adapted to return data for these purposes.

Expanding a list of definitions is made with the function expandsxlist that
operates on the global variable by default but can expand any valid list given
as a single argument. Numerical evaluation is made with evaluatesxlist

that takes a list that holds definitions of parameter and coordinate values.
By default it also operates on the global list, but a second argument may be
any list of subexpressions. Differentiation of subexpression is performed by
differentiatesxlist that differentiates each member of the globally defined
list of subexpression and returns the result. The argument taken is the kine-
matic differential equations. Identifying derivative dependencies is made with
the function locatederivatives. It takes a list of subexpressions, and two lists
of variables to locate dependencies on. The result are eight lists with infor-
mation about which subexpressions that depend on each list of given variables,
new subexpressions with the coefficients of the dependent subexpressions and
functional dependencies needed to correctly compute derivatives.

7.3 The coupled spherical pendulums

7.3.1 Introduction

The coupled spherical pendulums is a system that was examined experimentally
by Benedettini and Moon [13]. It consists of a two particles placed on a light
string at equal distances from each other and the endpoints. The string was
connected to shakers that forced the endpoints to move harmonically in the
vertical direction, in or out of phase. The authors found that motion out of the
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vertical plane was initiated at certain amplitudes and frequencies. They also
derived a set of second order differential equations governing the motion of the
system, in which one redundant coordinate was used. The goal of this section
is to show how this system can be modeled with a minimal set of coordinates
and the impact of subexpressions on the derivation process as well as the final
equations.

The mathematical model of the system is synthesized by use of Sophia. Dur-
ing this process the geometry of the system is specified and the equations gov-
erning its motion are derived. The equations are then translated into C code for
numerical studies of the system’s dynamic properties.

7.3.2 System geometry

Position is measured relative a reference point P and along the orthonormal
unit vectors n1, n2, and n3 which form the standard triad n that has a fixed
orientation in an inertial reference frame. The first of these vectors is directed
along the gravitational field, the other two span the horizontal plane. The hinge
points for the two pendulums are called A, and B, both of which are forced to
oscillate harmonically in the vertical direction. Between vertical lines through A
and B the horizontal distance is K. The string is divided into three sections
each of length L. Points A and B are positioned relative to the reference point
with vectors rA = f1(t)n1 and rB = Kn2 + f2(t)n1.

The system has three degrees of freedom. Once the position of one of the
particles is fixed, the other particle is located on the circle intersecting the two
spheres with radius L and centered on the first particle and the hinge point
closest to the second particle respectively. A minimum set of coordinates were
chosen with this picture in mind, two angular coordinates are used to determine
the position of mass one, while a third angle is used to determine where on the
mentioned circle the second particle is. A standard triad a with orthonormal unit
vectors ai is defined by a simple rotation of n an angle q1 about the vector n3. A
second rotation of a an angle q2 about the vector a2 defines the standard triad b.
The position vector to the first particle is r1 = rA +Lb1. The second particle is
located somewhere on a circle which is in a plane perpendicular to a vector d =
r1 − rB. The circle’s center is located at the middle point of a line through the

points B and particle one, while its radius is δ =
√
L2 − d · d. A unit vector w

is defined as the normalized projection of n1 onto the plane perpendicular to d.
Rotation of δw an angle q3 about the vector d results in a vector wr, and finally,
the position vector to the second particle is r2 = (r1 + rB) /2 +wr.

Damping was introduced in the model by viscous forces on the particles,
which were thought to be of lead. A diameter was computed from the particle
mass and the density of lead. Some simulations gave a velocity spectrum and
a Reynolds number was determined based on size and velocity, after which a
constant coefficient of drag was estimated. Any frictional forces in the string
were not considered.
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For the numerical analysis we will use the simple kinematic differential equa-
tions ui = q̇i. The velocities and their partial derivatives with respect to q̇i form
a basis τ of the tangent manifold.

7.3.3 Experimental parameters

The physical properties of the experimental model described in [13] were L =
0.198 m, K = 0.586 m, and the mass of each particle was m = 0.0164 kg. The
string diameter was 0.2 mm. The unforced system has an equilibrium position
with the two particles hanging fixed in the inertial system. The value of the angle
q1 in the equilibrium position is a function of K and L, cos q1 = (K − L)/(2L),
which is plotted in figure 7.1. The actual value of q1 in the equilibrium point is
θ0 = arccos ((586− 198)/396) ≈ 0.20135 rad, about 11.5 degrees.

The kinematics of motion in the vertical plane is identical to a four-bar link-
age. The longest bar is longer than any two of the three other bars, conse-
quently the linkage has two singular points. Only when any two of the strings
are exactly aligned does this singularity affect the three dimensional system.
Alignment occur at the angles q1 for which cos q1 = (K2 − 3L2)/(2KL) and
cos q1 = (K2 + 3L2)/(4KL). Both angles are plotted in figure 7.1. The nu-
merical values for the parameters values used are 0.23303 rad and 0.11572 rad.
Although these angles are close to the equilibrium angle θ0 for the investigated
system, the amplitudes are small and it is unlikely that the integrations come
close to the singularities.
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Figure 7.1. The solid curve indicates the value of q1 in the equilibrium position,
as a function of K/L. The dashed and dotted curves represents the value of q1
for which the chosen coordinates become singular. A vertical dash-dotted line is
placed at the actual value of K/L used in the investigation, about 2.96.
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7.3.4 Derivation of equations

The Sophia commands for specifying the geometry, subexpressions, deriving the
equations of motion, and generating C code are discussed here in some detail.
The computation is initiated by reading the Sophia files and setting a few vari-
ables, for example declaring three standard kinematic differential equations and
explicit time dependency of f1 and f2.
> restart;
> t0:=time();
> read("sophia");
> fpath:="./":
> dependsTime(f1,f2);
> &kde 3;

The frame called FN is considered inertial and the coordinates q1 and q2 specify
the orientation of triads a and b relative to n.
> chainSmpRot([FN,FA,3,-q1],[FA,FB,1,q2]):

The location of first hinge point is s1, where the forcing is shown. A position
vector for particle one is the next variable r1.
> s1:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),0,0,FN):
> r1:=Esimplify(express(s1 &++ Evector(0,L,0,FB),FN));

r1 := [[cos(q2 ) sin(q1 )L+ wa sin(ω t), cos(q2 ) cos(q1 )L, sin(q2 )L], FN ]

The expressions in r1 were replaced by subexpressions with the following com-
mand.
> r1s:=definesx(r1,2):

Hinge point B was located at s2 relative to the reference point.
> s2:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),K,0,FN):

The difference between r1 and s2 is used to find the position of the second
particle, and the components of this Evector were also used to define intermediate
variables.
> ra:=r1s &-- s2;
> ras:=definesx(ra,2):

A unit Edyad was defined as well as some other dyads for projection onto planes
and filtering out vector parts that are orthogonal to planes. The plane we were
interested in is orthogonal to the Evector ra, or ras.
> U:=[array(1..3,1..3,identity),FB]:
> pi1:=Esimplify(U &-- ((1/Edot(ras,ras)) &** Eoutp(ras,ras))):

These were used to construct the operator RR that rotates vectors around ra an
angle q3.
> R1:=(cos(q3) &** Esimplify(express(U,FN))):
> R2:=((1-cos(q3))/Edot(ras,ras)) &** Eoutp(ras,ras):
> R3:=((sin(q3)/Emag(ras)) &** ras) &xx Esimplify(express(U,FN)):
> RR:=R1 &++ R2 &++ R3:

The operator RR should be used on a vector w1 that is orthogonal to ra and lies
in the vertical plane determined by n1 and ra.
> w1:=pi1 &o Evector(1,0,0,FN):
> w1s:=definesx(w1):
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Until now we have defined nine subexpressions, the components of three Evec-
tors. The rotation operator is now applied to w1s, and the new Evector w2 is
replaced by one that uses subexpressions, w2s.
> w2:=RR &o w1s:
> w2s:=definesx(w2):

The magnitude of w2s is introduced as the thirteenth intermediate variable and
the distance w3 between ra and the particle is computed by this magnitude.
> magw2s:=definesx(Emag(w2s),2):
> offset:=definesx(sqrt(L^2-Edot(ras,ras)/4),2):
> w3:=Esm((offset/magw2s),w2s):
> w3s:=definesx(w3,2);

Finally the position r2 of the second particle is defined by the object r2.
> r2:=((1/2) &** (r1s &++ s2)) &++ w3s;
> r2s:=definesx(r2,2):

r2 := [

[
1

2
sx 1 +

1

2
wa sin(ω t) + sx 15 ,

1

2
sx 2 +

1

2
K + sx 16 ,

1

2
sx 3 + sx 17

]
, FN ]

The kinematics was derived by differentiation of the positions relative the inertial
reference frame.
> v1:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r1s,FN))):
> v2:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r2s,FN))):

Gravity and viscous forces acted on the particles and were collected in a Kvector
after being defined.
> F1g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):
> F2g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):
> vr1:=subs(kde,Emag(v1));
> vr2:=subs(kde,Emag(v2));
> forc1:=definesx(vr1,0):
> forc2:=definesx(vr2,0):
> F1d:=((-vd)*forc1) &** subs(kde,v1);
> F2d:=((-vd)*forc2) &** subs(kde,v2);
> FKV:=KMvec(F1g,F2g):
> FKD:=KMvec(F1d,F2d):

The velocities relative to the inertial reference frame were collected into a Kvector
object, but the identification of tangent vectors were not as straightforward as
normally, because of the subexpressions holding dependencies on time. These
dependencies were computed by differentiating all subexpressions defined until
now.
> VK:=KMvec(v1,v2):
> dsx:=differentiatesxlist(kde):

The function locatederivatives was used to find the dependencies on gener-
alized speeds u1, u2, and u3.
> tempv:=locatederivatives(dsx,[u1,u2,u3],[u1t,u2t,u3t]):

One of the lists returned from this function held the extra dependencies on
generalized speeds and it was substituted into the collected velocities, after which
the tangent directions could be identified.
> VK:=subs(tempv[5],VK):
> tau:=KMtangents(VK,[u1,u2,u3]):
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Explicitly time dependent part :, [[[−xsx1 3 , 0, 0], FN ], [[−xsx1 56 xsx1 3 + xsx1 57 (

xsx1 47 %4 + xsx1 48 (xsx1 41 %4 + xsx1 42 %3 + xsx1 43 %2)

+ xsx1 49 xsx1 44 %1)− xsx1 58 , xsx1 60 (xsx1 50 %3

+ xsx1 51 (xsx1 41 %4 + xsx1 42 %3 + xsx1 43 %2) + xsx1 52 xsx1 44 %1),

xsx1 62 (xsx1 53 %2 + xsx1 54 (xsx1 41 %4 + xsx1 42 %3 + xsx1 43 %2)

+ xsx1 55 xsx1 44 %1)], FN ], 2]

%1 := −xsx1 7 xsx1 3 − xsx1 8

%2 := xsx1 35 %1 + xsx1 38 xsx1 11 %1 + xsx1 39 xsx1 14 %1 + xsx1 40 xsx1 17 %1

%3 := xsx1 28 %1 + xsx1 31 xsx1 11 %1 + xsx1 32 xsx1 14 %1 + xsx1 33 xsx1 17 %1

%4 := xsx1 21 %1 + xsx1 24 xsx1 11 %1 + xsx1 25 xsx1 14 %1 + xsx1 26 xsx1 17 %1

Momentum and its time derivative were necessary to complete the derivation
process. The standard method of computing them is seen in the following lines
where they are also collected into the Kvector PKt for later use.
> p1t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v1),FN)):
> p2t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v2),FN)):
> PKt:=KMvec(p1t,p2t):

Once again it was necessary to use the information from the differentiated subex-
pression list to correctly find the linear dependency of inertia forces on u̇1, u̇2,
and u̇3. The conservative and viscous forces were also added to get the all ap-
plied forces, and finally the equations were generated by the projection operation
named after Kane.
> PKt:=subs(tempv[7],PKt):
> FK:=FKV &+++ FKD:
> NWQ:=FK &--- PKt:
> kane_eqs:=tau &kane NWQ:

Code was generated for numerical investigation of these equations with the fol-
lowing commands.
> ders:=[q1t,q2t,q3t,u1t,u2t,u3t]:
> vars:=[q1,q2,q3,u1,u2,u3]:
> parvals:={L=1,m=1,g=1}:
> ps:=parameters=[omega,wa,vd,K]:
> exeq1:=[subs(parvals,kane_eqs),[u1t,u2t,u3t]]:
> kdes:=[[q1t=u1,q2t=u2,q3t=u3]]:
> sxii:=3,4,5,6,8:
> sx:=map(evalf,subs(parvals,[seq(op(tempv[ii]),ii=sxii)])):
> exmex("moonsx",fpath,kdes,exeq1,sx,ders,vars,ps);

And the CPU-time necessary to complete this task on our computer was about
21 seconds.
> time()-t0;

21.070

7.3.5 Eigenfrequencies

The differential equations were only used to compare the simulations of the model
with experiments for small amplitudes near the equilibrium point. Benedettini
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and Moon [13] derived analytical expressions for the eigenfrequencies of the lin-
earized system around the equilibrium configuration. Small oscillations in the
vertical plane have the angular frequency

ω2
pl =

g

L

(
sin θ0 +

K(cos θ0)2

L sin θ0

)
. (7.5)

Two modes of the out of plane motion exist. The first is the whole system
swinging as a single particle pendulum around the line connecting the hinge
points. The second corresponds to an alternating motion of the two masses.
The eigenfrequencies are respectively,

ω2
op1 =

g

L sin θ0
, (7.6)

ω2
op2 =

g

L sin θ0
(1 + 2 cos θ0) . (7.7)

The frequencies for the parameter values in the experimental setup are ωpl =
4.251 Hz, ωop1 = 2.505 Hz, and ωop1 = 4.309 Hz respectively. A gravitational
acceleration of 9.80665 m/s2 is used in the evaluation of these numerical values.
It is remarkable that the values of the analytical frequencies given by [13] are
some 9 percent higher, although they derived the expressions and their parameter
values are used. The frequencies in the time histories found by integrations of
the derived equations around the equilibrium points compared very well with
the analytical expressions given here.

7.3.6 Results

The derivation of equations of motion for the particle system was performed
in three ways and the times measured on a Sun Sparc Ultra 1 computer with
Maple V Release V and patchlevel 1. Included in the processing time was reading
Sophia files, the derivation of equations and generating symbolically optimized
code from them. Without the introduction of any intermediate variables the
CPU time necessary was 518 s, with subexpressions it was about 21 s, and when
the subexpressions were used but introduced back into the equations before
code was generated from them, it took 395 s. Evaluating the generated code
by integrating the system from zero to 400 units of time, took 12.1 s, 11.9 s,
and 11.7 s respectively. Here MATLAB version 5.2.1 was used on the same
workstation.

7.4 The bicycle

7.4.1 Introduction

Despite its status as a well matured transportation system, the details of bicycle
dynamics are not well understood. A number of explanations have been seen
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during the last century. In 1970 David Jones, a doctor in chemistry, published
an article [37] where he made a theoretical and experimental investigation of
a bicycle’s handling qualities and dynamics. He set out to make an unridable
bicycle, and soon discovered that it was difficult to accomplish this endeavour.
Only after several attempts and theories did he manage to build an almost suc-
cessful bike. During his quest, he constructed a method of classifying a bicycle’s
stability based on how the steering geometry influences the torques acting on
the front wheel. To locate minimum energy solutions he computed the height
of the forkpoint as a function of lean and steering angles. The fork-point was
defined as the intersection of a horizontal line in the plane of the front wheel and
passing through its center, and the steering axis. If the fork-point falls as the
wheel turns into the lean when the bike is tilted, it is stable. He found that most
modern bicycles had similar characteristics in this regard and was able to pre-
dict that his fourth attempt would be difficult to ride. As understood by Jones
and further pointed out by Kirshner [43], the measure he devised is very much
related to the trail, or distance between the contact point of the front wheel and
the intersection of the steering axis with ground. If the contact point is located
forward of the intersection of the steering axis, instability seems unavoidable.
One of Jones other conclusions was that a rider-less bicycle is influenced by the
gyroidal torques of the spinning wheels. With a rider, these torques are small
or neglectable compared to the ones due to gravitationally induced forces and
torques.

Lowell and McKell [48] examined the phenomenon of self-stabilization at high
enough speeds. They investigated the impact of gyroscopic effects and friction
on the stability, but their main conclusion was that the castor or trail also used
by Jones is a key factor. Franke et al [26] derived equations of motion for a
bicycle model with a 70 kg person riding it. They used the lean angle and a lat-
eral displacement of the rider as parameters to locate fixed points. Further, they
investigated the stability of solutions where the bicycle moved straight ahead by
computing the Jacobian from numerical derivatives. They concluded that the
gyroscopic forces on the front wheel are a main contributor to the stability of a
limited region of the velocity. Decreasing the moment of inertia on the wheels
increases the size of this range, but position it at a higher velocity. Něımark and
Fufaev [58] treated the dynamics of the bike and derived equations for models of
bicycles and motorcycles with several different rolling constraints. They studied
the stability of some controlled and uncontrolled bicycles in rectilinear motion.
The dynamics of motorcycles is closely related, Koenen analyzed this topic in his
thesis [44]. Bicycling is much more than dynamics and stability, a good intro-
duction to the technical aspects of bicycling, which also gives many references,
is Bicycling Science by Whitt and Wilson [77].

Our purpose with this section is to illustrate the adaptability of Sophia by
deriving a set of equations of motion for a rider-less bicycle and examine its
dynamics numerically. In our earlier examples the general algorithm was to de-
fine the geometry and differentiate twice to find accelerations. The equations of
motion were then found by a projection onto the instantaneous direction of mo-
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tion. Here the equations are derived in a moving reference frame by forming the
velocities not by differentiation, but directly from the angular velocities and rel-
ative motion. All necessary accelerations are then computed and the projection
scheme applied. The system is modeled without friction and is thus conservative,
but the nonholonomic constraints destroy the symplectic structure inherent in
truly Hamiltonian systems. Finally, the dynamics is investigated briefly.

7.4.2 The bicycle model

The bicycle was treated as a system of four rigid bodies, two wheels, a frame,
and a steering handle rigidly connected to the fork. The wheels were considered
to have sharp edges and rolling without slipping on a flat horizontal surface.
Five parameters were used to represent the geometry of a general bicycle and
are defined in figure 7.2. The geometry of a few bicycles was measured to find

L

R1R2

b

σ

Steering axis

Figure 7.2. The geometrical parameters of a planar bicycle. The distance
between wheel centers is L, R1 is the radius of the rear wheel, and R2 of the
front wheel. The steering angle is σ, and a distance b defines the lengthwise
position of the steering axis.

some sets of parameter values which are presented in table 7.1.
Numerical studies were performed on the Crescent. Mass and inertia prop-

erties used in the computations were estimated but not measured. The mass of
each wheel was set to 1.2 kg, the frame mass to 8.0 kg and the fork mass to
1.0 kg. Center of mass for the frame was placed 0.6 m forward, and 0.3 m above
the rear wheel center, with the bike standing straight up. The position of the
center of mass for the fork was located at a point reached by moving a distance of
0.35 m along the steering axis from the intersection of the steering axis and a line
between the wheel centers, and then 0.01 m perpendicular to the axis in the for-
ward direction. Eight distinct moments of inertia were used, two for the wheels,
and three each for bicycle frame and fork. The wheels were considered planar
and the moment of inertia around the axis was set to 1.5 ×mR2 ≈ 0.11 kgm2.
In order, around the three axis through center of mass, the frame had 1.0, 1.5,
and 0.5, while the fork had 0.04, 0.03, and 0.01, all in kgm2. A gravitational
acceleration of 9.80665 m/s2 was used throughout the analysis.
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Type R1/m L/m b/m σ
Army 0.345 1.208 0.0734 23.51◦

Crescent 0.354 1.062 0.0480 20.09◦

Puch 0.334 1.030 0.0534 15.94◦

Rayleigh 0.342 1.011 0.0438 15.16◦

Table 7.1. A few samples of geometrical parameters for some bicycles. The
army bike was a surplus bike from the Swedish military organization, probably
optimized for off-road purposes with the technology available between the world
wars one and two. The Crescent was a ladies model that had the same rim size as
the Puch gents model, but different tire sizes affected the wheel diameters. The
last one was a racing model.

Bicycle configuration

A single wheel rolling on a surface has five degrees of freedom. Attaching a
body free to rotate around the axis of such a wheel introduces another degree of
freedom. Consider two such wheels, one with an attached bicycle frame and the
other with a bicycle fork and handlebar, for a total of twelve degrees of freedom.
Restricting the free motion of two bodies to a relative rotation introduces five
constraints. Connecting the bicycle frame with the handlebar does just that, so
the result is that a bicycle has seven degrees of freedom. However, the dynamics
of a bicycle on a flat surface is captured in an even more restricted system due to
symmetries. The absolute position as well as direction of motion are irrelevant
for the dynamics. Also the absolute angular position of the wheels relative to
the fork and frame respectively, do not influence the dynamics. The number of
degrees of freedom is thus reduced by five, and only two ‘interesting’ degrees
of freedom remain. We used the lean and steering angles to determine the
necessary configuration of the bicycle. Equations for the other five positions are
purely kinematic and may be used to find direction of travel, distance traveled,
etc.

An important feature on wheeled vehicles are the approximately nonholo-
nomic constraints introduced by the rolling wheels. In fact, it is nonholonomic
constraints that make vehicles controllable, changes of direction can be made
without excessive power requirements. Without these constraints vehicles slide
in the tangent direction when the driver tries to steer. The ideal nonholonomic
constraints on the bicycle are four, two contact points has zero velocity relative
to the horizontal plane on which the bicycle rolls. It follows that the number of
velocities necessary to determine the state of the bicycle is three, and our model
is governed by a first order system with a total of five variables.

Coordinates and velocities

The configuration of our reduced bicycle system is a point on a manifold of
dimension two, on which we have chosen two angles as coordinates. However, at
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least for some choices of coordinates, and in particular the one we used, one must
solve a nonlinear equation to find the position of all bodies once the coordinates
are given. For example, when values of the lean angle q1 and steering angle q2 are
chosen, one can place the bicycle on the horizontal plane. But the height of the
frame’s mass center must then be determined by the constraint that both wheels
touch the surface. To avoid solving a nonlinear equation each time-step during
integration, we introduced a redundant coordinate δ, that specifies inclination
of the bicycle frame relative to a reference frame defined by the instantaneous
course and lean of the bike frame. We derived a differential equation for the
extra coordinate, δ̇ = f(q1, q2, q̇1, q̇2, δ), and as the dynamics evolve, the value
of the redundant coordinate is found by integrating the differential equation in
parallel with the other equations. The initial value was carefully calculated to
fulfill the constraint at the starting point. This method was selected because we
had no access to a general integrator for DAE systems.

Three generalized velocities or generalized speeds are required together with
the coordinates to to fully determine the inertial velocity of all four bodies in the
system. We used u1 = q̇1, u2 = q̇2, and u5 = −q̇5 which is the angular velocity
of the front wheel relative to the bicycle fork. The minus sign was introduced to
make the bike move forward with a positive value of u5. Our use of u5 instead
of u4, the angular velocity of the rear wheel relative to the bike frame, avoided
singularities during the determination of fixed points. For instance, a correctly
adjusted steering angle could make the bike turn with the rear wheel rotating
around a vertical axis through its contact point. This solution is difficult to
locate if u4, the angular velocity of the rear wheel, is specified. We modeled
the bicycle as a conservative system, and our five degrees of freedom was thus
constrained to move on a four dimensional surface embedded in five dimensions.

Reference frames and other coordinates

Coordinates were introduced as follows. A reference frame FN was defined with
unit vectors n1 and n2 spanning the horizontal plane, and n3 pointing down.
The coordinate q3 was used to specify the orientation around a vertical axis for
the line where the plane of the bicycle frame intersects the horizontal plane.
Formally, it quantifies a rotation of FN in the positive sense around n3, which
defines an intermediate reference frame FR. The angle between the plane of the
rear wheel and a vertical plane, both intersecting the horizontal surface along
the identical line, was q1. A reference frame FA was defined by rotating FR an
angle q1 around r1. The orientation of a reference frame FF, fixed in the bicycle
frame, was defined with a rotation an angle δ around r2. The parameter σ was
used to define the inclination of the steering axis. A rotation of the frame FF an
angle σ around f2 defined another intermediate reference frame FC, and f3 = c3
were thus parallel with the steering axis. The relative orientation between the
frame FC and a frame FS was defined by the steering angle q2 around c3. To
summarize, positive q1 means right leaning, and positive q2 indicates steering to
the right.
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Some other reference frames and coordinates were necessary to complete the
model. The angle q4 defines the angular position of the rear wheel relative to a
lined fixed on the bicycle frame. Similarly, an angle q5 determines the absolute
position of the front wheel relative to the fork. With these coordinates, the
trajectory of the bike on the plane can be computed.

7.4.3 Equations of motion

The governing equations were derived by computing angular velocities of the in-
volved reference frames relative to an inertial frame, more specifically the frame
FN. Inertial velocities of the four mass centers were computed by addition of
velocities starting with the contact point of the rear wheel. Similarly, the ve-
locity of the point of the front wheel in contact with the ground was computed.
The rolling constraint resulted in two constraints on the velocities, after which
expressions for u3 and u4 as functions of coordinates and velocities were solved
for. These expressions were saved for use as subexpressions later on, and sub-
stituted into the velocity expressions used to compute a representation of the
tangent directions. Forming vectors of momentum and angular momentum and
their time derivatives was followed by the projection operation that results in
the equations of motion. The package for subexpression analysis described in the
beginning of this chapter was used to define subexpressions used in the defining
equations of the δ̇ and the nonholonomic constraints solved for the redundant
velocities u3 and u4.

The final differential equations were derived on the form M11 M12 M13

M12 M22 M23

M13 M23 M33

 u̇1
u̇2
u̇5

 =

 f1
f2
f3

 (7.8)

 q̇1
q̇2
δ̇

 =

 u1
u2
fδ

 (7.9)

where matrix and vector entries are functions of the coordinates and velocities
involved.

7.4.4 Dynamics

The dynamics was investigated numerically in MATLAB by exporting the equa-
tions as described in chapter 6. We located fixed points corresponding to rectilin-
ear and curvilinear motion for one parameter set, the Crescent in table 7.1, and
studied the stability of these solutions. Time histories of an example simulation
are shown in figure 7.3. Because energy is constant, the translational velocity of
the bicycle is a variable that evolves with the system. For the simulation seen in
figure 7.3 the final velocity is about 4.982 m/s, some kinetic energy is transferred
to potential energy when the bicycle decreases the leaning.
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Figure 7.3. Time histories of q1 and q2 from a sample simulation of 10 seconds.
Initial conditions were u5 ∝ 5 m/s, q1 = 0.1, and q2 = −0.2. Amazingly, the
solution seems to asymptotically go towards the solution q1 = q2 = 0. In the
next section we will see that the bicycle is in fact stable for a range of velocities
that include the velocity used here.

Rectilinear motion

There are two obvious solutions with the bicycle moving straight ahead and the
frame coinciding with the vertical plane. The difference is the orientation of the
fork, both the normal and fully reversed positions are possible, corresponding
to q2 = 0 and q2 = π respectively. From a dynamics viewpoint these two
configurations are fixed points and the stability is determined by the real parts
of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian evaluated at each speed. In figures 7.4 and 7.5
the corresponding real parts of the eigenvalues are plotted. For zero velocity,
the eigenvalues are symmetrically positioned around the origin of the complex
plane as they should for Hamiltonian systems. But a careful look at the plots
reveal only four distinct values at zero velocity. Two values are zero, one because
energy is conserved and the other corresponds to the redundant coordinate. The
computation of the eigenvalues was particularly simple, since the equations were
exported to a function that evaluates the Jacobian given an option.

Continuing turn and oscillating solutions

To locate solutions of the bicycle in a constant turn, we solved numerically with a
Newton-Raphson method for configurations where the rate of change of the state
was zero. The ability to compute the Jacobian of the equations of motion was
used to increase convergence rate of the solution method. While six coordinates
and velocities are used, fixed points are identified only by three of them. By
definition, the generalized speeds u1 and u2 are zero at fixed points, and δ̇ must
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Figure 7.4. The real parts of eigenvalues of the Jacobian for the bicycle running
straight ahead with q2 = 0. Between some 3.2 m/s and about 5.4 m/s the bike
is stable, above the upper limit one eigenvalue is slightly positive and the bicycle
thus unstable.

also be zero. This leaves only u5, q1, and q2 to investigate. We used u5 as our
parameter, or more correctly, the linear function R2u5, which is the velocity
that the point of contact between the front wheel and the ground moves with.
Actually u5 is not a real parameter because it is a variable in the system of
differential equations, but for fixed points it is still useful. A quantity that is in
fact a parameter is the energy. It can be used to eliminate one of the variables,
perhaps u5. However, for the present analysis we decided to stick with R2u5.

To get an overview of where to search static solutions, we computed the norm
of u̇, q̇, and δ̇ for several velocities and combinations of q1 and q2, and plotted
contours of this information. We then computed a bifurcation diagram of the
steady state solutions present in the system which is plotted in figure 7.6. A root
follower was used to get a linearly interpolated initial value for the next root to
be computed. The linear velocity or the steering angle was used as parameter for
different parts of the curves to avoid singularities. We found no good view of the
data in a three dimensional plot and plotted the solutions in a traditional plot
instead. In addition to the solutions represented by the curves in figure 7.6 and
their mirror image in the line of zero angle, there are the two solutions moving
straight ahead. The system also has a symmetry with respect to velocity and
the diagram can thus be mirrored in the line of zero velocity.

There are several bifurcations present in plotted diagram, some are at about
2.2, 3.2, 3.8, and 5.4 m/s respectively. Starting from zero there is a bifurcation
just below 2.18 m/s, where the curve marked with rings seems to pitchfork out
of the zero solution. But a detailed look at the emerging solution curve for q1
reveals that it actually shows up at a small offset from the zero solution. One
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Figure 7.5. The real parts of eigenvalues of the Jacobian for the bicycle running
straight ahead with the fork reversed. From about 3.6 m/s up to some 14.25 m/s
the bike is stable.

arm of the solution crosses the zero solution after a small increase in the velocity
at about 2.1827 m/s. Neither are the corresponding values of q2, marked with
stars, continuous with the zero solutions and the conclusion is that there is a
saddle-node bifurcation. The eigenvalues for these solutions reveal that they are
unstable.

The zero solution continues to be unstable up to v3 ≈ 3.207 m/s at which
point the largest real part of the eigenvalues becomes negative (seen in figure 7.4).
Numerical experiments with initial conditions near the zero solution and slightly
below v3 settles on a periodic orbit. This indicates the existence of a stable
periodic solution and together with the stability of the zero solution above v3, we
conclude that there is a supercritical Hopf bifurcation near v3. A more thorough
analysis would include a check of the stability of this solution, which can be
performed by using the variational equations, or a normal form calculation.

At the next critical velocity, 3.256 m/s, there is another saddle-node bifurca-
tion and two more solutions are born. One of these solutions and one from the
solutions appearing at 2.18 m/s meet and annihilate each other close to 3.8 m/s,
which is the result of a third saddle-node bifurcation. Finally, near 5.3984 m/s
there is a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation when both q1 and q2 of the non-zero
solution marked by squares and +, meet the zero solution. At that point the
stability of the zero solution vanishes.
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Figure 7.6. Two families of continuously turning solutions of the bicycle as
functions of the instantaneous front wheel velocity projected onto its plane. The
curve marked with rings are values of q1 that correspond to values of q2 marked
with stars. Similarly, squares mark a family of q1 values which together with
the q2 curve marked with + form a solution that exists up to some 5.4 m/s. In
addition, all solutions can be mirrored in the line of zero angle.

Trail

If the distance between the point where the steering axis intersects the ground
and the front wheel point of contact is a, the relationship with other geometrical
parameters is

a+ b

R2
= tan(σ). (7.10)

A negative trail means that the contact point is ahead of the intersection point.
For the geometry parameters we used the trail was a ≈ 0.08153 m. Increasing
the trail increases the range of velocities for which the system is stable. By
studying the eigenvalues as a function of velocity for different values of trail,
we found some numeric evidence that for a > 0.19567 m the largest real part
asymptotically goes to zero from below, indicating that the system is stable for
all realistic velocities above a threshold which is 3.57 m/s at a ≈ 0.19567 m.

We determined that stability is not lost until a is slightly less than zero,
approximately −0.006588 m. At that point the region of stability evident in
figure 7.4 has shrunk to zero width. If a is decreased further the system looses
stability, between a ≈ − 0.006588 m and a ≈ − 0.048698 m the largest real part
approaches zero asymptotically, below this range the largest eigenvalue grows
with the velocity.
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Moment of inertia

Change of stability due to different mass distributions in the wheels was ex-
amined by varying the inertia parameters for both wheels while keeping their
mass constant. For zero moment of inertia the eigenvalues show that it is un-
stable for positive velocities up to at least 100 m/s. Just above zero, at some
0.01×mR2 ≈ 0.00073 kgm2, it is stable between 23.5 m/s and 66 m/s. Increas-
ing the parameter lowers the limits of this range until it reaches the one found
in figure 7.4 for our parameter values used there. This suggests that a minimum
amount of moment of inertia is necessary to stabilize the bicycle for the geometry
investigated here.

7.5 Closure

Clearly, the use of subexpressions in some form decreases the processing times
during derivation of equations of motion for multibody systems. While the sym-
bolic optimization package in Maple does a very good job, it has the opportunity
to to an even better job if helped by some order on the expressions it is set to
optimize. The present implementation has some limitations. A simpler method
of computing dependencies on inner derivatives for identification of tangent vec-
tors and additional coefficients in the unknown accelerations is necessary. At
present defined expressions can not be undefined. But this is also a problem
for Sophia in general as some operations can not be reversed without destroying
valid relations between other defined variables.

The derivation of the equations of motion for the forced double particle sys-
tem was performed with three different methods. The use of subexpressions at
a few places reduced the effort of symbolic manipulation during the derivation
process. The difference in numerical performance of the symbolically optimized
equations was nearly neglectable. Significant performance gains can thus be
expected only during the symbolic processing stage. But if this part is done
interactively it may be good to reduce response times. Another point is that the
savings in memory requirements pushes the limits of what problems that can
be studied beyond currently available computed technology. This is important
for non-interactive derivations where available physical computer memory can
determine the success or not of a derivation process.

A bicycle with thin wheels and four rigid bodies was modeled and its dynam-
ics examined. During the process of deriving equations of motion, subexpressions
were introduced equations at a few places. The coefficients before u1, u2, and
δ̇ in the implicit differential equation for δ̇ were replaced with subexpressions
that were functions of q1, q2, and the parameters. These equations were quite
complex, and the insertion of these symbolic expressions at many places in the
equations did stop the derivation process due to excessive memory requirements
when test were made of the performance. The coordinate δ is small near realis-
tic angles for normal bicycle motion and setting it to zero will likely result in a
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system with similar dynamics. For an accurate representation of the dynamics
it is included in the equations used here.

The investigation of the bicycle’s dynamics has revealed a range of velocities
where the rectilinear motion is stable. This characteristic agrees with previous
authors, [26] and others. The present analysis includes a bifurcation diagram in
figure 7.6, which the author has not found any version of in the literature. A
Hopf bifurcation similar to the one we found at v3 is mentioned in [26]. The
pitchfork bifurcation at the upper limit of the stability region is not discussed
by them.

There is a strong dependency of the trail on stability of the rectilinear solu-
tion. Franke et al [26] gives a range of velocities for stable solutions as a function
of the trail, and for negative trail there are no velocities with a stable solution.
For some velocities the bicycle model used here is stable down to a negative trail,
approximately −0.006588 m.

It may at first thought be surprising that the conservative bicycle has stabil-
ity. In [62] is presented a short and illustrative argument as to why the special
structure of Hamiltonian systems, in general, do not survive when nonholonomic
constraints are added to a system. The remains are normally arbitrary dynami-
cal systems. Hence, the dynamics observed for the bicycle is not that surprising.

Future analysis of the dynamics of bicycles may be to determine the impact
of realistic shapes and dynamic properties of the tires on the characteristics
of the system. Another interesting type of problem may be to investigate the
control system necessary to guide a bike on any of the unstable solutions. An
intuitive feel for these solutions are clearly demonstrated by several BMX riders
who can handle a bicycle in strange ways. The stability characteristics of the
Hopf bifurcation may also be worth computing.
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Quick guide to Sophia

A.1 Sophia for Maple

This appendix is a short reference manual to the most important functions
and operators that form the basis of the Maple implementation of Sophia. A
more complete reference document is available from the Sophia web page at
http://www.mech.kth.se/sophia. For a long time Maple has been among the
top contenders for quality of the symbolic processing engine and the wealth of
functionality that follows the distribution. Many packages for Maple are avail-
able as binary libraries for quick loading into a Maple session. We decided to
keep Sophia as a text file that is read each time a new worksheet is created or an
old one is opened. The intention was that the code is open and accessible for fur-
ther developments by anyone that whishes to adapt it to special uses, or improve
it in other ways. The performance of most computers available today introduces
limited delays for the interpreting file processing and most users hopefully finds
this adequate. For examples on the use of Sophia commands see the text and
appendix B.

The main code does rely on the Maple library linalg, and one of the first
lines executed in the file is with(linalg): that assures the loading of this
library. Only the procedures for generating code needs additional libraries.

At any given time Sophia has been made up of a few files. A convenient
method of reading them into a worksheet is to write a personalized file with
commands that read all the files one is interested of. An example of such a file
is given here:

read("/home/user/maple/sophia_V5");

read("/home/user/maple/exmex");

init_exmex():

The functions for exporting C code are described in chapter 6.
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A.2 Maple types used in Sophia

The data types used in Sophia for Maple are of course defined on top of the
object types present in Maple, such as scalars of different types, lists, sets, and
strings. This chapter defines the types special to Sophia for use in the chapter
where functions are described. A few Maple types are described first to give
some background on the Sophia types.

Scalars

Scalar entities are represented by the standard types in Maple, algebraic, name,
numeric, and integer. Any scalar expression is of type algebraic, while the
others are more restricted.

Equations

The Maple type equation is used to store relations. Often these are on explicit
form name=algebraic. Implicit equations can be stored as algebraic=algebraic,
but more often all expressions are put on one side and can thus be represented
by a simple algebraic expression where the equality with zero is suppressed.

List

An ordered collection of any Maple objects, the list is used frequently in Sophia
to store collections of objects such as components and reference frames, equa-
tions, and many other items. Multiple copies of a single object can be inserted
repeatedly without risk of being removed by Maple as in the case of the set.

Set

The type set is used to represent collections of strings, names, explicit and
implicit equations among other things. Its properties seems to be derived from
group theory. The members are not ordered and the number of multiple copies
of identical objects are automatically reduced to one.

Table

The generic Maple type for indexed objects. It has special evaluation rules which
follows to the derived types such as array, matrix, and others. Proper evaluation
of these objects are received with the eval function. A not recommended method
of evaluating these objects is the function op.

Array

The array data type is a specialization of the table where indices are integer
ranges.
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Matrix

The basic data type for two-dimensional arrays with integer indices that begin
with a 1 in each direction.

Vector

A type used for representation of vector components. In essence, a one dimen-
sional array with index starting with 1.

A.3 Specific Sophia types

Vectors

A key idea behind Sophia is the automated treatment of vector component trans-
lation in vector algebra and calculus operations. Vectors are stored with compo-
nents and the name of a standard triad with which these components are asso-
ciated. The basic data type for Euclidean vectors is the Evector, which consists
of a list of two objects, an array of three components and a name referencing a
standard triad to which these componets are associated. Once relative orienta-
tions between different standard triads, or reference frames, are specified by the
user the system automatically performs the correct transformations necessary
for correct algebraic and calculus operations on Evectors.

Partitioned vectors

Representation of sums of vectors in an Evector may be very inefficient in terms of
memory requirements and processing necessary to actually express vector terms
relative to one standard triad. The data type partitioned vector is designed to
reduce this overhead by representing vector sums as a collection of any number
of Evectors.

Dyads

The most important example of a second order tensor used in rigid body me-
chanics is the moment of inertia tensor which is used to represent the properties
of mass distribution in a body. The nine component of second order tensors
in three dimensional spaces are stored together with frame information just as
Evectors are used for vectors.

Collection of vectors

Other collection of vectors are used to represent velocity, angular velocity, forces,
inertia, etc. for all bodies in a system. In the present version of Sophia, the data
type used for collections of Evectors is the KMvector. The KMvector is a list
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of Evectors and an integer that represents the number of Evectors included.
Collections of partitioned vectors are lists of partitioned vectors.

A.4 Specifying orientation

It is natural when examining systems with rotating parts to introduce angles
as generalized coordinates. The viewpoint in Sophia is that these angles define
relative orientation between sets of orthonormal basis vectors, standard triads.
Some functions for specifying relative orientation are described in this section.

chainSimpRot

Defines any number of relative orientations between standard triads. A relative
orientation is a list with four members, the name of the starting frame, the name
of the new frame, an integer (1,2,3) defining around wich axis the simple rotation
is performed, and the angle. The integer can be exchanged for a list of three
algebraic expressions representing an arbitrary axis in the original frame around
which the rotation should be performed.

chainSimpRot (orientation specifier)

Rmx

The function Rmx returns the matrix (direction cosine matrix) that defines the
transformation between vector components relative to two standard triads. The
order of the arguments are rememberd by the following syntax,

av = Rab
bv,

where va and vb are column vectors with the components expressed in the cor-
responding reference frame or standard triad. Thus Rmx(A,B) is used to express
vectors given relative to B in A, and the inverse relation is given by Rmx(B,A) or
the transpose of Rmx(A,B).

Rmx (A,B)

A name on standard triad 1

B name on standard triad 2

A.5 Creating objects

Here are some functions for creating and manipulating objects in Sophia. Func-
tions for creating and manipulating partitioned vectors are described in chap-
ter 5.
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Evector

The basic constructor procedure for Evector type objects. The arguments are
three scalar components, and a name of the reference frame or standard triad to
which these are associated.

Evector (c1,c2,c3,frame)

Edyad

The basic constructor procedure for Edyad type objects. The arguments are
nine scalar components of type algebraic, and a name of the reference frame or
standard triad to which these are associated. Components are given rowvise.

Edyad (c11,c12,c13,c21,c22,c23,c31,c32,c33,frame)

EinertiaDyad

A function that creates a symmetric Edyad that can represent inertia dyads.

EinertiaDyad (i11,i22,i33,i12,i13,i23,frame)

Esimplify

Applies the Maple simplify command to components of Evectors and Edyads.

Esimplify (eobject)

KMvec

Constructs KMvector from any number of Evectors as arguments.

KMvec (evector1,evector2,...)

A.6 Component transformations

Some functions used to transform components to other reference frames accord-
ing to the needs of other functions or by the user.

express

Transforms components of an Evector or Edyad.

express (eobject,frame)
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A.7 Miscellaneous functions

VtoD

Creates the antisymmetric dyad associated with a vector.

VtoD (evector)

DtoV

Creates the vector associated with an antisymmetric dyad.

DtoV (edyad)

A.8 Vector algebra

Vector algebra includes common vector operations such as addition, subtraction,
scalar product, cross product etc. The outer product, and dyads operating on
vectors are also implemented. Addition and subtraction are also defined for
KMvectors and higher collections.

&++

Operator form of Evector addition.

&++ (evector1,evector2)

&--

Operator form of Evector subtraction.

&-- (evector1,evector2)

&+++

Operator form of addition of KMvectors.

&+++ (kmvector1,kmvector2)

&---

Operator form of subtraction of KMvectors.

&--- (kmvector1,kmvector2)
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Esm

Multiplies an Evector or Edyad by a scalar.

Esm (scalar,eobject)

&**

Operator form of multiplying an Evector or Edyad with scalar.

&** (scalar,eobject)

Edot

Scalar product for Evectors and also Evector with Edyad. The first operatin
returns a scalar expression, the latter Evectors.

Edot (eobject1,eobject2)

&o

Operator form of scalar product.

&o (eobject1,eobject2)

Emag

The magnitude of an Evector.

Emag (evector)

Ecross

Cross product of two Evectors, or Edyad with Evector, or Evector with Edyad.

Ecross (eobject1,eobject2)

&xx

Operator form of cross product operation

&xx (eobject1,eobject2)

Eoutp

Outer product between Evectors.

Eoutp (evector1,evector2)
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&O

Fat dot product between KMvectors, sums the result of dot products between
corresponding Evectors.

&O (KMvector1,KMvector2)

A.9 Variable dependencies

Here some functions used to declare dependencies on time are presented. In
Sophia, dependencies on general parameters can be defined.

dependsTime

Takes any number of symbols and declares them dependent as functions of time
when performing differentiation with respect to time.

dependsTime ()

&kde

An operator that takes an integer argument, declares time dependecy for that
number of variables q, and u. A variable kde is defined with a standard setting
of kinematic differential equations q̇i = ui.

&kde (integer)

A.10 Vector calculus

A number of differentiation procedures are defined in Sophia, but the main in-
terest in multibody dynamics is vector calculus and only functions related to this
are described here.

diffVectorTime

Differentiates an Evector or Edyad in the frame it is expressed in.

diffVectorTime (eobject)

diffFrameTime

Differentiates an Evector or Edyad with respect to time in a specified frame.

diffFrameTime (eobject,frame)
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angularVelocity

Computes the angular velocity of reference frame B with respect to reference
frame A.

angularVelocity proc(B,A)

A.11 Equation generation

This section presents some of the functions and operators used to generate equa-
tions of motion from vector equtions and expressions.

KMtangents

Computes tangent vectors, i.e. partial velocities. The first argument is the ve-
locity vectors of all bodies and particles in the system. Second, genvelocities,
is a list of names on the generalized velocities used in the system. The explicitly
time dependent part of velocity can be computed by vKtime.

KMtangents (kmvector,genvelocities)

&kane

The operator that computes equations of motion from vector equations. Each
of the KMvectors in the left argument operates on the KMvector in the right
argument. When set equal to zero the expression resulting from this operation
are the dynamical equations of motion.

&kane (list of kmvectors,kmvector)
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Application files

B.1 Particle system

B.1.1 Subexpressions

restart;

t0:=time();

read("sophia");

fpath:="./":

&kde 3;

dependsTime(f1,f2);

chainSimpRot([FN,FA,3,-q1],[FA,FB,1,q2]):

# location of first hinge point

s1:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),0,0,FN);

r1:=Esimplify(express(s1 &++ Evector(0,L,0,FB),FN));

r1s:=definesx(r1,2):

# location of second hinge point

s2:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),K,0,FN):

ra:=r1s &-- s2;

ras:=definesx(ra,2):

# make a unit Edyad for later use.

U:=[array(1..3,1..3,identity),FB]:

# make projection operator pi1

pi1:=Esimplify(U &-- ((1/Edot(ras,ras)) &** Eoutp(ras,ras))):

# make rotation operator

R1:=(cos(q3) &** Esimplify(express(U,FN))):

R2:=((1-cos(q3))/Edot(ras,ras)) &** Eoutp(ras,ras):

R3:=((sin(q3)/Emag(ras)) &** ras) &xx Esimplify(express(U,FN)):

RR:=R1 &++ R2 &++ R3:

# calculate a vector that is orthogonal to ra

# and in the vertical plane determined by n1 and ra.

w1:=pi1 &o Evector(1,0,0,FN);

w1s:=definesx(w1):

# rotate a multiple of the vector w1 around ra.

w2:=RR &o w1s:

w2s:=definesx(w2):

magw2s:=definesx(Emag(w2s),2):

magw2s;
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offset:=definesx(sqrt(L^2-Edot(ras,ras)/4),2):

w3:=Esm((offset/magw2s),w2s);

w3s:=definesx(w3,2);

r2:=((1/2) &** (r1s &++ s2)) &++ w3s;

r2s:=definesx(r2,2):

# inertial velocities of particles

v1:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r1s,FN)));

v2:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r2s,FN)));

# applied forces acting on particles

F1g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):

F2g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):

vr1:=subs(kde,Emag(v1));

vr2:=subs(kde,Emag(v2));

forc1:=definesx(vr1,0):

forc2:=definesx(vr2,0):

F1d:=((-vd)*forc1) &** subs(kde,v1);

F2d:=((-vd)*forc2) &** subs(kde,v2);

FKV:=KMvec(F1g,F2g):

FKD:=KMvec(F1d,F2d):

VK:=KMvec(v1,v2):

# expand linear relationships in velocities

dsx:=differentiatesxlist(kde):

temp:=locatederivatives(dsx,[u1,u2,u3],[u1t,u2t,u3t]):

VK:=subs(temp[5],VK):

tau:=KMtangents(VK,[u1,u2,u3]):

p1t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v1),FN));

p2t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v2),FN));

PKt:=KMvec(p1t,p2t):

PKt:=subs(temp[7],PKt):

FK:=FKV &+++ FKD:

NWQ:=FK &--- PKt:

kane_eqs:=tau &kane NWQ:

# export equations as code

ders:=[q1t,q2t,q3t,u1t,u2t,u3t]:

vars:=[q1,q2,q3,u1,u2,u3]:

parvals:={L=1,m=1,g=1}:

ps:=parameters=[omega,wa,vd,K]:

exeq1:=[subs(parvals,kane_eqs),[u1t,u2t,u3t]]:

kdes:=[[q1t=u1,q2t=u2,q3t=u3]]:

sx:=map(evalf,subs(parvals,[op(temp[3]),op(temp[4]),

op(temp[5]),op(temp[6]),op(temp[8])])):

exmex("moonsx",fpath,kdes,exeq1,sx,ders,vars,ps);

time()-t0;

B.1.2 No subexpressions

restart;

t0:=time();

read("sophia");

fpath:="./":

&kde 3;

dependsTime(f1,f2);

chainSimpRot([FN,FA,3,-q1],[FA,FB,1,q2]):

s1:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),0,0,FN);

r1:=Esimplify(express(s1 &++ Evector(0,L,0,FB),FN));

s2:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),K,0,FN):
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ra:=r1 &-- s2;

U:=[array(1..3,1..3,identity),FB]:

pi1:=Esimplify(U &-- ((1/Edot(ra,ra)) &** Eoutp(ra,ra))):

R1:=(cos(q3) &** Esimplify(express(U,FN))):

R2:=((1-cos(q3))/Edot(ra,ra)) &** Eoutp(ra,ra):

R3:=((sin(q3)/Emag(ra)) &** ra) &xx Esimplify(express(U,FN)):

RR:=R1 &++ R2 &++ R3:

w1:=pi1 &o Evector(1,0,0,FN);

w2:=RR &o w1:

magw2s:=Emag(w2):

offset:=sqrt(L^2-Edot(ra,ra)/4):

w3:=Esm((offset/magw2s),w2):

r2:=((1/2) &** (r1 &++ s2)) &++ w3:

v1:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r1,FN))):

v2:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r2,FN)):

F1g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):

F2g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):

vr1:=Emag(v1):

A:=Edot(v2,v2):

vr2:=(A)^(1/2):

F1d:=((-vd)*vr1) &** subs(kde,v1):

F2d:=((-vd)*vr2) &** subs(kde,v2):

FKV:=KMvec(F1g,F2g):

FKD:=KMvec(F1d,F2d):

VK:=KMvec(v1,v2):

tau:=KMtangents(VK,[u1,u2,u3]):

p1t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v1),FN)):

p2t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v2),FN)):

PKt:=KMvec(p1t,p2t):

FK:=FKV &+++ FKD:

NWQ:=FK &--- PKt:

kane_eqs:=tau &kane NWQ:

ders:=[q1t,q2t,q3t,u1t,u2t,u3t]:

vars:=[q1,q2,q3,u1,u2,u3]:

parvals:={L=1,m=1,g=1}:

ps:=parameters=[omega,wa,vd,K]:

exeq1:=[subs(parvals,kane_eqs),[u1t,u2t,u3t]]:

kdes:=[[q1t=u1,q2t=u2,q3t=u3]]:

exmex("moonnox",fpath,kdes,exeq1,[],ders,vars,ps);

time()-t0;

B.1.3 Expanded subexpressions

restart;

t0:=time();

read("sophia");

fpath:="./":

&kde 3;

dependsTime(f1,f2);

chainSimpRot([FN,FA,3,-q1],[FA,FB,1,q2]):

s1:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),0,0,FN);

r1:=Esimplify(express(s1 &++ Evector(0,L,0,FB),FN));

r1s:=definesx(r1,2):

s2:=Evector(wa*sin(omega*t),K,0,FN):

ra:=r1s &-- s2;

ras:=definesx(ra,2):
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U:=[array(1..3,1..3,identity),FB]:

pi1:=Esimplify(U &-- ((1/Edot(ras,ras)) &** Eoutp(ras,ras))):

R1:=(cos(q3) &** Esimplify(express(U,FN))):

R2:=((1-cos(q3))/Edot(ras,ras)) &** Eoutp(ras,ras):

R3:=((sin(q3)/Emag(ras)) &** ras) &xx Esimplify(express(U,FN)):

RR:=R1 &++ R2 &++ R3:

w1:=pi1 &o Evector(1,0,0,FN);

w1s:=definesx(w1):

w2:=RR &o w1s:

w2s:=definesx(w2):

magw2s:=definesx(Emag(w2s),2):

magw2s;

offset:=definesx(sqrt(L^2-Edot(ras,ras)/4),2):

w3:=Esm((offset/magw2s),w2s);

w3s:=definesx(w3,2);

r2:=((1/2) &** (r1s &++ s2)) &++ w3s;

r2s:=definesx(r2,2):

v1:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r1s,FN)));

v2:=Esimplify(subs(kde,diffFrameTime(r2s,FN)));

F1g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):

F2g:=Evector(m*g,0,0,FN):

vr1:=subs(kde,Emag(v1));

vr2:=subs(kde,Emag(v2));

forc1:=definesx(vr1,0):

forc2:=definesx(vr2,0):

F1d:=((-vd)*forc1) &** subs(kde,v1);

F2d:=((-vd)*forc2) &** subs(kde,v2);

FKV:=KMvec(F1g,F2g):

FKD:=KMvec(F1d,F2d):

VK:=KMvec(v1,v2):

dsx:=differentiatesxlist(kde):

temp:=locatederivatives(dsx,[u1,u2,u3],[u1t,u2t,u3t]):

VK:=subs(temp[5],VK):

tau:=KMtangents(VK,[u1,u2,u3]):

p1t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v1),FN));

p2t:=subs(kde,diffFrameTime(Esm(m,v2),FN));

PKt:=KMvec(p1t,p2t):

PKt:=subs(temp[7],PKt):

FK:=FKV &+++ FKD:

NWQ:=FK &--- PKt:

kane_eqs:=tau &kane NWQ:

ders:=[q1t,q2t,q3t,u1t,u2t,u3t]:

vars:=[q1,q2,q3,u1,u2,u3]:

parvals:={L=1,m=1,g=1}:

ps:=parameters=[omega,wa,vd,K]:

kas:=expandsxlist(subs(parvals,[op(temp[3]),op(temp[4]),

op(temp[5]),op(temp[6]),op(temp[8])])):

exeq1:=subs(parvals,subs(kas,[kane_eqs,[u1t,u2t,u3t]])):

kdes:=[[q1t=u1,q2t=u2,q3t=u3]]:

exmex("moonex",fpath,kdes,exeq1,[],ders,vars,ps);

time()-t0;
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B.2 Bicycle

The Sophia source code for the bicycle system.

restart:

read("sophia");

dependsTime(q1,q2,q3,q4,q5,u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,delta):

# define relative orienatations

chainSimpRot([FN,FR,3,q3],[FR,FA,1,q1]):

chainSimpRot([FA,FF,2,delta],[FF,FC,2,sigma]):

chainSimpRot([FC,FS,3,q2],[FS,FB2,2,q5]):

chainSimpRot([FF,FB1,2,q4]):

chainSimpRot([FS,FP,2,-sigma]):

# compute parameters in the geometry for later use

pdf1:=mkc(Evector(a+b,0,-R1+R2,FF),Evector(0,0,x,FC)):

xval:=solve(cdot(pdf1,mkc(Evector(0,0,1,FF))),x);

Leq:=L=cdot(subs(x=xval,pdf1),mkc(Evector(1,0,0,FF)));

aval:=expand(solve(Leq,a));

aval:=subs(sin(sigma)=cos(sigma)*tan(sigma),aval);

# compute the constraint equation for the coordinate delta

rP1C1:=Evector(0,0,-R1,FA):

rC1A1:=Evector(aval,0,0,FF):

rA1A2:=Evector(0,0,xval,FS):

rA2C2:=Evector(b,0,0,FP):

dr4a:=Esimplify(Evector(0,0,-1,FN) &xx Evector(0,1,0,FS)):

dr4b:=Esimplify(dr4a &xx Evector(0,1,0,FS)):

dr4bm:=Emag(dr4b):

rC2P2:=Esm(R2/dr4bm,dr4b):

rP1P2:=mkc(rP1C1,rC1A1,rA1A2,rA2C2,rC2P2):

ceq:=cdot(rP1P2,mkc(Evector(0,0,1,FN))):

# Generating function for numerical solution of delta

# given q1 and q2

kinpars:=[R1,R2,L,b,sigma]:

bcpars:=[op(kinpars),q1,q2]:

bcp:="./":

mxceq:=matrix(1,1,[ceq]):

exmat("bice",bcp,mxceq,[delta],bcpars,matlab);

# kinematic differential equations

kde:={q1t=u1,q2t=u2,q4t=-u4,q3t=u3,q5t=-u5}:

# angular velocities of all 4 bodies.

nwr:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FR,FN)):

rwa:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FA,FR)):

awf:=angularVelocity(FF,FA):

fws:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FS,FF)):

# the angular velocity of the rear wheel relative to the frame.

fwb1:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FB1,FF)):

# the angular velocity of the front wheel relative to the fork,

swb2:=subs(kde,angularVelocity(FB2,FS)):

# the angular velocity of the bike frame relative to FN

nwf:=mkc(nwr,rwa,awf):

# the angular velocity of the stering handle relative to FN.

nws:=mkc(nwr,rwa,awf,fws):

# the angular velocity of the rear wheel relative to FN.

nwb1:=mkc(nwr,rwa,awf,fwb1):

# the angular velocity of the front wheel relative to FN.

nwb2:=mkc(nwr,rwa,awf,fws,swb2):
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# the subexpressions involved with the deltat

dtceq:=subs(kde,diffTime(ceq)):

AA:=genmatrix([dtceq],[u1,u2,deltat,’flag’]):

dtceq_u1:=definesx(AA[1,1],1);

dtceq_u2:=definesx(AA[1,2],1):

dtceq_deltat:=definesx(AA[1,3],1):

dtceq_0:=definesx(AA[1,4],1);

dtceqs:={dtceq_u1*u1+dtceq_u2*u2+dtceq_deltat*deltat-dtceq_0};

redkde:=convert(solve(dtceqs,{deltat}),list);

# the nonholonomic constraint and subexpressions related to it.

nvp21:=ccross(nwb1,mkc(rP1C1)):

nvp22:=ccross(nwf,mkc(rC1A1)):

nvp23:=ccross(nws,mkc(rA1A2,rA2C2)):

nvp24:=ccross(nwb2,mkc(rC2P2)):

nvp2:=ccpt(cadd(nvp21,nvp22,nvp23,nvp24)):

vceq1:=cdot(nvp2,mkc(Evector(1,0,0,FR))):

vceq2:=cdot(nvp2,mkc(Evector(0,1,0,FR))):

vceq:=subs(redkde,[vceq1,vceq2]):

BBv:=[u1,u2,u3,u4,u5]:

BB:=genmatrix(vceq,BBv,’flag’):

for ii from 1 to 2 do

for jj from 1 to 6 do

vceq_.ii._.jj:=definesx(BB[ii,jj],1);

od;

od;

nhceqs:={seq(add(vceq_.ii._.jj*BBv[jj],jj=1..5)

-vceq_.ii._6,ii=1..2)};

# find explicit expressions for u3 and u4

redkde2:=solve(nhceqs,{u3,u4});

# substitute subexpressions into angular velocities

awf:=subs(redkde,redkde2,awf);

nwf:=subs(redkde,redkde2,nwf);

nws:=subs(redkde,redkde2,nws);

nwb1:=subs(redkde,redkde2,nwb1);

nwb2:=subs(redkde,redkde2,nwb2);

# the inertial velocities of the 4 bodies.

nv1:=ccpt(ccross(nwb1,mkc(rP1C1))):

b1vf:=ccross(nwf,mkc(rC1A1)):

fvb2:=ccross(nws,mkc(rA1A2,rA2C2)):

nv2:=cadd(nv1,b1vf,fvb2):

nv3:=ccpt(cadd(nv1,ccross(nwf,mkc(Evector(L1,0,-L2,FF))))):

nv4:=cadd(nv1,b1vf,ccross(nws,mkc(Evector(G1,0,G2,FS)))):

# the tangent directions.

VK:=[nv1,nwb1,nv2,nwb2,nv3,nwf,nv4,nws]:

tau:=Kctau(VK,[u1,u2,u5]):

# inertial parameters and forces.

IT1:=EinertiaDyad(jm1*m1*R1*R1/4,jm1*m1*R1*R1/2,jm1*m1*R1*R1/4,

0,0,0,FB1):

IT2:=EinertiaDyad(jm2*m2*R2*R2/4,jm2*m2*R2*R2/2,jm2*m2*R2*R2/4,

0,0,0,FB2):

IT3:=EinertiaDyad(J31,J32,J33,0,0,0,FF):

IT4:=EinertiaDyad(J41,J42,J43,0,0,0,FS):

F1:=mkc(Evector(0,0,m1*g,FN)):

F2:=mkc(Evector(0,0,m2*g,FN)):

F3:=mkc(Evector(0,0,m3*g,FN)):

F4:=mkc(Evector(0,0,m4*g,FN)):
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T1:=mkc(Evector(0,0,0,FN)):

T2:=mkc(Evector(0,0,0,FN)):

T3:=mkc(Evector(0,0,0,FN)):

T4:=mkc(Evector(0,0,0,FN)):

FK:=[F1,T1,F2,T2,F3,T3,F4,T4]:

# accelerations etc

p1t:=subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,cdft(csm(m1,nv1),FN)):

p2t:=subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,cdft(csm(m2,nv2),FN)):

p3t:=subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,cdft(csm(m3,nv3),FN)):

p4t:=subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,cdft(csm(m4,nv4),FN)):

h1t:=cdft([Esimplify(express(op(ccpt(ddot(IT1,nwb1))),FF))],FN):

h1t:=ccpt(subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,h1t)):

h2t:=cdft([Esimplify(express(op(ccpt(ddot(IT2,nwb2))),FS))],FN):

h2t:=ccpt(subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,h2t)):

h3t:=cdft(ccpt(ddot(IT3,nwf)),FN):

h3t:=ccpt(subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,h3t)):

h4t:=cdft(ccpt(ddot(IT4,nws)),FN):

h4t:=ccpt(subs(kde,redkde,redkde2,h4t)):

PKt:=[p1t,h1t,p2t,h2t,p3t,h3t,p4t,h4t]:

# projection and equations of motion

keqs:=ckane(tau,PKt,FK):

# generating MATLAB function of equations of motion

dsx:=differentiatesxlist(kde):

sx:=[seq(dsx[2*ii-1],ii=1..11),op(redkde),op(redkde2),

seq(dsx[2*ii],ii=1..11)]:

masspars:=[m1,m2,m3,m4,jm1,jm2,J31,J32,

J33,J41,J42,J43,L1,L2,G1,G2,g]:

vs:=[u1,u2,u5,q1,q2,delta]:

vst:=[u1t,u2t,u5t,q1t,q2t,cdeltat]:

uts:=[u1t,u2t,u5t]:

ps:=parameters=[op(kinpars),op(masspars)]:

eqs2:=[[q1t=subs(kde,q1t),q2t=subs(kde,q2t),cdeltat=deltat]]:

name:="bkdyn556":

exmex(name,bcp,[keqs,uts],eqs2,sx,vst,vs,ps);

name:="bkdyn556jac":

exmex(name,bcp,[keqs,uts],eqs2,sx,vst,vs,ps,v5=[jacobian]);
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